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For over 120 years, Vogel Business Media has been providing all professionals,
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journals, 100+ web portals, 100+ business events and also numerous mobile
services and international activities network people in markets and supply the
information it is important to know.
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EDiTOriaL

Dear readers,
immerse yourselves in the world of specialist information. Discover media and people in your mar-
kets. This is a hearty invitation from me to read, get to know my colleagues, enter dialogue with us
and experience the possibilities of our wide range of services. At Vogel Business Media you find
answers to almost all questions in your sectors.

We live in an information society in which innovation cycles are becoming shorter and shorter and
cross-sector know-how transfer is becoming a deciding criterium in the marketplace. New topics,
new technologies, new networks appear increasingly rapidly. Information for daily work is also in-
creasingly coming via new media channels. Here media competence is emerging as a factor and the
valuable commodities time and attention are becoming a desired currency in the competition for
customers and ideas. For this reason there are quality specialist media which spread market knowl-
edge and open up paths of sector communication.

Vogel Business Media, Germany’s major specialist media publisher, provides high-quality specialist
media for established and up-and-coming professionals. We are a multi-media partner of industry
in information and communication, and support our customers in their professional success. For this,
we offer 100+ specialist media, 100+ web portals, 100+ business events – national and interna-
tional. In other words: what the specialist needs to know, in all common media channels from print

magazine or web portal to social networks.

Beside the business fields industry and automobile, our print and digital
media and our events also serve the sectors information technology
and law/economic/taxes. Over 800 editorial staff and experts use their
journalistic skills to present specialist and sector topics for readers,
users and event visitors, guaranteeing high-quality transfer of knowl-
edge and information. Our specialist media provide advertisers with

tailored communication solutions and cross-media campaigns covering
everything from reach or image creation to lead generation. Multi-media

via print, digital, events and services. By the way: with the Vogel
Convention Center VCC we have at our location in Würzburg

a unique congress centre which you can use for your
business events.

Put your own entirely individual specialist
knowledge programme together. Plan your
communication strategy with exactly fitting
media platforms and the matching communi-
ties. We look forward to meeting you!

magazine or web portal to social networks.

Beside the business fields industry and automobile, our print and digital 
media and our events also serve the sectors information technology 
and law/economic/taxes. Over 800 editorial staff and experts use their 
journalistic skills to present specialist and sector topics for readers, 
users and event visitors, guaranteeing high-quality transfer of knowl-
edge and information. Our specialist media provide advertisers with 

tailored communication solutions and cross-media campaigns covering 
everything from reach or image creation to lead generation. Multi-media 

via print, digital, events and services. By the way: with the Vogel 
Convention Center VCC we have at our location in Würzburg 

a unique congress centre which you can use for your 
business events.

Put your own entirely individual specialist 
knowledge programme together. Plan your 
communication strategy with exactly fitting 
media platforms and the matching communi-
ties. We look forward to meeting you!

Stefan Rühling
Chairman of the Board
Vogel Business Media
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Media network people
and markets
Vogel Business Media provides high-value specialist media platforms and
web portals for knowledge transfer among market participants. For the read-
ers and users of our specialist media, we provide specialist knowledge pre-
sented by sector experts as an aid to orientation and decision-making and
also for training and advanced training in daily professional life. In addition,
Vogel offers sector events and business networks for direct exchange of
ideas between the market participants and also offers comprehensive ser-
vices. Join us in dialogue!

Our topics: Automation, Automobile, Electronics, Production, Logistics,
Machine Construction, Design Engineering, Medical Technology. Also Phar-
maceuticals, Laboratory and Chemicals, Motor Trade and Information Tech-
nology. And legal and tax topics, along with B2B communication, corporate
social responsibility and B2B marketing.

Our readers: Professional decision-makers such as engineers, entrepre-
neurs, developers, technologists, lawyers, physicians, dentists, architects,
tax accountants, pharmacists, government officials and dealers. On top of
that come those responsible for advertising, marketing and communica-
tions in the sectors and, in the universities and vocational colleges, tomor-
row’s professionals.

Our markets: industry, automobile & mobility, information technology and
law/business/tax.

THE COMPaNY

Your multi-media knowledge and

communication partner for B2B.

How to use this booklet
The booklet “Markets. Media. People.” lists the major part of our
specialist publications and web portals, our digital product range and
also the most important events, congresses, seminary and further
services by this group of companies. This booklet helps with orienta-
tion and planning. Find out about us!

• In what business areas and sectors is Vogel Business Media active
for you?

• Which content, communities and special topics of relevance to you
are addressed by the specialist media?

• Which markets are opened up for you by our specialist media
brands?

• Who are your direct contact persons and who advises you?
• Which other interesting services with future potential, for medium-

sized and small firms in particular, are provided by the modern
specialist media publisher?

• How do I use specialist media for research and and professional
orientation?

„We want to provide industry with a
platform for the sharing of direct mar-
ket information. In this sense, the wid-
est range possible should be made

available.“
Publishing house founder Carl GustavVogel

The wisdom of our forebears:
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Benefits for firms, advertisers
and agencies
Vogel is a reliable media partner. With over 120 years and business rela-
tionships in the most important markets. Our specialist media open up the 
way to contacts with market partners and customers. They open up access 
to communities and support well-established, independent sector platforms 
for company communication and provide the corresponding media services 
in an attractive and high-quality specialist journalistic environment. The 
digital products offer a perfectly targeted setting for placing advertising 
messages, all the way to 1-to-1 communication. This way, advertising suc-
cess becomes measurable.
With its specialist media, Vogel provides complete market access for all 
kinds of advertising messages. The cross-media product range offers a di-
versity of tools for highly efficient B2B communication. For all kinds of com-

munication goals, there are matching, state-of-the-art media channels, 
from print or online-advertising and educational marketing to spon-
soring, social media, corporate publishing etc., and also estab-
lished sector events. These brands therefore guarantee reach and 
image in the markets. Vogel Business Media links sectors and 
communities.

This is also true internationally: in a world of increasing globalisation 
and networking, our specialist media open up markets worldwide for 

business. With their familiar platforms, they provide the media bridgehead 
into these markets.

Beside the list of contents, the index on page 103
will help in finding all media brands and product
ranges. Or simply get in touch with the contact
person named.
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CONTENTs

The benefits for our
readers, users and visitors
Editorial presentation of specialist and sector topics uses multiple channels
in all specialist media: with print, digital and events. Around 800 editorial
staff and sector experts are constantly presenting current and useful infor-
mation. Depending on the kind of information, the specialist editorial staff
select the appropriate format for effective use of the information, such as
print article, online contribution, webcast, seminar or even a panel discus-
sion.
The newly developed internet platforms offer useful tools for success in
daily professional live. Under the rubric Educational Marketing, webcasts,
whitepapers and webinars support knowledge transfer. We thus cover
comprehensively, as a multi-media all-round provider, the field of profes-
sionally-relevant specialist information and keep our sector communities
– using social media as well – in form for the markets.
These four symbols help you in navigating through this cross-media product
range: print, digital, events and services

PRINT DIGITAL EVENTS SERVICES
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Press Reviews 102
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Since 1952, Vogel Business Media has had its headquarters in the Max-¬
Planck-Strasse in Würzburg. This is also the location of its own large con-
ference center, the Vogel Convention Center VCC.
Würzburg is also home to the publishing fields industrial media and auto
media and to the areas events and services. Vogel book publishing and partmedia and to the areas events and services. Vogel book publishing and part 
of the IWW Institute for business journalism are also based here.

The publishing division Vogel Forma, a speciality mail order firm for the
motor trade, likewise has its base in Würzburg, as does the 85% sub-
sidiary DataM-Services (limited company for address management, di-
rect marketing and distribution consulting).

Further locations in Germany are in Augsburg (IT media), Berlin (ngn),
Düsseldorf (IWW), Frankfurt (medical technology, machine construction),
Munich (electronics) and Nordkirchen by Münster (IWW).

international Market
Vogel Business Media is particularly active in Europe, Asia and the USA.
With its own publishing houses as well as numerous licence partners. In
China, Vogel was already active in 1996. The latest activities are in India
and started at the beginning of 2011.

Adress:

Vogel Business Media
GmbH & Co. KG
Max-Planck-Str. 7/9,
97082 Würzburg, Germany

Post address:

Vogel Business Media
GmbH & Co. KG
97064 Würzburg, Germany

Tel.: +49-931 418-0
Fax: +49-931 418-21 00
Internet: www.vogel.de
Internet: www.vogel.com

THE COMPaNY

The locations in Germany

Also check 

www.vogel.com

“You find us 7x in
Germany and all over
the world.”

Brands, products and media are at the centre of attention on the corporateBrands, products and media are at the centre of attention on the corporate 
site of Vogel Business Media. The multimedia basic principle of this mediasite of Vogel Business Media. The multimedia basic principle of this media 
publisher is reflected in the concept, impression and contemporary technol-publisher is reflected in the concept, impression and contemporary technol-
ogy of this website. Here you find the most important aspects of our fourogy of this website. Here you find the most important aspects of our four 
business fields: print, digital, events and services. A central element in thebusiness fields: print, digital, events and services. A central element in the 
communication are the activities in social media (Twitter, Facebook, Xing,communication are the activities in social media (Twitter, Facebook, Xing, 
YouTube), which are likewise presented and made utilisable via vogel.de..YouTube), which are likewise presented and made utilisable via vogel.de..
Direct access to topics and media.Direct access to topics and media. 
And: career openings, press reports and a 120 year history.And: career openings, press reports and a 120 year history.

Visit us on the web!
vogel.de – all activities
on one web portal

http://www.vogel.de
http://www.vogel.com
http://www.vogel.com


Fairs

You meet us at all important sector fairs,
such as … Come and visit our booth!

International Suppliers Fair (IZB), Wolfsburg
The IZB addresses suppliers in the auto industry and enjoys a great reputa-
tion in the international specialist world. The high quality of the exhibitors
and the number of decision-makers among the specialist visitors make the
Fair an important communication and business platform for the sector.
When: 14th – 16th October, 2014
Type: congress, conference, fair
Participants: 776 exhibitors, 28 countries, 49,000 visitors
Media partner: automobile industry

»IT-SECURITY MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY«
The aim of this series of events is to bring together the market-leading IT
security providers and to give the participants a comprehensive overview,
in the form of independent keynotes, specialist lectures, workshops and
user reports, of the current status of the latest technologies and solutions.
When: 4 days, 4 locations June/July, 2014
Where: Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Hanau, Munich
Participants: 800-1000 IT decision-makers from user and service-provider
companies
Organiser: Vogel IT Academy, Vogel IT Medien GmbH

AdvoTec 2014: “Lawyer 2014 – the lawyer as
entrepreneur”
The 65th German lawyers’ conference is organised by the German Lawyers’
Association as an annual specialist and congress event. For the anticipated
roughly 1,500 participants, the German Lawyers’ Association is putting on a
specialist exhibition accompanying the conference, the AdvoTec 2014:
“Lawyer 2014 – the lawyer as entrepreneur”.
When: 26th – 28th June, 2014
Where: Kultur- und Kongresszentrum Liederhalle in Stuttgart
Participants 2013: ca. 1500 participants
Exhibitor: IWW Institute

Hannover Messe Industry – the most important fair for
industry media
The HMI is worldwide the most important industry fair. At the biggest in-
dustrial show, key technologies and technical innovations are presented.
When: 7th – 11th April, 2014
Where: Hanover Fairground
Participants 2013: 6393 exhibitors from 62 countries, 217,000 visitors
Exhibitors: Specialist media of Vogel Industry Media

7
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THE COMPaNY

Globalisation is obviously not a new phenomenon. Nor is it a fact that Germa-
ny is a leading exporting nation. All the same, the dynamics of worldwide de-
velopment have increased significantly, worldwide and permanently. Germany
has to maintain its role as a technological leader, and, for this reason, new
projects are being started and are attracting investment, a move which will in
turn be followed by firms which establish a new market. No wonder that Ger-
many is permanently conquering new markets worldwide. Specialist media
function in this context as business bridgeheads. Specialist media follow their
national customers into these new markets. They open up these markets, they
position the firms, create contacts and make the firms and their products
known. The so-called BRIC countries are currently developing particularly dy-
namically. Precisely here, German specialist media are the right partner for
building up business relationships. German specialist media publishers are in-
creasingly installing specialist media in these young, dynamic markets, com-
bining the tradition media competence with regional editorial expertise. In Chi-
na and India particularly, there are numerous examples of this development.

subsidiaries, Licences Media/Objects

China
Beijing Jigong Vogel
Media Advertising Co., Ltd.,
Peking

MM Xiandai Zhizao,
PT PlasticsTechnology
PROCESS China, LaborPraxis China,
Automobile Industry,
POWER, Modern Packaging

India
Vogel Business
Media India Pvt. Ltd.

PROCESS India
MMI Modern Manufactoring India

Korea
*ACROSS-DEXIOR
CAPITAL CO., LTD., Seoul

MM Korea

Austria
Technik & Medien Verlagsges.
m.b.H., Wien

MM – Das österreichische
Industriemagazin

Poland
Raven Media
Sp. zo.o, Breslau

Agnieszka Tyc, Kattowitz

MM Magazyn Przemyslowy
autoEXPERT, powder&bulk
ZAKUPY

Switzerland
Vogel Business
Media AG, Thalwil

SMM Schweizer Maschinenmarkt
MSM Le Mensuel de l`industrie
SMM/MSM GUIDE
DIREKT-EINKAUF (Hersteller- und
Lieferantenkatalog)

Thailand
Green World
Media Co. Ltd., Bangkok

MM – The Industrial Magazine

subsidiaries, Licences Media/Objects

Czech
MM Publishing s.r.o., Prag
Autopress s.r.o., Prag

MM Pr°umyslové spektrum
autoEXPERT

Turkey
Dünya Yayincilik
Yaacik, Istanbul

MM Makina Magazin

Ukraine
Softpress Ltd., Kiev

MM Money and Technologies

Ungarn
Word Communications kft.
Budapest

MM Müszaki Magazin

USA
Vogel Europublishing
Inc., San Ramon

Advertising representative

We open up markets for you – worldwide!

Sales
Anna Gredel
Tel. +49-931-418-2920
anna.gredel@vogel.de

Sales
Winfried Burkard
Tel. +49-931-418-2686
winfried.burkard@vogel.de

CONTACT

mailto:winfried.burkard@vogel.de
mailto:anna.gredel@vogel.de
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iNTErNaTiONaL

Paresh Navani
Tel. +91 22 256010-14
paresh.navani@vogel.de

CONTACT

You are seeking success in india?
Vogel Business Media india
At the beginning of 2011, Vogel Business Media founded, at the launch of
the specialist magazine PROCESS India, a publishing house in India with
head office in Mumbai:
Vogel Business Media India Pvt. Ltd. Since then, a local editorial team
with local content in English has been active. The English-language PRO-
CESS India appears 8x per year.
In 2014, Vogel organised, together with the Messegesellschaft Nürnberg,
the trade fair BULK SOLIDS INDIA for the fifth time.
Right on time for the machine tool fair IMTEX in Bangalore, in the middle
of January 2013, “Modern Manufacturing India” (MMI) came out, a new

You are seeking success in China?
Vogel China
For over 15 years now, Vogel Business Media has been active in China with
a joint venture. The base of the roughly 150 staff of Beijing Jigong Vogel
Media Advertising is in Beijing. There are sales offices in Shanghai, Guang-
zhou and Chengdu.
In 1996, the Chinese edition was launched by MM MaschinenMarkt
In 1997, the Joint Venture with STIP (China Machine Press), Beijng, was of-
ficially signed.
On 1st April, 1998, Vogel Business Media and STIP jointly founded Beijing
Vogel in order to publish the Chinese MM MaschinenMarkt.
In 2001, Automobile Industry China and Process China followed.
In 2010, 14 Chinese-language web portals with local content opened.
By 2013, the portfolio comprised 10 magazines and 14 web portals as well
as numerous large industry events

specialist magazine for production technology in India. This magazine is
published by the subsidiary of Vogel Business Media in Mumbai in coop-
eration with Gardner Business Media, USA and the Indian Machine Tool
Manufacturers’ Association (IMTMA), Bangalore. Appearing in two-
monthly rhythm, the magazine has a circulation of 15,000. MMI produces
daily and distributes, together with Gardner Business Media and Vogel
Business Media the fair newspaper at the fairground.
The constellation of the partners MM MaschinenMarkt, Gardner Business
Media, Vogel Business Media India and IMTMA is convincing for both
readers and advertising customers.

Vogel Business Media India Pvt. Ltd.
No. 32, Ground floor
New Unique Industrial Estate
R. P. Road, Mulund West

(opposite Jawahar Talkies)
400 080 MUMBAI
Maharashtra, India

Beijing Jigong Vogel Media Advertising Co., Ltd.
No. 1 Bai Yun Road, 100045 Beijing, China

You are seeking success in india?
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sEMaNTiC BEP

Our future technology: semantic BEPs
so that content arrives where it is needed. Check our Business Efficiency Portals.

are you …
… overnewsed but underinformed? Not with us.
…We provide only relevant information for you!

What is behind it?
Business Efficiency Portals, know as BEPs, are specialist information por-
tals of Vogel Business Media, using semantic interlinking to deliver infor-
mation to website visitors. These information portals pick up the user pre-
cisely where his information needs are. The focus is on benefit to the cus-
tomer.

For this, Vogel Business Media uses semantic technologies, which were
originally developed for military purposes. This syntax recognises meanings
and content and enables a completely automatic real-time analysis of all
specialist content in the entire specialist knowledge universe at Vogel.
Each customer has his own needs. On the basis of his behaviour, his cen-
tres of interest and his current utilisation situation, the next step is to sup-
ply him with the previously examined and selected information. The prereq-
uisite is that this content is of the greatest relevant to him. In addition, we
present the user with new information which could be significant to him.
The suggested content comprises, besides editorial articles and activities,
also videos, picture galleries, live reporting from fairs, whitepapers, webi-
nars or firm profiles.

Thus we enable our users not simply access to specialist content, but also
present complex topic fields in their entirety.

The aim is that each individual user should be supplied with the information
exactly relevant to him, in precise and differentiated detail, independent of
all existing representation forms and formats.

Added value
With up to 7 million page hits per month (IVW certified, status March
2014), customers can profit from the wide target group reach of Vogel Busi-
ness Media. Business Efficiency Portals create added value: the right spe-
cialist knowledge at the right time, the relevant specialist information in
the right format, anytime, everywhere, worldwide

As a provider of high-value information (e.g. in a whitepaper, a webinar, a
video or a firm profile), you guarantee catching the attention of your sector,
precisely with the users for whom your content and messages have the
highest relevance.
Here you find what you are looking for!
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COMPaNY DaTaBasE

Firm profiles raise your relevance
a diversity of presentation options
The firm profile offers you comprehensive display format and presentation
options for your product portfolio. Here you have room for publishing your
own contributions, pictures, videos, brochures, product descriptions and
much more. Strongly multimedial content is very well received by users and
is an additional enhancement of your profile. Your editorial contributions
likewise appear there.
 On target with the right format.

Your target group in focus
Contextual feed: Make use of the full reach that a Business Efficiency Por-
tal at Vogel has with your customers. With each of our articles, we calcu-
late completely automatically how well this topic matches your firm. If they
match, your firm, complete with firm logo, will be displayed immediately
next to the article. Decision-makers therefore always notice your firm in the
optimum topical setting.
 Placed where it is effective!

Permanent presence: Your firm is not only displayed contextually in the
Business Efficiency Portal, but is also integrated at many other locations in
the portal. With a Premium Profile, you are assured presence throughout
the portal.
 Once only does not count!

Maximum reach without additional costs: With contextual feeds, integra-
tion throughout and our editorial activities, we offer you an attractive reach
in the target group. With little effort and without additional costs, you can
get even more out of your firm profile.
 The price is low!

social Media support your firm profile
You can network your firm profile with the social media in which you
are present. As soon as you have linked your accounts with e.g. Face-
book or Twitter, you can decide, for each content that you place in your
firm profile, whether this should also be published automatically on
your social media channels as well. You can also decide whether you
wish to use our editorial content for your content in social networks. In
addition, the visitor to your firm profile will receive a clear pointer to
your activities on social media. Be it Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
Google+, LinkedIn or Xing, the user can select his preferred channels.
 Present in all formats!

Measurable advertising effect
Via our customer centre, you have full transparency at any time regarding
the performance of your firm profile. Here you see daily status reports for
feed frequency of your firm profile, how often the user clicked, and how
high your click-through rate is. The figures are collected by independent
third-party providers. The reach of our portals is IVW-certified and is updat-
ed monthly.
 Fast feedback via success!

We raise your Google relevance with:
Contextual relevance: The portals of Vogel Business Media have a high
Google relevance to the specialist topics they participate in, and come out
in top place in the listings for many topic-specific searches. With your own
firm profile within the domain of the topic portal, you are also part of the
high-value journalistic context.
 High-quality context.

Backlinks: Among the factors assessed by Google in measuring the rele-
vance of your own firm website is how many links to other websites appear
on your site (so-called backlinks), and of what quality these websites are.
With a firm profile on one of our specialist portals, we interlink as standard
setting with your firm website. You thus receive backlinks from a very high-
value source.
 Comprehensive networking.

High-value content: The more high-value content appears in your firm pro-
file, the more content there is for search engines. You are thus assured of a
better chance of being found. The firm profile offers you wide-ranging pos-
sibilities for this. On the one hand, you can place as much content there as
you wish, while, on the other hand, content can be fed in automatically via
RSS-feed. On top of this comes editorial content from over 30 Vogel Busi-
ness Media portals.
 Quality & quantity
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MEDiaPOrTaL

The advertising portfolio
of Vogel Business

Media

MEDIA
VOGEL

MEDIA

PRINT
all advertising formats,
adspecials, topics and dates ofadspecials, topics and dates of 
our specialist magazines and
special publications DIGITAL

banner formats,banner formats, 
video advertising, leadvideo advertising, lead 
campaigns and morecampaigns and more 

EVENTS
exhibitions and
sponsoring opportunities at
our seminar and congress
events

media.vogel.de

SERVICES
with special editions, videowith special editions, video 
productions, market research
and more, we support your firm
communication

MEDIA@VOGEL – the advertising portfolio of Vogel Business Media –
is the new information portal for everything to do with our publishing prod-
ucts. At www.media.vogel.de, customers find all products and services with
which Vogel Business Media can support their marketing activities.

CONTACT

Thomas Arnold
Tel. +49-931-418-2232
thomas.arnold@vogel.de

Visit us here: www.media.vogel.de

The portal offers information on many editorial products from the publish-
ing field industry media and marconomy and is being constantly expanded.
The products in the area of auto media and the English language version of
the portal will appear shortly.

Danny Hübner
Tel. +49-931-418-2308
danny.huebner@vogel.de

CONTACT

Look out, marketers, advertisers, communicators!

of Vogel Business 

http://www.media.vogel.de
mailto:thomas.arnold@vogel.de
http://www.media.vogel.de
mailto:danny.huebner@vogel.de


12 Countries! 07
86

2

www.vogel.de

6 Million!

Capture worldwide sales markets!
With 6 million copies of MM.
Distributed in 12 countries.
For further information just contact
winfried.burkard@vogel.de

---> www.maschinenmarkt.de

mailto:winfried.burkard@vogel.de
http://www.maschinenmarkt.de
http://www.vogel.de
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sOCiaL MEDia

We have the right community for every
professional – join in!
social media – a “must” for media makers!
The role of social networks has been transformed in the last few years
from a purely private pleasure to an important marketing instrument. Al-
most a quarter of the total online time of internet users is spent today on
social networks like Facebook, Twitter & co.
In B2B communication at Vogel Business Media, too, social media have in
the meantime become indispensable. The social networks offer us the op-
portunity to enter into dialogue more effectively than ever before.

We grasp this opportunity actively and offer our readers, users and custom-
ers on all important platforms a central contact point to discuss topics, ask
questions or meet the like-minded. In this way, new formats and content
are created which make communication better and specialist information
even more valuable.

the meantime become indispensable. The social networks offer us the op-
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Use social media professionally!
We open up the social networks for you!

Markus Dalke
Tel. +49-931-418-2418
markus.dalke@vogel.de

CONTACT

Social intranet Social media sector rankings Social CRM

You find our activities in:
22 pages89 fan pages 56 accounts 26 groups 33 channels

Building and maintaining
Design and setting-up
social media channels

Social media content
Creation of content and

editorial support

Social advertising
Conception and realistion of

social media advertising

Dialogue monitoring
Follow online discussions

and learn from them

Reach packets
Additional reach for your advertising

message

Sponsorships
Raising brand awareness with promotional

competitions/info-graphics

Consulting & conception
Development of B2B social

media strategies

Key figure reporting
Knowing and optimising the performance

of your activities

€

Use our products and services
Presence in social networks offers you big potential chances for the B2B
brand. Here everything depends on a suitable strategy and the right use.
We support you in positioning your firm, thus raising the brand awareness,
customer retention and attractiveness as an employer.

(Status March 2014)

mailto:markus.dalke@vogel.de
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WEBiNar

www.marconomy.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

www.twitter.com/marconomy_de

www.facebook.com/marconomy.de

www. google.com/+MarconomyDe

www.youtube.com/marconomy

www.xing.de/marconomy

marconomy is the platform for marketing and com-
munication in business. marconomy stands for in-
spirational examples taken from all communication
disciplines. marconomy supports, with the neces-
sary know-how, the mastering of professional tasks
and explains the specific specialist application pos-
sibilities of modern IT tools and systems. marcono-
my provides an overview of, and insight into, the
major trend topics of brand, product and sales
communication in business-to-Business. Inspiration
for marketing and communication in business –
marconomy.

Sales
Christian Schmitt
Object manager
Tel. +49-931-418-2039, christian.schmitt@vogel.de

CONTACT
Editor
Natalie Wander
Duty chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2318, natalie.wander@vogel.de

Digital
At marconomy.de, marketing decision-makers and staff find
information from marketing and communication in business
which assists them in their daily tasks.
www.marconomy.de

services
Campaign planning, corporate publishing and webcast productions are only
three of the numerous services which help advertisers to use marconomy to
shape their firm’s campaign successfully. A lead campaign matched per-
fectly to the marketing goal or the production of a case study or of a web-
cast gives sustained support to market success of firms and agencies.

Print
The marconomy magazine appears topic-specifically for events. Here
current trends, studies, “best practice” and also strategic marketing and
communication topics are assessed and presented.

The marconomy Newsletter provides

30,000 subscribers with important

impulses and decision orientation

for the marketing of products and

services.
www.marconomy.de/newsletter

MarCONOMY

http://www.twitter.com/marconomy_de
http://www.facebook.com/marconomy.de
http://www.google.com/+MarconomyDe
http://www.youtube.com/marconomy
http://www.xing.de/marconomy
http://www.marconomy.de
mailto:natalie.wander@vogel.de
mailto:christian.schmitt@vogel.de
http://www.marconomy.de
http://www.marconomy.de/newsletter
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Unter dem Motto „Mehr Wissen für Ihren Erfolg“ bietet
die marconomy Akademie ein umfangreiches Seminarprogramm zur
Weiterbildung in den Bereichen Marketing und Kommunikation im B2B
an. Das Programm orientiert sich permanent an aktuellen Entwicklun-
gen. Im Portfolio befinden sich sowohl klassische Marketing-Themen
wie Texter-, PR-, Mediaplanungs- und Grafikdesign-Seminare als auch
gegenwärtige Inhalte wie E-Mail-Marketing-, Social Media-, Content-
Marketing und Online-Recht-Seminare.
www.b2bseminare.de/marconomy

Matchmaking | Würzburg 25th February, 2014
The inspiring event format for new ideas and valuable contacts
www.matchmaking.marconomy.de

Lead Management summit i München 3rd/4th April, 2014
The unique congress in Germany on the topics inbound marketing,
lead generation, marketing automation and CRM
www.leadmanagementsummit.com

innovations on Tour 25th June/1st July/3rd July, 2014
Fürstenfeldbruck | Wuppertal | Mannheim
The innovative roadshow which every marketer has to have seen
www.marconomy-ontour.de

B2B Marketing Congress | Würzburg 14th/15th October, 2014
The biggest B2B marketing event in the German-speaking world
www.b2bmarketingkongress.de

Brand conference B2B | Würzburg 18th November, 2014
The obligatory event for all responsible in the branding field
www.markenkonferenz.de

The exclusive evening event for top decision-makers in B2B marketing
www.cmosoiree.de

Events
Events by marconomy make the know-how of the marketing
and communication sector tangible and promote the interac-
tion between the market partners. Use the established events purposefully
in order to make potential customers out of new contacts, to give depth to
existing relationships and to present yourself as a competent partner for
certain topics. In this way, marconomy gives firms and agencies access to
the market and the necessary presence before, during and after the event.
Live your marconomy community!

Matchmakingmarconomy award winner 2013

Brand conference B2BB2B Marketing Congress

The exclusive event platform for CMOs for strategic questions in marketing
and IT
www.cmodialogue.de

Under the motto “More knowledge for your success”, the
marconomy Academy offers a wide-ranging seminar programme for
advanced training in the fields of marketing and communication in B2B.
The programme constantly takes its orientation from current develop-
ments. The portfolio contains on the one hand classical marketing top-
ics such as seminars for texters, PR, media planning and graphic de-
sign and, on the other hand, current content such as e-mail marketing,
social media, content marketing and online law.
www.b2bseminare.de/marconomy

MarKETiNG aND COMMUNiCaTiON iN BUsiNEss

http://www.b2bseminare.de/marconomy
http://www.matchmaking.marconomy.de
http://www.leadmanagementsummit.com
http://www.marconomy-ontour.de
http://www.b2bmarketingkongress.de
http://www.markenkonferenz.de
http://www.cmosoiree.de
http://www.cmodialogue.de
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Csr-MaGaZiN

The crisis of 2008/2009, induced by the finance world, was also a cri-
sis of confidence with consequences, still being felt, of a new kind.
The direct consequence of it: values are playing an increasingly impor-
tant role for companies. On top of this comes the mega-trend of sus-
tainability, without which credible entrepreneurial activity today is
hardly thinkable. In company management, the strategic value of cor-
porate social responsibility has taken on a whole new meaning.

With the new specialist magazine “CSR MAGAZIN” and the appertaining on-
line presence, Vogel Business Media and the team from CSR NEWS have tak-
en up this important communication and management goal wholeheartedly.
This specialist medium for corporate social responsibility provides studies, di-
alogue, service, best practice, checklists, concepts, contacts and any amount
of aids for professional CSR work. Besides the print product, membership of-
fers exclusive access to information in greater depth, to data bases and sus-
tainability studies, to the CSR community as well as to events and webinars.

The most important feature of the editorial work: independent and cross-
sector reporting which takes the points of view of firms, NGOs and science
into consideration. For years now, the website “CSR NEWS” has main-
tained a place as one of the leading and worldwide most searched for in-
formation platforms on the topic of CSR.

CSR MAGAZIN appeared for the first time in 2011 and is aimed at staff in
responsible positions as well as CSR and sustainability experts in firms,
NGOs and foundations, in communications agencies, business consultants
and PR advisers and also CEOs in SMCs – not to mention communicators,
students, scientists and teachers as well as marketing and publicity execu-
tives or the interested general public. This specialist medium is the ideal
instrument for optimising sustainability management or the B2B communi-
cation of firms and provides support for professional CSR work. By the way:

Tips, background information and concepts for

responsible business practice and B2B commu-

nication – professionalise your activities in the

area of corporate social responsibility

the CSR MAGAZIN was selected by the German Specialist Press Associa-
tion (VDP) as the Specialist Medium of the Year 2012 in the category “Best
New Launch”.

CSR MAGAZIN is integrated into a cross-media palette involving print,
online and events. It is thus the first specialist medium on the topic of CSR
to take up the question of optimisation of sustainability management and
B2B management in this very critical field of business activity. Use these
cross-media options for your messages.

Home: www.csrmagazin.net
Twitter: http://twitter.com/csrnews_german
Xing: „Csr Professional“
Facebook: Csr NEWs (German)

Unternehmen. Verantwortung. Gesellschaft.Unternehmen. Verantwortung. Gesellschaft.

CSR MAGAZINCSR MAGAZIN

www.csr-news.net

CSR MAGAZINCSR MAGAZIN

The direct consequence of it: values are playing an increasingly impor-

Editor
Achim Halfmann, chief editor
Tel. +49 2192 85 46 458,
achim.halfmann@csr-news.net

CONTACT

are values and entrepreneurial responsibility important to you?

Csr MaGaZiN – the professional network

http://www.csrmagazin.net
http://twitter.com/csrnews_german
http://www.csr-news.net
mailto:achim.halfmann@csr-news.net


www.vcc-wuerzburg.de

Würzburg’s imposing top location with
modern conference roomsmeeting the
highest requirements.

Würzburg’s creative top location
with perfect acoustics for high
quality cultural events.

Würzburg’s innovative top location
with 3000 m² exhibition area for
new fair formats.

Würzburg’s exclusive top location
for sophisticated information
events.

Here success is created!
Würzburg’s innovative top location.

Now even more fascinating, more versatile.

Come to us!
09

69
4

http://www.vcc-wuerzburg.de


INDUSTRY
We supply information on a wide range of topics, from

machining or automation to design engineering or medical

technology. Our numerous specialist media are normally

amongst the leading publications in their sector, often

in first or second place. They provide access to markets and

sectors, take up interdisciplinary topics, and supply

competent and targeted information for professional

communities.

Vogel Business Media is represented in almost all of

Germany’s major industrial sectors with its specialist

products:

• Machine construction

• Manufacturing industry

• Electrical engineering

• Electronics

• Chemical industry

• Vehicle construction

By the way: 2014 isthe 120th anniversary ofMM MaschinenmarktJoin the celebration!



Vogel Business Media –

Europe’s major

publishing house for

industry
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www.maschinenmarkt.de

The brand for industry has for 118 years now been
providing a wide variety of media to decision-mak-
ers in management, production, automation, design
engineering and logistics. MM MaschinenMarkt -–
with its weekly, top-circulation industrial magazine,
web portals, a daily newsletter plus numerous
specific topic newsletters, the leading European
market place for used machines, sector-related
specialist information in logistics, as well as
international print and online services in 12 coun-
tries -– represents a high-performance information
and communication platforms the core sectors of
the manufacturing industry.

MM MaschinenMarkt
The industry magazine
MM MaschinenMarkt, as a weekly industrial magazine of 120 years’ stand-
ing, provides current information from the entire manufacturing industry.
Under the headings Production, Automation and Design Enginerring, new
trends in technology and products with their application and maintenance
in industry are covered. Business news, management topics, interviews
and trend reports round off the magazine’s information service for special-
ists and managers in industry.
Target groups: In its target- group-oriented distribution system,
MM MaschinenMarkt’s circulation includes the key technical and commercial
personnel throughout the entire manufacturing industry.

maschinenmarkt.de
Provides concrete solutions for the daily tasks of professional users. The
high utility value of this specialist information is further enhanced by sup-
plier-specific content in the form of whitepapers and webcasts. A company
database provides structured search and contact options. Users addition-
ally have attractive tools at their disposal, such as RSS feeds, individually
adaptable newsletters and personal information storage.
Target groups: www.maschinenmarkt.de is the specialist website for
managers and specialists in the core sectors of manufacturing industry.

SOCIAL MEDIA

http://twitter.com/Maschinenmarkt

www.facebook.com/maschinenmarkt

www.xing.com/net/maschinenmarkt

www.youtube.com/maschinenmarkt

www.gplus.to/mmaschinenmarkt

MM MaschinenMarkt is one of the

largest specialist magazines in the

world, with a total monthly

circulation of over 500,000 in

12 countries and 11 languages.

Editor
Frank Jablonski, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2279, frank.jablonski@vogel.de

Sales
Winfried Burkard
Tel. +49-931-418-2686, winfried.burkard@vogel.de

CONTACT

http://www.maschinenmarkt.de
http://www.maschinenmarkt.de
http://twitter.com/Maschinenmarkt
http://www.facebook.com/maschinenmarkt
http://www.xing.com/net/maschinenmarkt
http://www.youtube.com/maschinenmarkt
http://www.gplus.to/mmaschinenmarkt
mailto:frank.jablonski@vogel.de
mailto:winfried.burkard@vogel.de
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TECHNOLOGY | PrODUCTiON | MaNaGEMENT

MM Börse
successful finding and selling of used machines
MM Börse, the special yellow-page section in each edition of
MM MaschinenMarkt, puts Europe’s largest used machinery
market onto paper every Monday. Whether trade and import offers,
“wanted” ads, auctions or free capacities, MM Börse provides targeted
matching of supply and demand.

MM Börse online
THE MaCHiNE sEarCH ENGiNE
The international “for sale” and “wanted” online marketplace. With
comprehensive product descriptions, photo galleries, direct contact with
the seller, auction calendars and an extensive list of traders.
www.gebrauchtmaschinen.de
www.used-machines.com

Sales
Andreas Schrauth
Tel. +49-931-418-2907, andreas.schrauth@vogel.de

CONTACT

MM – trade fair journals
MM MaschinenMarkt publishes various official trade fair journals in
collaboration with leading trade fair organisers. Daily updates.
Bilingual. Exclusive distribution.

MM Metav Daily
the official Fair newspaper at the METAV 2014

Messe Daily
the official Fair newspaper at the HANOVER FAIR 2014

MM Motek Daily
the official Fair newspaper at the Motek 2014

MM EuroBLECH Daily
the official Fair newspaper at the EuroBLECH 2014

For its 120th anniversary, MM Maschinen-
Markt presents, in the cross-media edito-
rial series “Meilensteine der industrie”
[“Milestones in industry”] pioneering
inventions and progressive developments
from industry.

http://www.gebrauchtmaschinen.de
http://www.used-machines.com
mailto:andreas.schrauth@vogel.de
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MM CompositesWorld
The market significance of fibre-reinforced com-
posites has grown enormously. They are seen as
the light-weight construction materials of the
future, as is already the case in aviation techno-
logy, for example, where it is has begun to re-
place aluminium. The vehicle and ship construc-
tion industries are also increasingly pressing
ahead with projects involving composite materi-
als. What they still need for their final market
breakthrough, however, are automated processes

enabling more cost-effective production
composite components. The machine
and installation construction sectors
are currently setting about a numberinitiating
numerous of related projects. These are covered by
MM CompositesWorld, – the special issue of MM
MaschinenMarkt, published on the German market
under license from Gardner Publications in the USA.
www.maschinenmarkt.vogel.de/composites-
world

specialist conference Carbon
Composites
augsburg, 18th and 19th November, 2014
At the specialist conference Carbon Composites, production managers,
quality managers, design engineering managers and upcoming scientific
staff are getting together, for the fourth time now, to discuss the challeng-
es surrounding carbon-fibre reinforced components. The programme con-
tains informative lectures of top-quality, covering the whole process chain
of carbon-fibre reinforced plastics.
The accompanying exhibition shows solutional approaches for efficient pro-
cessing of fibre composite working materials.
The specialist conference Carbon Composites is joint event of MM Mas-
chinenMarkt and Carbon Composites e.V.
www.fachtagung-carboncomposites.de

Event management
Isabell Weisensee
Tel. +49-931-418-2214
isabell.weisensee@vogel.de

CONTACT

Congress for digital logistics processes
Würzburg, 12th and 13th November, 2014
an eye on everything thanks to visualisation
BMW does it, and so do Daimler and Audi. Auto manufacturers build
mock-ups of their production lines in cardboard and let their staff feel
where machines and conveyor belts should be positioned. The procedure is
elaborate and the firms are increasingly relying on software. The visualisa-
tion of processes is becoming more and more important for firms, for it
happens too often that data is either wrong or not correctly interpreted.
MM Logistik intends to make visualisation simpler for logistics staff and,
moving from the planning of a store to the operation and, finally, the
upgrading of the installation, put the focus on visualisation software with
its chances and risks. The questions to be answered here are: What uses
does a v-software have? How do I use it? How can I train my staff for v-
software? How do I import the data? Where do I store the data? What role
does Augmented Reality play in the visualisation of stores, and can I in
future really dispense with the mock-ups of the work-benches?
Target groups: logistics managers and planners, production managers and
CEOs in small and medium-sized firms.
www.digitale-logistik.de

2014: our top events for you!

The MM family makes you clever: come to the MM Academy.
All services, seminars, congresses can be found here:
www.maschinenmarkt.de/akademie
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http://www.maschinenmarkt.vogel.de/composites-world
http://www.fachtagung-carboncomposites.de
mailto:isabell.weisensee@vogel.de
http://www.digitale-logistik.de
http://www.maschinenmarkt.de/akademie


www.mm-logistik.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

http://twitter.com/MMLogistik

www.xing.com/net/mmlogistik

www.youtube.com/mmlogistik

www.gplus.to/mmlogistik

For more than 10 years MM Logistik has been the
specialist magazine for logistics decision-makers in
industry, commerce and transport.Topics range from
technology for material handling, warehousing, pack-
aging and distribution right through to management
and IT. It also covers the major events in the logistics
sector.

Editorial office
Bernd Maienschein, Editor-in-Chief
Tel. +49-931-418-2195, bernd.maienschein@vogel.de

special numbers
LogiMaT special
MM Logistik reports from this trade fair on new developments and im-
provements in the fields of distribution and material/information flows.
Besides distribution along with MM Logistik and MM MaschinenMarkt,
this special number also appears in Austria and Switzerland.

intralogistics Journal 2013
The MM Logistik special issue for intralogistics. Besides changes in the
sector, the Intralogistics Journal also reports on sales opportunities in
global markets. Under the strong umbrella brand name of MM, this special
issue appears in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Poland, the Czech Republic
and Hungary.

Digitale Logistikprozesse
The special for the Congress, with additional information on Congress
topics and with in-depth background reports and expert interviews with
the speakers.

mm-logistik.de
The online portal for logistics decision-makers and a central access point
for research and searches. Numerous services such as thea daily news-
letter, RSS feeds and a company databank provide users with up-to-date
information for daily work. In our own webcast studio we produce MM
Logistik webinars, video ads and complete corporate videos.
www.mm-logistik.de

MM Logistik
MM Logistik aims at logistics decision-makers in companies with more
than 100 employees. By the way: “Reichweitenstudie Maschinenbau 2011”
(a distribution range study for machine construction) confirms the outstan-
ding position held by MM in the direct market environment. MM Logistik is
in the TOP 10 most widely distributed magazines for the German machine
construction sector and reaches more decision-makers in intralogistics and
material flow than any other magazine in the test.
Target groups: Logistics decision-makers in manufacturing industry, trade
and haulage.

Sales
Jürgen Dölling
Tel. +49-931-418-2367, juergen.doelling@vogel.de

CONTACT

TECHNOLOGY | PrODUCTiON | MaNaGEMENT

http://twitter.com/MMLogistik
http://www.xing.com/net/mmlogistik
http://www.youtube.com/mmlogistik
http://www.gplus.to/mmlogistik
http://www.mm-logistik.de
mailto:bernd.maienschein@vogel.de
http://www.mm-logistik.de
mailto:juergen.doelling@vogel.de
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www.blechnet.com

SOCIAL MEDIA

http://twitter.com/blechnet

www.xing.com/net/blech

www.youtube.com/blechnet

blechnet
The entire world of sheet metal forming
The sector magazine blechnet has for the last 10 years presented the
complete production chain in sheet metal processing: from product devel-
opment, the use of CAD/CAM systems, tool construction and production,
all the way through to assembly. Inputs from markets, driving forces and
opinions provide in-depth insights into sector developments.
Target groups: Managers and decision-makers in metal processing,
steel construction, machine construction, vehicle construction, electrical
engineering, precision mechanics, and manufacture in iron, sheet metal
and metal.

The entire process chain of cost-effective sheet me-
tal processing in focus:
From design engineering through to the finished
component – the sector magazine, web portal and
weekly newsletter by blechnet provide compact in-
formation for decision-makers and technical users
in the sheet metal industry. Extensive photo sec-
tions, exclusive interviews, articles researched at the
relevant suppliers, topic specials, plus market and
trade fair overviews, give in-depth insight into the
dynamic world of sheet metal.

blechnet.com
Eleven topic channels provide professional users with concrete solutions
for their daily tasks. The high utility value specialist information is further
enhanced by supplier-specific content in the form of whitepapers and web-
casts. A company database provides structured search and contact options.
Users additionally have attractive tools at their disposal, such as RSS feeds,
individually adaptable newsletters and personal information storage.
www.blechnet.com

Editorial office
Dietmar Kuhn, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2449, dietmar.kuhn@vogel.de

Sales
Renate Zehnter
Tel. +49-931-418-2839, renate.zehnter@vogel.de

CONTACT

http://twitter.com/blechnet
http://www.xing.com/net/blech
http://www.youtube.com/blechnet
http://www.blechnet.com
http://www.blechnet.com
mailto:dietmar.kuhn@vogel.de
mailto:renate.zehnter@vogel.de
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The digitale media concept: the three info-pillars

Community

3

1
Internet platform

2
eNews

www.nachhaltige-produktion.de

“Promoting sustainability does not just mean build-
ing electric vehicles. By employing energy-efficient,
resource-saving production processes, companies
make just as important a contribution to ensuring
that our environment, economy and society stay
intact in the long term.”
(Claudia Otto, senior editor)

SOCIAL MEDIA

www.xing.com/net/sustainability

Editor
Claudia Otto, senior editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2065, claudia.otto@vogel.de

Sales
Winfried Burkard
Tel. +49-931-418-2686, winfried.burkard@vogel.de

nachhaltige PrODUKTiON
(sustainable production)
The digital media concept
»nachhaltige PRODUKTION« is a cross-sector, digital communications plat-
form focusing consistently on making industrial production future-capable.
Specifically, it goes into raising efficiency, conserving resources and avoid-
ing emissions while simultaneously strengthening economic viability.
Target groups: Company, production and operations managers,
energy, environment and facility managers and those responsible for sus-
tainability and CSR throughout the whole of manufacturing industry.
www.nachhaltige-produktion.de

CONTACT 
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http://www.xing.com/net/sustainability
http://www.nachhaltige-produktion.de
http://www.nachhaltige-produktion.de
mailto:claudia.otto@vogel.de
mailto:winfried.burkard@vogel.de
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www.etmm-online.com

SOCIAL MEDIA

www.facebook.com/ETMMmagazine

Editorial office
Eric Culp, Editor-in-Chief
Tel. +49-931-418-3203, eric.culp@vogel.de

Sales
Britta Solloway
Tel. +44-115-8545527, britta.solloway@vogel.de

CONTACT

ETMM
European Tool & Mould Making (ETMM) is the Europe-wide magazine
dedicated to the tool and mould-making industry and looks at solutions
for the day-to-day problems in the sector. This English language magazine
appears ten times a year and has a circulation of 10,000.
Target groups: Specialists and managers in European tool and mould
making and the sector’s suppliers and service providers.

ETMM-Online.com
ETMM Online is the web platform for manufacturers of tools and mould.
It carries new developments and special articles, reports from and about
trade fairs and exhibitions, case studies, surveys and webcasts. It also lists
upcoming events and gives many useful links. The weekly newsletter is
specially tailored to the needs of tool and mould manufacturer. Find links to
the latest important news of the week at www.etmm-online.com

special numbers
ETMM Buyer’s Guide
The annual ETMM Buyer’s Guide is the Europe-wide suppliers’ directory
for tool and mould making. With over 1,800 suppliers in 12 categories,
it provides a clearly structured market overview.

EDM Europe Buyer’s Guide
The annual EDM Europe Buyer’s Guide is included in the November issue
(EuroMold preview) and provides a comprehensive over view of the entire
spectrum of EDM.

iNDUsTrY

Trade fair journal
ETMM EuroMold Daily is the official trade fair
journal for the annual world trade fair for tool

and mould making, design and product development, published in German
and English. With exclusive distribution to all EuroMold visitors.

High development costs, complex technical require-
ments and cost-intensive production processes are
the challenges tool and mould construction. Euro-
peanTool & Mould Making is the sector magazine
for the key European market and supplies the indus-
try’s professionals with practice-relevant material
for daily tasks.

http://www.facebook.com/ETMMmagazine
http://www.etmm-online.com
mailto:eric.culp@vogel.de
mailto:britta.solloway@vogel.de
http://www.etmm-online.com


High quality online journalism on chemical engineering,
process technology and pharmaceutical engineering all
around the world. Use videos, whitepapers and editorial
articles to ease your day-to-day work and to stay up-to-date.
Have a look!

---> www.process-worldwide.com

www.vogel.de

www.process-worldwide.com
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sMM
schweizer
Maschinenmarkt
(Swiss edition)
Leading specialist magazine for the technology
sector. Supplies fortnightly the latest technical
and product information on topics such as
production, automation technology, materials &
surface technologies, design engineering and
CAx, material flow, logistics, joining technology,
and the component supply industry.
Target groups: Technical and business manag-
ers, technical investment managers, specialists
at technical universities and at research & de-
velopment institutes.

MsM
Le Mensuel de
l´industrie Schweiz
(French language Swiss edition)
Leading magazine for the technology sector.
Supplies monthly the latest technical and prod-
uct information on topics such as production,
automation technology, materials & surface
technologies, industrial electronics and IT, ma-
terial flow, logistics, joining technology and the
component supply industry.
Target groups: Technical and business manag-
ers, technical investment managers, specialists
at technical colleges and at research & develop-
ment institutes.

maschinenmarkt.ch
The swiss industry portal
The German language portal maschinenmarkt.
ch and the French language portal msm.ch pro-
vide professional users in the Swiss machine,
electrical and metal industries with concrete
solutions for their daily tasks in production,
automation, drive technology, design engineer-
ing and logistics. Its topic channels of compo-
nent supply and medical technology provide
sector-specific applications. The high utility
value specialist information is further enhanced
by supplier-specific content in the form of
whitepapers and webcasts. A company data-
base provides structured search and contact
options. Users additionally have attractive tools
at their disposal, such as RSS feeds, individually
adaptable newsletters and personal informa-
tion storage.

6 million copies per annum and 12 online platforms.These are
the key figures for the international MM MaschinenMarkt me-
dia network. Under the umbrella brand name of MM, our range
informative publications for decision-makers and technical
users has positioned itself on the market in the neighbouring
German-speaking countries of Switzerland and Austria as well
as the eastern European markets of Poland, the Czech Republic,
Hungary and the Ukraine.TheTurkish edition, MM Makina Ma-
gazin, opens a door to Asia, where MM MaschinenMarkt has
been a player in the growth markets of China,Thailand, Korea
and India for many years now.

maschinenmarkt.ch
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MM
Das österreichische
industriemagazin
The polytechnical specialist magazine for Aus-
trian manufacturing industry. The MM contains
specialist contributions, product information,
news from the sectors and also reports on re-
searc hand innovation. The sequence of the
three main headings is largely based on the real
sequence in a manufacturing company: PRO-
LOGUE (the phase before the actual production),
PRODUCTION (as the logical central point) and
also EPILOGUE (the post-production phase).
Target groups: Decision-makers in small, me-
dium and large companies of the Austrian capi-
tal goods industry, the capital goods trading
sector and technical services. Sub-target groups
are reached by an alternating distribution based
on the topic in each issue.
www.maschinenmarkt.at

MM
Magazyn Przemyslowy
Poland
MM Magazyn Przemyslowy has been the lead-
ing technical magazine for managers and engi-
neers in Polish industry for over 20 years.
MM Magazyn Przemyslowy has positioned itself
successfully on the Polish market for more than
16 years now and is published and distributed
by Raven Media Sp.zo.o
Target groups: Machine construction, electri-
cal/electronics industry, component suppliers,
heavy industry, metal and steel construction,
chemical industry, service sector, trade and
import companies, scientific and government
institutes.
www.magazynprzemyslowy.com

MM
Pr°umyslové spektrum
Czech Republic
MM Pr°umyslové spektrum is a technology-ori-
ented magazine for managers in Czech industry.
MM Pr°umyslové spektrum current information
from industry ten times per year, reporting on
new trends and trade fairs, not only in the Czech
Republic itself but from around the world.
Target groups: Machine construction, metal
processing, electrical/electronics industry, com-
ponent suppliers, heavy industry, metal and
steel construction, chemical industry, service
providers, trade and import companies, scienti-
fic and government institutes.
www.mmspektrum.com

Sales
Winfried Burkard
Tel. +49-931-418-2686
winfried.burkard@vogel.de

CONTACT
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http://www.maschinenmarkt.at
http://www.magazynprzemyslowy.com
http://www.mmspektrum.com
mailto:winfried.burkard@vogel.de
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MM
Müszaki Magazin
Hungary
MM Müszaki Magazin is Hungary’s leading,
independent technical magazine. It presents
business information and technical articles as
well as national/international new products and
developments of value to manufacturers, users,
sales personnel and buyers.
Target groups: Managers, engineers, profes-
sional development engineers and users in
industry, trade and commerce in the fields of
machine and installation construction, metal
processing, electrical/electronics industry,
chemical industry, component suppliers, food &
luxury goods industries, service providers, trade
and import companies, automotive industry.
www.mm-online.hu

MM Money
and Technologies
Ukraine
The Ukrainian technical magazine MM Money
and Technologies has been in existence since
1999. It supplies valuable information on sys-
tems, technologies and solutions for improving
production efficiency, reducing energy consump-
tion and for developing and manufacturing top-
quality products.
Target groups: Technical managers, design en-
gineers, engineers in the energy industry, de-
partment & service division leaders in the fields
production systems, automation, electrical engi-
neering, information management systems and
communications.

www.mmdt.com.ua

MM
Makina Magazin
Turkey
MM Makina Magazin is the polytechnical mag-
azine with a special focus on the information
requirements of Turkish managers and engi-
neers in industry, the service sector and trade.
MM Makina Magazin is published in Turkish
and distributed by Dünya Super Veb Ofset A.S.
in Istanbul in cooperation with Vogel Business
Media.
Target groups: Machine and installation con-
struction, metal processing, vehicle, ship and
aircraft construction, electrical engineering,
chemical and plastics industry, mineral oil, food
and luxury goods industries, textile, leather and
clothing industries, trade and import companies.
www.makinamagazin.com

http://www.mm-online.hu
http://www.mmdt.com.ua
http://www.makinamagazin.com
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MM
Xiandai Zhizao
China
MM Xiandai Zhizao is China’s leading polytech-
nical magazine for the manufacturing industry.
The editorial aim is to present a needs-related
blend of technology and management topics
tailored to the Chinese market by our Chinese
editors. MM Xiandai Zhizao plays a leading role
in China, achieving exceptionally high levels of
acceptance and trust confirmed by our readers.
MM Xiandai Zhizao appears weekly. The num-
bers focus on the following topics: metal
processing; mould-making; automation; drive
technology; logistics; welding technology.
Target groups: Technical and business manag-
ers in the automotive industry, metal process-
ing, machine construction, electrical engineer-
ing and other industrial sectors.
www.mm.vogel.com.cn

MM
The industrial Magazine
Thailand
MM Thailand covers topics for production in-
dustry in the growth market of Southeast Asia.
The publication provides up-to-date information
on worldwide trends and new products in metal
and plastics processing, automation and control
technology, production technology and also the
field of electronics, IT and logistics. The tech-
nical articles are prepared and authored by
experts from research and industrial practice,
mostly trained in Germany.
Target groups: Managers and decision-makers
from all sector of industry, as well as traders,
importers and suppliers.
MM Thailand is distributed at all of the
major specialist trade fairs in Thailand.
www.mmthailand.com

MM Korea
Korea
MM Korea is a specialist magazine for the tech-
nology sector. It focuses on machine construc-
tion and metal processing, but also addresses
electrical engineering, vehicle construction and
other related topics.
MM Korea furthermore serves as a platform for
German (European) companies seeking openings
in Eastern Asia’s phenomenally growing mar-
kets.
Target groups: Decision-makers in Korea’s
capital goods industry, plus traders and service-
providers. The distribution key applied means
that the magazine reaches decision-makers in
all sectors.
www.mmkorea.kr
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MMi Modern Manufacturing India
This magazine appears every two months and is published by two of the best-known specialist
publishing companies in the USA and Europe. With the aim of helping the machine tool construction
sector in India towards success. MMI provides current knowledge and information all round the topics
of productktion, development, automation and maintenance.
Management topics, business news, interviews and trend reports further enhance its value for
managers, technical specialists and buyers in Indian industry.

http://www.mm.vogel.com.cn
http://www.mmthailand.com
http://www.mmkorea.kr


www.devicemed.de

The medical technology industry is a high-tech sec-
tor with innovative products in worldwide demand.
Society is getting older and people are becoming
increasingly health-conscious, resulting in a con-
stant demand for medical technology products and
thus allowing further growth in this sector.
Vogel Business Media addresses this core market
with an international, cross-media range of infor-
mation specifically for manufacturers of medical
technology products and their suppliers.

DeviceMed
DeviceMed is the leading specialist magazine in German for manufacturers
of medical technology products. With a clear focus on industrial practices,
all information relevant to the sector - on OEM components, semi-finished
products and materials, production facilities, individual purchased parts
and also contract manufacturing - is concentrated in this one magazine.
Unique market overviews give a clear view of what is available. Rounding
off the editorial features of the magazine are management reports and a
look at regulatory requirements.

devicemed.de
devicemed.de is the information platform for manufacturers of medical
technology products and their suppliers. Visitors to the website are given
the latest news for and about the sector, providing them with everything
needed for day-to-day work. There are also modern media such as surveys,
videos, whitepapers and webzones on key sector events, to round off the
service. A unique suppliers directory with over 20,000 entries helps the
site’s users find equipment manufactures, service providers and suppliers
in the medical technology sector.
Languages: German and English
www.devicemed.de
www.medizintechnik-zulieferer.de

iNDUsTrY

Editor
Peter Reinhardt, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-3201, peter.reinhardt@vogel.de

Sales
Daniela Listemann
Tel. +49-931-418-3205, daniela.listemann@vogel.de

CONTACT
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SOCIAL MEDIA

www.youtube.com/devicemed

www.xing.com/net/medtec

http://www.devicemed.de
http://www.devicemed.de
http://www.medizintechnik-zulieferer.de
mailto:peter.reinhardt@vogel.de
mailto:daniela.listemann@vogel.de
http://www.youtube.com/devicemed
http://www.xing.com/net/medtec
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DeviceMed France
DeviceMed is the French reference magazine for manufacturers of medical
technology products. It contains exclusive reports on OEM components,
semi-finished products and materials, production facilities, individual pur-
chased parts and also outsourced components and contract manufacturing.
Unique market overviews give readers a clear view of the products and ser-
vices available. Rounding off the editorial features are management reports
and an update at regulatory requirements.

Buyers’ Guide
The DeviceMed France Buyers’ Guide is a comprehensive reference guide
giving manufacturers of medical technology products a whole year’s over-
view of all necessary outsourced parts, capital goods and services. The in-
troductory specialist articles, brief product information and, above all, the
clearly structured tables with contact details of suppliers and equipment
manufacturers of medical technology product manufacturers in 19 product
categories demonstrate the guide’s diversity. The guide is not only sent to
the 6,300 readers of DeviceMed France but is also distributed at sector-re-
lated trade fairs throughout the year.

devicemed.fr
DeviceMed France Online is the information platform for manufacturers
of medical technology products and their suppliers. The portal provides
its users with the latest news, information on the sector’s major events
and all they need to know for their day-to-day tasks. To round off the ser-
vice, there is a unique suppliers directory containing equipment manufac-
turers, service-providers and suppliers for the medical technology sector.
www.devicemed.fr
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Einkaufsführer Elektronik
für die Medizintechnik
zur electronica 2014
[Purchasing Guide: electronics for medical
technology for electronica 2014]
Electronic components are indispensable
constituents of many medical technology
products. Our reference work with 13 cat-
egories gives a comprehensive overview.

special numbers
Einkaufsführer 2015 [Purchasing Guide 2015
Right on time for the turn of the year 2014/2015, the big DeviceMed Ein-
kaufsführer 2015 is there. As a comprehensive reference work, it once again
provides the makers of medical technology products with an overview of all
necessary bought-in parts, investment goods and services providers.

COMPaMED: Fair newspaper + Fair preview
In collaboration with Messe Düsseldorf, DeviceMed publishes the only
official COMPAMED Fair preview and the official Fair newspaper, the
COMPAMED Daily. The special publications report in two languages
(German and English) from and about the Fair.

The DeviceMed award
With the innovation prize DeviceMed Award, the editorial team of
DeviceMed recognises outstanding products and services by exhibitors
at the COMPAMED. Criteria for the Award are the level of technological
innovation, aspects of the cost-effectiveness and also design and usability
of the technology presented.

http://www.devicemed.fr


www.elektronikpraxis.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

http://twitter.com/RedaktionEP

www.facebook.com/elektronikpraxis

www.facebook.com/redaktionElektronikpraxis

xing.com/net/elektronikpraxis

www.youtube.com/elektronikpraxisTV

www.gplus.to/elektronikpraxis

Editor
Johann Wiesböck, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-3081, johann.wiesboeck@vogel.de

Sales
Franziska Harfy
Tel. +49-931-418-3088, franziska.harfy@vogel.de

With 841,000 employees, the electronics industry is
the second-biggest industry sector in Germany and,
with 14,000 patents a year, acts as a source of
impulses for innovations in the investment goods
industry. One in five employees in the electronics
industry is an engineer, three in five are skilled
workers. *
With its comprehensive range of media, events and
advanced training opportunities, ELEKTRONIK-
PRAXIS addresses the specific information needs of
this highly-qualified target group and is a platform
for active and practice-related exchanges.
*Source: ZVEI e.V.

ELEKTrONiKPraXis
Knowledge. ideas. Contacts.
ELEKTRONIKPRAXIS is the competent provider of application-oriented
specialist & sector information with maximum utility value for electronics
developers, purchasers, the technical management level and production
experts. ELEKTRONIKPRAXIS reports fortnightly on current events in the
electronics industry and on new products, technologies and development
processes. In addition to the contents of its 24 main issues each year,
ELEKTRONIKPRAXIS also publishes 17 special numbers summarising key
topic areas.
Target groups: Hardware and software developers, purchasers, special-
ists for construction and connection technology and component assembly
production, and decision-makers in the electronics industry in German-
speaking countries.

iNDUsTrY
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sPECiaL NUMBErs aND
DiGiTaL COMPENDiUM
Special numbers:
• Automotive Electronics Engineering
• Elektromechanik [Electromechanics] (2x)
• Embedded Systems Development (2x)
• Embedded Software Engineering Report (3x)
• Embedded Software Engineering Magazin
• LEDs und LED-Beleuchtungstechnik

[LED and LED lighting technology] (2x)
• Leistungselektronik, Stromversorgungen und Energieeffizienz

[Power electronics, power supplies and enegy efficiency] (3x)
• Messtechnik, Sensorik und Test [Measurement technology,

sensorics and test] (2x)
• The Future of Microelectronics: Challenges in Design and Production

Digital-compendiums:
• Messtechnik-Grundlagen [Fundamentals of measurement]
• Power-Design & Stromversorgungen [Power design and

power supplies]
• Starterkits [Starter kits]
www.elektronikpraxis.de

http://twitter.com/RedaktionEP
http://www.facebook.com/elektronikpraxis
http://www.facebook.com/redaktionElektronikpraxis
http://www.youtube.com/elektronikpraxisTV
http://www.gplus.to/elektronikpraxis
http://www.elektronikpraxis.de
mailto:johann.wiesboeck@vogel.de
mailto:franziska.harfy@vogel.de
http://www.elektronikpraxis.de
http://www.xing.com/net/elektronikpraxis
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ELEKTrONiKPraXis digital
The information needs of electronics professionals in
development, purchasing, production, quality assurance and
management are at the focus of the digital media available
from ELEKTRONIKPRAXIS.
The product range in overview:

Online-portals:
www.elektronikpraxis.de
www.elektromoblitaet-praxis.de

Expert forums:

www.diadem-forum.de

Newsletter:
Absolutely up-to-date, professional, precisely on-topic: the news-
letters from ELEKTRONIKPRAXIS deliver news from electronics and
business as well as background reports and in-depth expert know-
ledge for your professional success.

Experten blogs:

www.fahrenheit2577.dewww.analog-praxis.de

The ELEKTRONIKPRAXIS Academy offers well-founded specialist know-
ledge for electronics professionals in development, production,
management, marketing and sales: from whitepaper or online webinars
to live events with the networking-factor.

www.elektronikpraxis.de/webinare

Excerpts from the ELEKTrONiK-
PraXis event programme 2014
Praxisforum Elektrische antriebstechnik
[Practice forum electrical drive technology] 17th – 19th February, 2014
www.praxisforum-antriebstechnik.de

6th Embedded-Linux-Woche
[Embedded Linux week] 31st March – 4th April, 2014
www.linux4embedded.de

5th PCB-Designer-Tag
[PCB designer conference] 20th May, 2014
www.pcbdesigner-tag,de

LED Praxis Entwicklerforum
[LED practice developers’ forum] 2nd – 3rd July, 2014
www.led-praxis.de

FPGa-Tag
[FPGA conference] 3rd – 5th June, 2014
www.fpga-tag.de

Würzburger EMs-Tag
[Würzburg EMS conference] 25th June, 2014
www.ems-tag.de

8th anwenderkongress steckverbinder
[User Congress Industrial Connectors] 1st – 2nd June, 2014
www.steckverbinderkongress.de

1st EsE Management summit 10th June, 2014
www.ese-summit.de

Cooling Days 21st – 23rd October, 2014
www.cooling-day.de

7th Embedded software Engineering
Congress 1st – 5th Decembre 2014
www.ese-kongress.de

All seminars and congresses by ELEKTRONIKRAXIS at:
www.elektronikpraxis.de/event

WÄ RMEM A N A GEMENT
IN DER EL EK T RONIK

www.labviewforum.de

http://www.elektronikpraxis.de
http://www.elektromoblitaet-praxis.de
http://www.diadem-forum.de
http://www.labviewforum.de
http://www.analog-praxis.de
http://www.fahrenheit2577.de
http://www.elektronikpraxis.de/webinare
http://www.praxisforum-antriebstechnik.de
http://www.linux4embedded.de
http://www.pcbdesigner-tag
http://www.led-praxis.de
http://www.fpga-tag.de
http://www.ems-tag.de
http://www.steckverbinderkongress.de
http://www.ese-summit.de
http://www.cooling-day.de
http://www.ese-kongress.de
http://www.elektronikpraxis.de/event
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http://twitter.com/elektrotechnik1

www.facebook.com/elektrotechnik.automation

www.xing.com/net/elektrotechnik

www.youtube.com/elektrotechnikTV

www.gplus.to/elektrotechnik

The automation sector is among the most lively
productive sectors. Behind every new piece of
technology there are ideas, and behind the ideas
are people.

elektrotechnik provides this community with a plat-
form for the exchange of ideas, for discussion and
for passing on knowledge.The focus is always on
user together with users or else users together with
manufacturers and providers. For this purpose,
elektrotechnik employs a wide variety of forms of
publication and media channels: specialist maga-
zines, special numbers, rich media paper, online
portal, newsletter, mobile website, social media
channels and kiosk app for iPad and iPhone.
technik pinpoints the utility value and efficiency
of modern automation solutions.

elektrotechnik.de
The user finds here concrete solutions for daily tasks in the subject areas
automation and energy technology. The highly useful specialist information
is enhanced by supplier-specific content in the form of whitepapers and
webcasts. A company database provides structured search and contact
options. Weekly technology- and sector-newsletters keep automation
specialists up-to-date with events on the market.
The topic channel career, besides a job market, contains interesting
studies, tips and background information for profession and career as
automation or young professionals.
www.elektrotechnik.de

elektrotechnik
elektrotechnik provides users in the manufacturing and process industries
with a comprehensive overview of the entire value creation chain of
products, technologies and services in automation. The focus is on real
applications, operating conditions, potential for improvement, and the
utility value of new developments for operational practice.
The two special numbers ‘Automation-Guide für Einkauf und Konstruktion’
[‘Automation guide for purchasing and design engineering’] and ‘Motion &
Drives News’ [‘Automation guide for purchasing and design engineering’]
complement the monthly appearances of the magazine.
Target groups: Electronic design engineers, planners and project engi-
neers, operations and production engineers, purchasers and service provid-
ers, as well as the technical management level in manufacturing industry.
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Editor
Reinhard Kluger, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2539, reinhard.kluger@vogel.de

Sales
Silvia Zeiner
Tel. +49-931-418-2253, silvia.zeiner@vogel.de

CONTACT
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Book series
With its own series of specialist books, elektrotechnik has
special features for a further channel for knowledge transfer in the
automation sector. Currently, the following titles are available:
Automatisierungstechnik [Automation technology]
LabVIEW-Kurs [LabVIEW course]
GRAFCET-Workshop interaktiv [GRAFCET workshop interactive]
SPS-Aufbaukurs mit SIMATIC S7 [PLC advanced course with
SIMATIC S7]

Newsletter
Branchen-Newsletter [sector newsletter]
Current news and developments from the automation sector

Technik-Newsletter [Technology newsletter]
Latest trends in technology and numerous new products.

Themen-Newsletter [Topic newsletter]
News and new products selected from the topic areas profession &
career, electromobility, management & markets, motion & drives,
SmartGrid, software & engineering, solar technology, tax & regula-
tions, connect & supply, wind power automation and also a special
newsletter for important fairs.

elektrotechnik Academy – the platform for knowledge transfer, discussion
and networking with strong practical slant.

The elektrotechnik Academy offers different further training formats,
such as webinars, seminars or events for exchange of knowledge and
experience in specialised fields in industrial automation or also on
management topics.

Experts from industry, teaching and research share compactly
presented fundamental and practical knowledge for development and
design engineers.

www.elektrotechnik.de/akademie

AkAkAkademdemademdd mieieiei

industrial Usability Day
6th May 2014 in Würzburg

Industrial Usability places the user, working in an environment of
machines and installations, at the centre of the application. Because of
the increasing complexity of machines and installations and because
of the rising expectations of the user as a result of experience in other
areas of life (smartphones, tablets, game consoles etc.), user-friendly user-
interfaces are becoming more important, not only in the development of
Industry 4.0. Usability boosts the satisfaction of the user, lowers costs and
raises the production throughput – this topic is therefore receiving more
attention – in strategic decision-making too. The Industrial Usability Day,
as a annual specialist conference with accompanying exhibition, promotes
the dialogue between user and provider.
www.industrial-usability-day.de

Further information and orders at:
www.vogel-buchverlag.de
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www.konstruktionspraxis.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

http://twitter.com/konstruktionspr

www.facebook.com/konstruktionspraxis

www.youtube.com/konstruktionspraxis

www.gplus.to/konstruktion

Many companies increasingly regard the design
engineering process as an economic factor. Engi-
neering determines a large part of the relevant prod-
uct characteristics and thus influences decisively all
other sections of the company.The optimisation of
the design engineering process plays an ever more
important role and is a key competition factor in
globalised markets. Above all, shorter product
development processes, cost reduction measures
and increased productivity in engineering open up
real opportunities to get ahead in international com-
petition. konstruktionspraxis

Everything design engineers need
As a specialist magazine for development & design engineers in machine,
equipment and vehicle construction, electrical engineering and other metal
and plastic processing industrial sectors for over 20 years now, konstruk-
tionspraxis supplies content for all phases of the design engineering pro-
cess - from digital design, selection of materials and construction compo-
nents through to the use of components from coupling, fluid and drive tech-
nology, automation and electrical engineering.

konstruktionspraxis.de
Nine topic channels provide users with concrete solutions for their day-to-
day tasks. The utility value of the specialist information is further enhanced
by supplier-specific content in the form of whitepapers and webcasts. The
site’s tangible benefits include practice-oriented webinar series on such
topics as machine safety.
Target groups: Design engineering managers, design engineers, develop-
ment engineers and managing directors in the sectors of machine and equip-
ment construction, electrical engineering, precision engineering and vehicle
construction.
www.konstruktionspraxis.de

iNDUsTrY
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Editor
Ute Drescher, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2925, ute.drescher@vogel.de

Sales
Bernd Weinig
Tel. +49-931-418-2037, bernd.weinig@vogel.de
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windkraftkonstruktion.de
www.windkraftkonstruktion.de is the specialist information portal for wind
power design & development engineers – the web-info platform for engi-
neering all the way along the value creation chain at manufacturers and at
suppliers of components and systems. The website offers users quick and
efficient information acquisition and supports design engineers to meet the
challenges inherent in developing wind power plants and ensuring their
technological lead. windkraftkonstruktion.de is an online brand name of
konstruktionspraxis.
Target groups: Development & design engineers in wind power and in
systems and component supplies, planning & engineering offices, and
engineering service providers.
www.windkraftkonstruktion.de

ELEKTrONiK | aUTOMaTiON | KONsTrUKTiON
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special number
In addition to the content of the 12 main num-
bers, konstruktionspraxis summarises impor-
tant thematic areas in eight special numbers
with specially selected recipients:
• Drive technology
• 2 x vehicle contruction
• Fluid technology
• Tips & tricks for design engineers
• Sustainable design engineering
• Best of Products
• Wind power design engineering

konstruktionspraxis academy
The konstruktionspraxis Academy offers various further training formats for
sharing knowledge and experience in particular specialist areas in design
engineering. Experts from industry, teaching and research share compactly
presented fundamental and practical knowledge for developers and design
engineers. With a high practical relevance, the Academy promotes knowl-
edge transfer, discussion and networking.
www.konstruktionspraxis.de/akademie

Webinar series
on the topics
• Motion Control
• Machin safety
• Rolling, sliding and linear bearings
• E-CAD

Events
User meeting and expo machine safety
Würzburg, 24th September, 2014
At the user meeting Maschinesicherheit – Meet the Experts, users meeet
safety experts for intensive, practice-related dialogue. Design engineers
and developers learn, on the basis of concrete case studies, how to take
proper account of regulations for machine and installation security and
thus raise the functional security.
www.anwendertreff-maschinensicherheit.de

User meeting + expo joining technology in lightweight
construction
Würzburg, 13th May, 2014
Verbindungstechnik im Leichtbau – Meet the Experts is the platform
for practice-related sharing of knowledge of experience among design en-
gineers and developers in the industrial construction of vehicles; ships and
aerospace; rail vehicles; boilers, containers and pipes; steel, bridges and
water engineering, wind power, machines and installations.
www.verbindungstechnik-leichtbau.de

http://www.windkraftkonstruktion.de
http://www.windkraftkonstruktion.de
http://www.konstruktionspraxis.de/akademie
http://www.anwendertreff-maschinensicherheit.de
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www.process.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

http://twitter.com/Process_de

www.twitter.com/ProcessWW

www.facebook.com/process.de

www.youtube.com/user/ProcessDE

www. gplus.to/process

http://goplus.us/process-worldwide

Editor
Gerd Kielburger, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2536, gerd.kielburger@vogel.de

Sales
Reiner Öttinger
Tel. +49-931-418-2613, reiner.oettinger@vogel.de

PROCESS provides pin-point information for the
chemical, pharmaceutical and process engineering
sectors as well as all other sectors of the process
industry - nationally and internationally! For
PROCESS is the only brand in the specialist sector
of chemical/-process engineering which offers print
and online media, events and services with versions
in the three languages German, English and
Chinese in the most important international target
markets of the process industries.

PrOCEss
The magazine for chemical, pharmaceutical
and process engineering
PROCESS reaches specialists and manager in chemical, pharmaceutical
and process engineering and in all segments of the process industry. Clear
structures, positive orientational elements and strong visual language un-
derline the relevance of the content. Technical trends and solutions, current
market data, statements, comments and discussions, combined with refer-
ences to well-researched additional information in the PROCESS PLUS box,
keep specialists and managers ahead on the information front.

iNDUsTrY

CONTACT
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special publications
available on all media channels
PROCESS also brings out special publications alongside the regularly
appearing magazines and online reports, Whether ordered by a customer or
as an editorial production in the form of fair guides, the reader is always at
the centre of our interest. This is especially true of the video reports from
the editorial office. At fairs or in industrial production, the web TV team
from PROCESS is on-site with the camera, reporting on developments in
the sector. In Webcast, BusinessClip and WebTV, the focus is on the trans-
fer of knowledge and the creation of new contacts.
www.process.de

http://twitter.com/Process_de
http://www.twitter.com/ProcessWW
http://www.facebook.com/process.de
http://www.youtube.com/user/ProcessDE
http://www.gplus.to/process
http://goplus.us/process-worldwide
http://www.process.de
mailto:gerd.kielburger@vogel.de
mailto:reiner.oettinger@vogel.de
http://www.process.de
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PrOCEss INDIA
In the last 10 years, India has devel-
oped into an attractive location for the
petrochemicals, chemicals and phar-
maceuticals industries, attracting in-
vestors from the USA, Europe and, of
course, from Germany as well. PROCESS India
accompanies the boom market India with eight numbers per year. A size-
able editorial and sales team, based in the metropolis Mumbai, researches
on location for the Indian market. With high standards of journalistic qual-
ity, background reports, technology reporting, and many live impressions
give an insight into the dynamically growing process industries of India,
creating at the same time an expert platform for sharing and communica-
tion within the sector.
www.process-worldwide.com/india

PrOCEss worldwide
PROCESS worldwide is the English language world edition, distributed in 
Europe, Asia and America, with topics covering everything to do with 

also all important fairs, are presented. Cross-media linking with
www.process-worldwide.com.

Official Publications at the aCHEMa
aCHEMa worldwide News
appears as a supplement in cooperation with the DECHEMA. The support-
ing media are PROCESS, PROCESS worldwide and also LaborPraxis. Editori-
ally, the supplement ACHEMA delivers worldwide news, current events,
trends and background information to the technology areas which are pre-
sented at the worldwide ACHEMA events.
Target groups: Ingineers and technicians, specialists and managers in the
chemicals and process engineering sectors.

PrOCEss CHINA
is the Chinese-language edition for the Peo-
ple’s Republic of China, and reaches invest-
ment decision-makers in research/develop-
ment departments and also in quality labora-
tories in the chemicals and pharmaceuticals
industry and in connected process industries.
Target groups: Ingineers and technicians,
specialists and managers.
www.process-chinese.com

PrOCEss spezial Wasser/abwasser
[PROCESS Special water/waste water]
The PROCESS Spezial is dedicated to all innovative facets of water and
waste water technology, provides application-oriented reports on efficient
technological approaches, system solutions, and trends and concepts in
water extraction, treatment and distribution – this also applies to hygiene
processes – and summarises the latest guidelines, laws and norms. For the
first time, the Spezial is also appearing in 2014 as an English-language
supplement Water/Wastewater.

http://www.process-worldwide.com/india
http://www.process-worldwide.com
http://www.process-chinese.com


PharmaTEC
is geared towards the specific information requirements of specialists and
managers in the pharmaceutical, functional food and cosmetics industries.

PharmaTEC
With an editorial expansion into the food sector (functional food, milk
products, drinks, convenience foods, baby food, dietetic foods), PharmaTEC
Food addresses the food and semi-luxury food sector. The main thematic
focus is on aseptic and hygienic production of foods.
Target groups: Engineers and technicians, specialists and managers in the
pharmaceutical, food and cosmetics industries.
www.pharma-tec.com

iNDUsTrY

Editor
Anke Geipel-Kern, dep. chief editor PharmaTEC
Tel. +49-931-418-2594, anke.geipel-kern@vogel.de

Sales
Reiner Öttinger
Tel. +49-931-418-2613, reiner.oettinger@vogel.de

CONTACT
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ePharmaTEC –
the monthly newsletter
Current products and process, news and sector information for
specialists and managers in the pharmaceutical, functional food and
cosmetics industries.

PharmaTEC
sector specialist for pharmaceuticals
and food

http://www.pharma-tec.com
mailto:anke.geipel-kern@vogel.de
mailto:reiner.oettinger@vogel.de
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•

groab.de
The database for large installation construction
projects worldwide
The database for large installation construction projects worldwide (German:
GROAB) helps many firms to recognise in advance where business is waiting for
them. With the information on locations, planning status or client, potential
suppliers can put in an early offer of their own in good time before the project
starts. In order to make access to this information as comfortable as possible,
Premium subscribers can configure their own filter, informing them about
suitable projects by e-mail.
Target groups: subscribers to GROAB are mainly active in the component-
supply industry for installation construction, but analysts also use the database
for fast research and an overview of the internationalchemicals market.
www.groab.de

process.de
The online portal for chemicals,
pharmaceuticals and process engineering

Tested by the IVW, this online service contains, besides specialist infor-
mation, also provider-specific content in the form of whitepapers und and
webcasts. The user will finds concrete solutions for his daily tasks. A firm
database and a database for large installation construction projects
(German: GROAB)offer structured search and contect opportunities. In a
mediathek, videos and comprehensive Webinar series open up interesting
advanced training options. In addition, there are attractive tools: for the
user: a chemiecals- lexikon, a units and dew point calculator, RSS-Feeds
and individualisable newsletters.
Target groups: engineers and technicians, specialists and managers in the
chemicals, pharmaceutical, biotechnology, oil and gas industries and in the
water/waste water field.
www.process.de

process-worldwide.com
The english-language online-portal for engineers and technicians, special-
ists and managers in the proczess industry provides the user, via seven top-
ic channels, with multimedially edited news und and specialist information
from and for the proczess industry worldwide.
www.process-worldwide.com

Newsletters
The Newsletters from PROCESS supply current sector news and specialist
information matching the target group. A selection from the Newsletter
range:
• ePROCESS: news, products and applications for the process industries

– always on Wednesday and Friday.
• ePharmaTEC: the monthly news channel for the most important topics

in the pharma sector.
• Water/waste water: latest news every month on everything to do with

water/waste water
Further information on the Newsletter range
www.process.de/newsletter

Project manager
Michael Melcher
Tel. +49-931-418-2103
michael.melcher@vogel.de

CONTACT
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Congresses and academy Courses by PrOCEss

The PROCESS Academy offers a wide variety of formats for advanced train-
ing for specialists and managers in the pharmaceuticals and process indus-
try and also events for direct sharing of experience.

Webinar series
centred on the topics of
• Explosion protection
• Functional safety – SIL
• Energy efficiency
• GMP-compliant pharma production
•

aUTOMaTiON academy
The e-learning platform for automation technology in the process industry.
Powered by NAMUR and PROCESS..
www.automation-academy.de

Vogel Pharmaceutical Engineering international Forum
Shanghai, China, June, 2014
This international forum offers expert lectures by medicine monitoring
authorities, large Chinese pharma firms and also by providers of production
solutions.

Digital Plant Congress 2014
7th/8th October in Würzburg
The Digital Plant Congress is the platform for sharing experience and ideas
among specialists and managers/experts and users in the fields of process
industry, IT, installation construction, installation planning, installation
engineering and maintenance, enabling discussion of trends and develop-
ments on all aspects of the digital installation
www.digitalplant-kongress.de

Förderprozess-Foren 2014
[Conveyor process forums 2014]
18th/19th November in Würzburg
The conveying process forums 2014, consisting of the established
Pumpen-Forum [pump forum] and Schüttgut-Forum [bulk materials forum],
the MSR-Forum [MCR forum] and Ex-Schutz-Forum [explosion protection
forum] newly added in 2013 and an accompanying specialist exhibition,
provide the ideal knowledge and communication platform for users, man-
ufacturers, planners or installation constructors, for the emphasis here is
on practice-relatedness and experience-sharing.
Speakers and participants exchange views, seek solutions together and
discuss the latest trends.
www.foerderprozess-foren.de

Energy Excellence Forum 2014
23rd/24th September in Würzburg
The Energy Excellence Forum is the cross-sector innovation platform for
increased energy and raw-material efficiency in the process industries. The
forum is the knowledge and communication platform for specialists and
managers from the most energy-intensive industries. The focus of the event
is on processes, systems and components which contribute to optimising
installation operation from the points of view of energy efficiency and
increased yield. Participants learn from best-in-class examples from our
sector forums and can gain inspiration from innovative process engineering
solutions.
ww.energy-excellence-forum.de

http://www.automation-academy.de
http://www.digitalplant-kongress.de
http://www.foerderprozess-foren.de
http://www.energy-excellence-forum.de
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schüttgut
[Bulk materials]
We encounter bulk materials daily in mineral and non-mineral form – in
mining, building materials, or also foods and chemical or pharmaceutical
products. Schüttgut informs about the many re-working and processing
steps in extracting and using coarse to fine-grained materials. Technical
and scientific specialists contributions from research and development,
process engineering, product and material development, product news,
event and date notices – always up-to-date and absolutely informed..
Target groups: engineers and technicians, specialists and managers in
industry, science and research in the field of the bulk material processing
industry.
www.schuettgut-transtech.de

Sales
Reiner Öttinger
Tel. +49-931-418-2613, reiner.oettinger@vogel.de

Editor
Sabine Mühlenkamp
Tel. +49-721-830-4118, info@muehlenkamp.net

CONTACT

schüttgut-Newsletter
News, products and specialist areas from the fields of
mechanical process engineering and bulk material handling:
an up-to-date and compact overview..an up-to-date and compact overview..

Das POWDEr & BULK NETWOrK
Vogel Business Media and the NürnbergMesse have founded the inter-
national POWDER & BULK NETWORK on the topic of “mechanical process
engineering”. The Network bundles the international specialist fairs and
conferences of both partners in this field.

The POWDER & BULK NETWORK currently comprises
the following events:

• POWTECH, Nuremberg, Germany (30th September – 2nd October, 2014)
• International Powder & Bulk (IPB), Shanghai, China

(14th – 16th October, 2014)
• BulkSolids India, Mumbai, India (18th – 20th February, 2015)
• PARTEC, Nuremberg, Germany (2016)

The term “mechanical process engineering” includes the areas of commi-
nution, sieving, mixing, compressing, analysing and transporting materials,
granulates and bulk materials in powder form in industrial production.
Further information under: www.powderbulknetwork.com.

Powder & Bulksolids india
India, after China, is the fastest-growing economic power in the world.
Steel, cement and coal as well as the chemicals industry form the back-
bone of Indian growth and require substantial further investments if they
are to turn the current expectations into reality.
A 3-day conference with accompanying workshops and an exhibition with
up to 100 stands provide the ideal platform for getting to know the Indian
market and making contacts.
www.powderbulksolidsindia.com

India, after China, is the fastest-growing economic power in the world.

2015
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laborpraxis.de
The LABORPRAXIS online platform with its information supply is the ideal
complement to the magazine. At www.laborpraxis.de, our users find even
more specialist articles, current news and product information – all at the
touch of a button! Tools such as the Chemistry Lexikon and the online trade
fair LP-ClickFair offer exclusive benefits as well as personal information
storage in “Mein-Bereich” (“My Area”).
Target groups: Decision makers in chemical, physical, analytical and
biotechnological laboratories.
www.laborpraxis.de

LaBOrPraXis
More efficiency for laboratory and analytics!
Being efficient means doing the right thing at the right time.
LABORPRAXIS filters information for laboratory and analytics. The benefits
are laid out for the user to profit from, the essential information is always
there for him when it is needed. Elements such as the LP Tip and the
LABORPRAXIS-PLUS Box supply advanced practice-related information and
underline the added value.
Target groups: laboratory directors and staff responsible for chemical,
physical, analytical and biotechnical laboratories in industry, science,
research and life science.

www.laborpraxis.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

http://twitter.com/laborpraxis

www.facebook.com/laborpraxis

www.xing.com/net/hplcforum

www.youtube.com/laborpraxis

www.goplus.us/laborpraxis

Editor
Marc Platthaus, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2352, marc.platthaus@vogel.de

Sales
Ludwig Springauf
Tel. +49-931-418-2518, ludwig.springauf@vogel.de

Scarcely a product leaves a factory without being
checked at least once using analytical methods.
Ensuring special product characteristics or meeting
statutory environmental stipulations are factors that
play a decisive part in international competition
today. Up-to-date analytical methods have become
indispensable.
LABORPRAXIS uses a range of cross-media chan-
nels, such as specialist magazine, web portal and
newsletter, to convey information to specialists and
managers in industrial laboratories, science,
research and life sciences. As an all-rounder in the
field of analytical and laboratory technology,
LABORPRAXIS provides its users with everything
they need for day-to-day tasks.

CONTACT
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LaBOrPraXis CHINA
is the Chinese language specialist magazine for laboratories in industry,
research and science. LaborPraxis China informs its readers of current
developments and new products in analytics, laboratory technology, bio-
technology and life sciences.

special publication
Trade fair journals, webcasts, trade fair guides
For leading sector trade fairs such as analytica and Biotechnica,
LaborPraxis publishes various special products such as the official trade
fair newspaper for Biotechnica and the Biotechnica magazine.
We offer an all-round service, from compiling the editorial content in
German and English, including layout & design to printing, with target-
group-optimised distribution. Special products created and distributed to
date come in all formats from DIN A4 to pocket guides. During the trade
fair, we can also make trade fair videos or exhibition stand videos for
exhibitors and trade fair organisers.

Newsletter – eLaBOrPraXis
What is the economy doing and where are the latest trends in the labora-
tory sector heading? Which new developments has a future and which can
be ignored? Asking questions, revealing trends, making comments – the
editorials in each eLABORPRAXIS newsletter contribute to forming opin-
ions. And provide latest news and information from research, science and
industry. The topical focus is on laboratory technology, analytics, laboratory
equipment and automation, management, software, events and research
& development. The circulation list of our eLaborPraxis newsletter is IVW-
certified!

Successfull together

Close the gaps in your knowledge.
Vogel Business Media is the answer! If you‘re loo-
king for specialised knowledge and expertise, our
innovative media platforms are where you‘ll find it
quickly and efficiently. As one of the leading Ger-
man specialist media companies, Vogel Business
Media will give you all of the technical information
you need for your job. All you have to do is choose
which of our media is the most convenient for you
to use. No matter whether you opt for our specia-
list magazines, information services, online media,
technical books or our wide range of services and
events, we will ensure you get themost out of them!

PRINT DIGITAL EVENTS SERVICES

www.vogel.de

KNOW-HOW?
KNOW-HOW
KNOW-HOW

KNOW-HOW
KNOW-HOW

http://www.vogel.de


AUTO & MOBILIT
We provide comprehensive information – from the auto

industry and its suppliers to the whole motor trade, in-

cluding the federations on all national and sometimes

international levels. The development of the automobile

has accompanied Vogel from the very beginning. As

early as 1911, for example, the first number of the spe-

cialist magazine »kfz-betrieb« appeared, then under the

name “Automarkt”, The publishing field auto media at

Vogel Business Media ’s automobile media division has

the overview of the entire sector of cars, utility vehicles

and motorcycles and observes all the B2B topics:

• from develpment and construction

• to scrapping and recycling,

• from sales to servicing,

• from trainees to top decision-makers,

• from local to national associations.

Not only in the car industry but also in the motor trade,

with its topics of basic & further training, Vogel has the

leading sector media.

• »kfz-betrieb«

• »Gebrauchtwagen Praxis«

• »Automobil Industrie«

• »autoFACHMANN« and »autoKAUFMANN«

• »bike und business«

In 2012 there were 37,800 firms in the motor trade,

with some 453,600 employees.

This includes 70,500 apprentices and 17,400 commer-

cial trainees. The total turnover in the motor trade

was over € 138 bn. in 2012, of which around 39%

was due to new vehicle sales, 32% to used vehicle

sales, and around 21% to servicing. Turnover in the

automobile industry in 2012 was around € 357 bn.,

with vehicle construction alone accounting for around

€ 280 bn. in 2012.

(Sources: ZDK, VDA and DAT)
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www.automobil-industrie.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

www.twitter.com/Auto_Industrie

www.facebook.com/Automobilindustrie

www.youtube.com/automobilindustrie

»Automobil Industrie« – the magazine
On the pulse of the sector. »Automobil Industrie« takes up the important
topics at the right time. It represents the whole world of mobility – trends
and highlights from production, as well as market developments. »Auto-
mobil Industrie« keeps its eye on new technologies and sounds out the
chances for new materials. »Automobil Industrie« looks into tomorrow’s
vehicles and discusses the implications for mobility concepts. And we hear,
of course, from the people who represent the fascination of the automobile
industry. Pioneer thinkers and movers, lateral thinkers and visionaries.
Exclusive: The magazine is sent not only to its core readers, but also,
depending on the topics in the issue newly selected recipients chosen
known as experts in the disciplines concerned.

The specialist magazine for the automobile indus-
try. Since 1955. The media brand »Automobil Indus-
trie« offers you the communication platform full of
top-quality information on a key German industry.
With »Automobil Industrie«, advertisers can easily,
quickly and effectively present their topics to their
partners in the automobile business in the right
context. And, with our discerning readership, we
make sure that the message also arrives where it is
meant to: »Automobil Industrie«, as the name says!

AUTO & MOBILITY

CONTACT

Editor
Claus-Peter Köth, Editor-in-Chief
Tel. +49-931-418-2049, claus-peter.koeth@vogel.de

Sales
Christine Geist
Tel. +49-931-418-2241, christine.geist@vogel.de

Marketing and distribution
Peter Voigt
Tel. +49-931-418-2771, peter.voigt@vogel.de

www.automobil-industrie.de
The events of the day in the automobile business online. News
and features from technology and industry, personalities and facts in
manufacture, component supply and services. Compact and competent,
up-to-date and comprehensive. Guaranteeing efficient online marketing
thanks to innovative online advertising formats, lead generation and trans-
fers over to other sectors.
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»Automobil Industrie« – Events
»Automobil Industrie Leichtbau-Gipfel«
(Automotive Lightweight Construction Summit)
»Automobil Industrie« has long been advocating lightweight construction in
auto manufacture. The »Automobil Industrie Leichtbau-Gipfel« (Automotive
Lightweight Construction Summit) is the consistent follow-up to this –
bringing together the people who will achieve the advances in lightweight
construction in the next vehicle generation. Take advantage of presence on
and in front of the podium – as speaker in the plenary session or in the
specialist sessions in the “Leichtbau City” section.
www.leichtbau-gipfel.de
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CONTACT

»Automobile Industry China«
The trend-setting sector magazine for the Chinese
automobile industry.
»Automobile Industry China – AI China« is the Chinese edition of
»Automobil Industrie« - made in China, for China and with content from
China. To meet even more precisely the needs of the readers of »AI China«,
the magazine appears with alternating focuses »Auto Production« and
»Auto & Parts«.
www.vogel.com.cn

Special publications

Media services for the automobile sector
Make use of the varied reprint options available from our automotive
media division. Benefit from the strong brand names of our high-profile
specialist magazines, your guarantee for competence, precise target
group selection and distribution to matching specialist addresses
throughout the sector. We offer you a wide range of special print for-
mats, from reprints or trade handbooks to dedicated issue – all part of

the service we offered
as your business partner
using our branding and
image. Benefit from our
brand names and present
your firm, your strategic
goals or your product
portfolio to the whole
sector.

»Automobil Industrie« – Services
Strategic partnerships for sustainable communications.
Take the initiative with tailor-made communications concepts. With a
single-topic »Automobil Industrie INSIGHT« issue, for example!
Competent authors describe current conditions, relationships and require-
ments. Firms use this 360° view for a solidly based discussion of their basic
technologies and of concrete solutional approaches.
The broad range of topics covered by »Automobil Industrie« is rounded off
by our annual special issue »OEM Partners«. This standard reference guide
focuses on “Who supplies what for the car industry?”.

»Automobil Industrie« – Services

News “on the move”
http://mobil.automobil-industrie.de
Get mobile! Users of Smartphones and tablet PCs
can get all the news from automobil-industrie.de
in the right format for their handheld devices –
including the integrated web-formats.

Ute Jaxtheimer
Tel. +49-931-418-2207
ute.jaxtheimer@vogel.de

specialist sessions in the “Leichtbau City” section.

can get all the news from automobil-industrie.de 

http://www.leichtbau-gipfel.de
http://www.vogel.com.cn
http://mobil.automobil-industrie.de
mailto:ute.jaxtheimer@vogel.de


www.kfz-betrieb.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

www.twitter.com/kfz_betrieb

www.facebook.com/kfzbetrieb

www.youtube.com/kfzbetrieb
kfz-betrieb.de
At www.kfz-betrieb.de, Vogel Business Media offers the automobile sector
a multimedia, interactive website providing specialist, company and prod-
uct information updated on a daily basis. Clearly structured in specific topic
channels, the website is supplemented by numerous services and useful
database functions. Apart from »kfz-betrieb«, this multifaceted website
also derives know-how from the specialist magazines, »Gebrauchtwagen
Praxis«, »autoFACHMANN« and »autoKAUFMANN«. www.kfz-betrieb.de
thus covers on the entire motor trade, allowing potential advertisers to ad-
dress selective target groups with a broad choice of classic and innovative
advertising formats to suit individual communication goals.
Target groups: Business owners, managing directors and managers in
the car trade and service sectors.

–
Successful together

Once simply a classic specialist magazine, »kfz-be-
trieb« has long since become established as a ver-
satile media brand name, offering its readers in-
depth information on multiple channelsthese days
uses a number of channels. www.kfz-betrieb.de pro-
vides its users with daily updates of news and spe-
cialist articles from the entire motor trade sector.
And to meet the increasing demand for mobile ac-
cess to specialist information, there areis also http://
mobil.kfz-betrieb.de, the »kfz-betrieb« kiosk app and
the »kfz-betrieb« e-paper. Our numerous events
present knowledge acquisition as a live experience
with face-to-face contact with the automotive sec-
tor’s managers and opinion-leaders. Extensive,
quality communications services create added value
and open up further opportunities. Advertisers also
benefits from our multi-channel services. Depending
on their individual communication goals, advertis-
ers can select the right format (Print, Online, Events
and Services) for maximum advertising success.
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kfz-betrieb
For more than 100 years, readers have trusted the top-class reporting and
the high info content of the official organ of the German motor trade. The
esteem in which »kfz-betrieb« is held continues as high as ever, as is
shown by its continuing place at the top of the subscription ratings for spe-
cialist magazine in the sector. »kfz-betrieb« addresses both commercial and
service managers and reports from all market segments of the sector. The
weekly magazine presents basic background information, analyses and
association news – and supports, with its monthly further training section
for service personnel its readers in toupdating off their knowledge.
Target groups: Business owners, managing directors, representatives,
branch/customer services/garages/sales/parts managers.

CONTACT

Editor
Wolfgang Michel, Editor-in-Chief
Tel. +49-931-418-2561, wolfgang.michel@vogel.de

Sales
Anna Gredel
Tel. +49-931-418-2920, anna.gredel@vogel.de

Subscriptions
Stefan Zügner
Tel. +49-931-418-2429, stefan.zuegner@vogel.de

From 2014:

New Look &

new layout concept

http://www.twitter.com/kfz_betrieb
http://www.facebook.com/kfzbetrieb
http://www.youtube.com/kfzbetrieb
http://www.kfz-betrieb.de
http://www.kfz-betrieb.de
http://www.kfz-betrieb.de
http://www.kfz-betrieb.de
http://mobil.kfz-betrieb.de
http://mobil.kfz-betrieb.de
mailto:wolfgang.michel@vogel.de
mailto:anna.gredel@vogel.de
mailto:stefan.zuegner@vogel.de


Events and awards
With the »kfz-betrieb« Sales Award,
the editorial teams of »kfz-betrieb« and »Gebrauchtwagen-Praxis« select
the best car dealers in Germany. The award goes to car dealers and
independent car traders with outstandingly innovative sales & marketing
concepts and customer loyalty schemes. The ceremony takes place at our
Vogel Convention Center in Würzburg.
Information at www.vertriebs-award.de

The »kfz-betrieb«-Service-Award
the editorial teams of »kfz-betrieb« and »Gebrauchtwagen-Praxis« select
the best car dealers in Germany. The award goes to car dealers and
independent car traders with outstandingly innovative sales & marketing
concepts and customer loyalty schemes. The ceremony takes place at our
Vogel Convention Center in Würzburg.
Information at www.service-award.de

The »kfz-betrieb«-Internet-Sales-Award
looks for motors dealers and independent motor traders with expertise in
internet sales, a good grasp of online business and an attractively main-
tained sales website. Marketing, internal processes and innovative sales
concepts are the criteria underlying this award. It has been awarded at the
Automechanika/IAA annual event since 2004.
Information at www.internet-sales-award.de

With the »Deutscher Werkstattpreis«
(The German Garage Award)
the editorial team of »kfz-betrieb« selects the best independent businesses
in the sector in Germany. The independent garages is identified and select-
ed on various criteria, such as appointment scheduling, treatment of cus-
tomers, waiting area, mobility options, vehicle collection, post-repair ser-
vices, marketing and customer care, advertising, internal marketing, and
business management. The award ceremony takes place during the Spe-
cialist Conference for Independent Garages and Service Businesses at our
Vogel Convention Center in Würzburg.
Information at www.deutscher-werkstattpreis.de

Women’s Award
This award is for female motor trade executives and is given to an out-
standing businesswoman. The focus is on personality, the individual mark
made on automobile business and the balance between career and family.
The prize has been awarded at the Businesswomen’s Congress, the forum
for female motor trade executives, since 1993 and has achieved high status
in the sector.
Information at www.womens-award.de

Junior Award
The Junior Award is for up-and-coming male or female managers in the
motor trade. Candidates aged up to 35 are eligible. The central criteria are
business competence and training & development. The prize is awarded at
the Junior Congress, the forum for future leaders in the motor trade.
Information at www.junioraward.de

mobil.kfz-betrieb.de
More and more readers use tablets and smartphones for
mobile access to »kfz-betrieb« and to stay in touch with the
specialist information. The address http://mobil.kfz-betrieb.
de meets this demand with daily updated news and picture
galleries dedicated to the automobile sector. »kfz-betrieb«
thus meets the changing requirememts of mobile users and
offers advertisers new options in eaching the management
echelons of the motor trade & service sector.

>>

MOTOR TRADE

The »kfz-betrieb« kiosk app
Using our kiosk app, iPad and iPhone users can download
digital issues of »kfz-betrieb«: simply enter »kfz-betrieb« in
the App Store and download the kiosk app. Each printed is-
sue of »kfz-betrieb« is then available for use on Apple de-
vices at a price of € 3.59. These so-called rich media papers
can be enriched with multimedia content. This also applies
to advertisements, greatly boosting the added value for the
reader.
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“kfz-betrieb
“ is one of the

world’s oldest motor magazines,

with a specialist editorial team

amongst the largest in Europe.

Founded in 1911.

German Garage Prize 2013

Service Award 2013Sales Award 2013

Womens´s and Junior Award 2013
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»kfz-betrieb« congresses
Würzburger Karosserie- und Schadenstage
(Würzburg bodywork and damage congress)
For two days, everything at the Würzburg bodywork and damage congress
is going to be about bodywork repair and damage management. On the first
day, technical experts, lawyers and insurers meet to discuss the problems
of damage. The following day is an open forum on the topics of bodywork
and paint for all garages offering repairs in these areas. The Würzburg
bodywork and damage congress offers participants numerous practice-
related lectures and fascinating live demonstrations. Sector-oriented
management lectures are the perfect rounding-off of the information event.
The forum is accompanied by a comprehensive specialist exhibition.
Information at www.wuerzburger-karosserietage.de

Businesswomen’s Congress – The Forum for Female
Executives in the Motor Trade
For 24 years now, this congress has been an established sector platform for
female motor trade executives in marketing, services, trade and training.
Topical issues, excellent networking and outstanding speakers create the
opportunity for practice-related discussions crossing all brand-name bound-
aries. The highlight of the event is the gala evening with the »kfz-betrieb«
Women’s Award ceremony.
Information at www.unternehmerinnenkongress.de

Junior Congress – the forum for tomorrow’s lead in the
motor trade
Based on its established Junior Award, the specialist magazine is staging
the second Junior Congress - the forum for junior managers in the motor
trade. Over the two-day event, “today’s and tomorrow’s managers” attend
training workshops and network to exchange ideas and discuss problems a
cross-brand name event with speakers providing proven special solutions
for young junior managers at the readysolutions for junior managers.
Information at www.juniorenkongress.de

The Junior Congress and Businesswomen’s Congress take place in parallel
at the same time and place. The two events share a joint keynote, simulta-
neous refreshment breaks and the grand gala evening with the Women’s
Award & Junior Award ceremonies.

Specialist Conference for Independent Garages and
Service Companies
This specialist conference, organised annually by »kfz--betrieb« for over 20
years now, caters for owners and managers of independent repair and ser-
vice companies. The practice-related topics and speakers look at this entire
business field - from repair to human resources. The highlight of the event
is the German Garage Award ceremony. A specialist trade fair accompanies
the congress. The German Motor Trade Association (ZDK) is the co-organis-
er of the event. It is staged at our own Vogel Convention Center in Würz-
burg.
Information at www.freie-service.de

New in 2013: Autovertriebstage
(Auto Distributor Congress)
The specialist brand names »kfz-betrieb« and »Gebrauchtwagen Praxis« are
staging in 2013 for the first time the Auto Distributor Congress – a new
event format specially for executives, distribution and sales managers in
the auto trade. “Learn from the best” is the central maxim of this two-day
event in the Vogel Convention Center in Würzburg. The Auto Distributor
Congress focuses on exchange of ideas with the best in the sector, crossing
all brand name boundaries. In intensive workshops with top dealers, par-
ticipants find out what these firms do differently in marketing and online
strategies, personnel management and internal procedures, and why they
are so successful. The event takes place immediately after the ceremony
for the prestigious »kfz-betrieb« Distribution Award.
Information at www.autovertriebstage.de
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Businesswomen’s and Juniorenkongress Junior Congress 2013

Special Conference Independent Garages 2013
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Academy German Motor Trade (TAK)

The TAK – an enterprise of the German motor trade and Vogel Business
Media – is one of the leading non-affiliated seminar providers in the motor
trade. The TAK offers technical and business management seminars. Partici-
pants have the choice between one-day and extended seminars, intensive
courses and compact training courses – all tailored exactly to the participants
involved.
So far, subsantially more than 500,000 participants have received training
according to TAK concepts. Over 150 vocational training centres in this sector
are partners in courses for exhaust emission controls and safety inspections.
In addition, seminars are also organised as private events. Among those
taking advantage of this service are regional associations and trade confed-
eration, vehicle manufacturers and importers, equipment manufacturers and
concept providers, technical assessor organisations, but also other institu-
tions and firms from the motor sector. The TAK has the important contacts in
confederations, ministries and government offices. The resulting know-how
guarantees up-to-date and attractive seminars every time.

Contact:
Sigrid Kümper
Tel. +49-228-9127-141
Fax: +49-228-9127-159
kuemper@tak.de

Address::
TAK, Akademie des Deutschen
Kraftfahrzeuggewerbes GmbH
Franz-Lohe-Str. 19, 53129 Bonn
E-Mail: info@tak.de
www.tak.de

ACADEMY GERMAN MOTOR TRADE

Address::

www.vogel.com

Vogel supports aspiring journalists

We foster technical journalism. The „Vogel Foundation Dr. Eckernkamp“ has been funding an
endowed professorship at the Würzburg-Schweinfurt University of Applied Sciences since
2008. The Masters Degree course in Technical Journalism and Corporate Communications,
which is the only one of its kind in Southern Germany, provides a well-rounded, multimedia
centric education, strengthening the knowledge base in Germany.

PRINT DIGITAL EVENTS SERVICES

Partnership for success
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»Gebrauchtwagen Praxis«
(Used Vehicle Practice)
This is the leading information service for the professional second-hand car
business. This monthly publication covers an outstandingly wide spectrum of
topics, including vehicle purchase and sales, used vehicle marketing, legal
and tax questions, personnel and service interfaces. Management matters
such as price quotation receive the same detailed attention as practical tips
on sales via vehicle exchanges or vehicle presentation. The specialist maga-
zine is also available as an e-paper and will continue to appear jointly with
»kfz-betrieb« at www.gebrauchtwagenpraxis.de. The brand name is supple-
mented and supported by numerous events and services.
Target groups: Managers and decision-makers in the used vehicle trade.
www.gebrauchtwagenpraxis.de

Events
“Gebrauchtwagen” Award
(Used Vehicle Award)
With the “Used Vehicle Award”, our specialist media recognizes car deal-
ers showing a thorough grasp of used vehicle distribution processes and
with lively, innovative business ideas. The competition is open to autho-
rized and independent dealers. Evaluation criteria include creative sales
ideas, clear procedures, service excellence, and convincing marketing and
presentation concepts for used vehicles.
Information at www.gebrauchtwagen-award.de

“Praxisforum Gebrauchtwagen”
(Used vehicle practice forum)
Three or four times a year, our specialist medium »Gebrauchtwagen Praxis«
stages a one-day platform for the motor trade and dealerships with the aim
of professionalizing their second-hand vehicle business.
Each forum has a particular focus relevant to the used vehicle sector.
Speakers offer participants stimulating ideas and helpful solutions.

German Remarketing Congress –
THE information and communications platform for
“automotive remarketing”
In the used vehicle market, price-sensitive customers with high expecta-
tions choose from an oversupply of vehicles. The trade is the bottleneck,
interface and hub, and has to combine professional procedures with skilful
marketing. These are precisely the topics at the German Remarketing Con-
gress, run by »Gebrauchtwagen Praxis« und »kfz-betrieb«: the congress
gives insight into the complete lifecycle of a used vehicle – from trade-in,
purchase and valuation modalities to clever marketing tools. At the con-
gress evening event the “Dealer’s Choice” award 2013 is presented.
Information on marketing tools under
www.deutscher-remarketing-kongress.de

CONTACT

Used Vehicle Award 2013

Sales
Anna Gredel
Tel. +49-931-418-2920, anna.gredel@vogel.de

Editor
Silvia Lulei, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2645, silvia.lulei@vogel.de

Subscriptions
Stefan Zügner
Tel. +49-931-418-2429, stefan.zuegner@vogel.de

German Remarketing Congress 2013

http://www.gebrauchtwagenpraxis.de
http://www.gebrauchtwagenpraxis.de
http://www.gebrauchtwagen-award.de
http://www.deutscher-remarketing-kongress.de
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Events
»bike und business«
Motorbike tour – Vogel Business Media
on the road
The motorbike tour event by our specialist magazines »bike & business«
and »kfz-betrieb« offers interesting talks about the sector, tours along curvy
roads through charming countryside and several other special program
features adding up to a fun, informative sector get-together.
Information at www.motorradtour-vogel.de

bike und business« sector congress
The sector congress »bike und business« provides professionals from the
motorcycle trade & service sector with an opportunity for active networking
and exchang of quality information. Exhibitors from all areas of the motor-
cycle sector present their products and share their know-how with the
sector’s professionals, e.g. in specialist lectures. The highlight is the eve-
ning event with the “Motorcycle Dealer of the Year” award ceremony.
Information at www.fachtagung-bike.de

“Motorcycle Dealer of the Year”
The “Motorcycle Dealer of the Year” is awarded by our specialist magazine
»bike und business« to motorcycle dealers with excellent sales & services.
Sales effectiveness, creativity in internet marketing and a customer-geared
approach are the main criteria.
Information at www.motorradhaendler-des-jahres.de

»bike und business«
»bike und business« is the official publication of the German Association of
German Motorcycle Mechanics. This sector magazine addresses dealers
and professional mechanics for motorbikes, scooters and quads/ATVs in
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, South Tyrol, Belgium, Luxembourg and the
Netherlands. »bike und business« covers an outstanding range of topics.
Product presentations and articles on vehicle and workshop technology are
just as central to the editorial concept as information on clothing, helmets,
accessories and equipment or team leadership and brand name develop-
ment. Besides editorial reporting, we have a chronologically structured sec-
tion on basic and advanced training to European Service Technician level as
well as current association information. The magazine appears 8 times per
year with special supplements on current topics such as “electro-mobility”.
Target groups: Managers and decision-makers in the motorcycle sector
(manufacture and trade), mechanics seeking further training and appren-
tices and business trainees in motorcycle sales and service.
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www.bikeundbusiness.de
Previously included within »kfz-betrieb«, www.bikeundbusiness.de set
itself up as an independent portal in 2013. The user can look forward to
constantly updated multimedia online services with technical, business and
product information for the motorcycle sector. The clear structure of topic
channels guarantees intuitive navigation and fast information transfer. The
editorial material is supplemented by a direct connection to the rapidly
growing social media network of »bike und business« on Facebook, Twitter
and YouTube. A blog and its own mediatheque with videos and images
from interviews, test rides and new presentations is the ideal rounding-off
for the online presentation. Advertisers have access to a wide range of
classic and innovative advertising formats suited to every communications
goal.
Target groups: Managers and decision-makers in the motorcycle sector
(manufacture and trade), mechanics seeking further training, technical and
business trainees in the motorcycle sector, and motorcycle enthusiasts.

BIKE

Bike tour 2013

Sales
Anna Gredel
Tel. +49-931-418-2920, anna.gredel@vogel.de

Editor
Stephan Maderner, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2918,stephan.maderner@vogel.de

CONTACT

Subscriptions
Stefan Zügner
Tel. +49-931-418-2429, stefan.zuegner@vogel.de
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For subscribers to our printed publication, will »auto-
FACHMANN PLUS« provides an up-to-date and realis-
tic preparation for a career in auto mechanics. A learn-
ing management system (LMS) structures course mate-
rial, and multi-media content and tests are made avail-
able to the user, synchronised perfectly with the teach-
ing matterial in the individual numbers on the topic
area auto electrics and electronics”. Practice-related
simulations and interactions as well as virtual repairs guaran-
tee perfectly preparation for everyday working challenges.
Target groups: Training instructors and all traine in the motor trade.

AUTOMOTIVE & MOBILITY

“Exam preparation aid” – part 1
A preparation for part 1 of the apprentices’ theory
exam, -including two complete sets of assign-
ments in each of the following fields:
• Measuring, testing, diagnoc
• Maintenance and testing
• Dismantling and assembly

“Exam preparation aid” – part 2
A preparation for part 2 of the apprentices’ theory
exam, -including two complete sets of assign-
ments in each of the following fields:
• Vehicle and maintenance technology
• Diagnostic technology
• Business and social studies

Apprentices’ practical exam – parts 1 + 2
This guide fulfils two purposes: it supports in-
structors active in motor trade guild trainings and
in training firms, and simultaneously provides the
ideal textbook for all. Including examples of exam
tasks for all subjects covered by Parts 1 and 2 of
the apprentices’ practical exam.

“Prüfungsvorbereiter Kfz-Mechatroniker/-in” (Exam preparation aid for auto mechatronics technicians)

Editor
Werner Degen, chief editor
Tel. +49-931-418-2466, werner.degen@vogel.de

Subscriptions
Stefan Zügner
Tel. +49-931-418-2429, stefan.zuegner@vogel.de

CONTACT

Julia Dernbach
Tel. +49-931-418-2935
julia.dernbach@vogel.de

CONTACT

“Mechanics exam
trainer”-app
Part 1, Part 2
To help in preparation for theoretical apprentice examina-To help in preparation for theoretical apprentice examina-
tion in the motor trade, we supply an “exam trainer” app for iPhones, iPads,tion in the motor trade, we supply an “exam trainer” app for iPhones, iPads, 
iPod touches and Android devices. This app allows traine to test their
knowledge attainments in a fun way. Part 1 covers the topics “measuring,
testing, diagnostics”, “maintenance and testing” and “dismantling and as-
sembly”. Part 2 covers “vehicle repair technology”, “diagnostic technology”
and “business and social studies”.
Target groups: All apprentices in the motor trade.
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»autoFACHMANN PLUS«

“autoKAUFMANN
exam trainer“-app
For preparation for the final examination as automobile sales person for
iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. The aApp comprises the three sub-sections
“Sales and service tasks”, “Economics and social studies” and also “Finan-
cial services”, thus covering precisely the range of material in the real the-
oretical examination
Target groups: all commercial trainees in the motor tradee.

»autoFACHMANN«/»autoKAUFMANN«
Official training journals of the German motor trade for technical (»autoFACH-
MANN«) and business (»autoKAUFMANN«) trainees. Tailored to the official
occupational training regulations, these publications provide apprentices/
trainees and instructors in more than 25,000 motor businesses with all re-
quired knowledge (and also documentation of training and qualifications).
The cover section, identical for all levels of apprenticeship, contains articles
on all aspects of auto and repair technology and is the ideal supplement to
the “compulsory subjects mandatory reading material in training section”.
Target groups: Apprentices/trainees and instructors in the motor trade.

www.autofachmann.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

www.facebook.com/autofachmann.autokaufmann

www.youtube.com/autofachmannkaufmann

http://www.facebook.com/autofachmann.autokaufmann
http://www.youtube.com/autofachmannkaufmann
mailto:werner.degen@vogel.de
mailto:stefan.zuegner@vogel.de
mailto:julia.dernbach@vogel.de
http://www.autofachmann.de
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Special office stationery
supplier for motor dealers and
manufacturers

Vogel FORMA supplies printed forms and business documents spe-
cially for vehicle repair businesses throughout Germany. Our wide
range of products also includes numerous effective organisational and
operational aids for easier work in garage and in the office a lot easier.

Our product groups:
• Printed forms for vehicle sales, e.g. contracts for new and second-

hand sales.
• Printed forms for repairs, e.g. work orders and job cards.
• Printed office forms, e.g. receipt blocks and printed fax forms.
• Printed business documents, e.g. letterheads and business cards.
• Personnel documents, e.g. employment contracts.
• Organisational aids, e.g. planning boards, planning sheets and

protective cover for job orders.
• Tools and equipment, e.g. brake piston re-setters, battery & brake

fluid testers.
• Operational aids, e.g. protective covers and cleaning cloths.
• Initial and further training tools, e.g. books and files for training

documents.
• Work clothing, e.g. safety shoes, work jackets and trousers.

Order our current catalogue on
+49-931-418-2432 or at
info@vogel-forma.de.

www.vogel-forma.de

Vogel Forma
Susanne Pichmann
Tel. +49-931-418-2783
susanne.pichmann@vogel.de

Foreign magazines
Anna Gredel
Tel. +49-931-418-2920
anna.gredel@vogel.de

CONTACT

SERVICES – CARS
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»autoEXPERT« Czech Republik
Spezialist magazine for all professionals in the Czech and Slovakian motor
trades. The editorial concept is tailored exactly to this market and brings
contributions from all important market segments in the motor sector. Sup-
plemented by a comprehensive section on basic and advanced training
with constantly updated teaching material.
Target groups: management, mechanics seeking advanced training and
trainees in the Czech and Slovakian motor trade.
www.autopress.cz

»autoEXPERT« Poland
The specialist magazine for all professionals in the

Polish motor trade celebrates its 20th anniversary
in 2014. The editorial concept is tailored exactly

to this market and brings contributions from
all important market segments in the motor

sector. Supplemented by a comprehensive
section on basic and advanced training with con-

stantly updated teaching material.
Target groups: management, mechanics seeking advanced training and
trainees in the Polish motor trade.
www.autoexpert.pl

mailto:info@vogel-forma.de
http://www.vogel-forma.de
mailto:susanne.pichmann@vogel.de
mailto:anna.gredel@vogel.de
http://www.autopress.cz
http://www.autoexpert.pl


Since 1978 we have been keeping computer experts

and IT pros informed. It is a topic area that is both dy-

namic and challenging, permanently demanding trust-

worthy and competent specialist information on

which to base investment decisions. Vogel IT Media

serves the information technology market with highly

integrated, high-utility media with a clear focus on

the needs of IT decision-makers.

We achieve this with our unique combination of on-

line and offline media as well as events, covering cur-

rent technologies and trends and creating personal

contact with the target group. Our IT specialized

media thus does not only offer businesses image

projection and a broad range of contacts, but also

generate high-value leads for sales activities.

Here our specialist media provide support along the

whole market value creation chain: in the reseller

sector with our high-impact magazine IT-BUSINESS,

for decision-makers in the business world with our in-

novative websites IP-Insider.de, Security-Insider.de,

Storage-Insider.de, DataCenter-Insider.de and Cloud-

Computing-Insider.de as well as – last but not least –

for government agencies with our noted specialist

publication eGovernment Computing.

Our portfolio offers a complete and powerful range of

media, geared optimally to market requirements and

guaranteeing the success of our customers’ products

and solutions on the German IT market.

IT – INFORMATIO N T

Location in Augsburg  Seminar Specialist congresses with exhibition



O N TECHNOLOGY

Vogel Business Media –

a rich tradition of

publishing for the IT.

MOBIL
Die IT-Branche mobil erleben. Mit den tagesaktuellen
News, Bildergalerien und der interaktiven Printausgabe
auf Ihrem persönlichen iPad. Jetzt kostenlos
downloaden und alle Ausgaben der IT-BUSINESS
als registrierter User gratis lesen. NEU!

Holen Sie sich jetzt die
IT-BUSINESS iPad-App unter

www.it-business.de/app

MOBIL

NEU!

http://www.it-business.de/app


www.it-business.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

www.xing.com/net/it-business
twitter.com/itbusinessde
www.facebook.com/itbusinessde
https://plus.google.com/+it-businessde

With IT-BUSINESS media you achieve effective
cross-media access to decision-makers on the IT
market at key phases in the decision-making pro-
cess.The flexible concept of IT-BUSINESS enables
you to realize successfully and quantifiably your
specific IT channel marketing goals.
Our specialist fortnightly magazine IT-BUSINESS
provides reliably researched background informa-
tion from the IT market and strategically relevant
business and technological knowledge.
The IT-BUSINESS.de portal provides all the impor-
tant ad-hoc and high-quality information that our
partners needs: news, whitepapers, webcasts and
extensive databases.
OurVogel IT-Academy passes on at its various
events the necessary hard & soft skills.The goal:
market success and establishing and maintaining
important business contacts. Besides management
and sales trainings it also stages the sector summit
IT-BUSINESS Executives and Service Providers and
Technology conferences around the topics storage,
virtualisation and IT-security.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

IT-BUSINESS
Specialist magazine for the IT market
IT-BUSINESS gets to the core of channel know-how – with more than
20 years experience. For decision makers in IT, it offers a unique media and
event portfolio rated highly and extensively used by the target group. This
is the result of the top editorial quality and state-of-the-art target group
management of a large media group. In-depth know-how enables reliable
analysis of the chances and risks of new products, trends and business
models. Its particular focus is on the channel potentials of the leading
manufacturers and distributors and on best practices which show how
readers successfully master market challenges. IT-BUSINESS offers market
penetration at attractive conditions, for it delivers deep reach in IVW-EDA-
certified quality with an outstanding price/performance ratio.
Target groups: Top decision-makers in the IT market, system providers,
cloud service providers, retailers, VARs, IT service providers, IT consultants,
system integrators.
www.it-business.de

IT-BUSINESS.de
The information portal for the IT market
IT-BUSINESS.de is the platform where IT partners, manufacturers and
distributors meet to exchange information. Visitors find here decision-
relevant content – fast, updated daily, precise and structured.
Advertisers in IT-BUSINESS.de have access not only to innovative forms
of lead generation but also to the entire media portfolio of a modern,
strongly target-group oriented online-service provider. Here you have the
choice between classic banner formats, effective newsletter advertising,
eye-catching sponsoring and innovative multi-media formats.
www.it-business.de

Sales IT-BUSINESS
Lilli Kos
Tel. +49-821-2177-300, lilli.kos@vogel-it.de

CONTACT

Vom IT-Sicherheits-
Boom profitieren

Der Anti-Malware Spezialist Avira wächst auf breiter Basis.
Ein „neues Level“ für die Partner verspricht der neue CEO Travis Witteven.

IN DIESER AUSGABE

DAS CHANNEL-MAGAZIN FÜR IT UND CLOUD COMPUTING23. JAHRGANG | € 6,– ISSN 1864-0907

ZERO CLIENTS VON IGEL
Die Skepsis gegenüber die-
ser Bauform bleibt – aber
es gibt unterschiedliche
Konzepte, so der Igel-Chef.

►SEITE 14

„FEST OF ELECTRONICS“
Mit Händleraktionen geht
Euronics ins Jahresend-
geschäft – und eröffnet 13
neue Fachmärkte.

►SEITE 28

ITC CHANNEL INDEX
Saisonbedingt ist der
Umsatz der ITK-Fachhändler
gegen Ende des Sommers
zurückgegangen.

►SEITE 40

SECURITY STEHT IM FOKUS
Das neue Business-Line-up von Toshiba

stellt Sicherheits-
aspekte der B2B-
Notebooks heraus.

►SEITE 62

NR. 21, 21. OKTOBER – 3. NOVEMBER 2013

S P E Z I A L
STORAGE &
ARCHIVIERUNG
Mit den Datenmengen steigen
auch die Anforderungen an
Speichertechnologien. Die Zeit
ist reif für Investitionen.

►SEITE 69
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IT-BUSINESS Highlights
IT-BUSINESS Highlights is the top-quality yearbook for manufacturers, dis-
tributors, and systemhouses in the IT market. On over 100 pages, readers
find market studies and company profiles, with time-lines, business part-
ners, product portfolios and contact persons. It is the big overview of the
players in the German IT market.
Target groups: Top decision-makers in the IT market, system specialists,
solution providers, retailers.
www.it-business.de
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IT-MARKET

Technology Conferences
The Academy Conferences are topic-centred specialist conventions for the
IT infrastructure sector, bringing together manufacturers, distributors, sys-
tem partners and IT decision-makers from medium-sized companies. In the
form of independent keynotes, selected experts from science and practice
present trends in technology and business.
The specialist lectures, workshops, roundtables, best-practice presenta-
tions and accompanying exhibition offer solution providers the ideal plat-
form for presenting their innovative solutions and references to an inter-
ested and qualified audience and also make new business contacts and
conduct in-depth specialist discussions.
In choosing speakers, content quality is not the only criterion. The speakers
voted most outstanding by the audience are presented with awards in the
categories of “Best Speaker”, “Best Presentations” and “Best Value”.
The Vogel IT-Academy can look back on more than 10 years of successful IT
event-staging. Since its founding in 2000, more than 22,000 enthusiastic
participants have attended its top-quality specialist congresses, seminars
and summits.
Target groups: CEOs, technical and sales managers, IT consultants in the
sector, IT decision-makers in user firms.
www.akademie.vogel-it.com

CONTACT

Events
Daniela Schilling
Tel. +49-821-2177-200, daniela.schilling@vogel-it.deOnline-Congresses:

On selected topics, VOGEL IT-Academy, in collaboration with IT-BUSINESS,
INSIDER-Portale and 3-5 partners each time, organises online congresses.
Via this successfully established interactive communications platform for
IT decision-makers and via web-sessions chaired by editorial staff, provid-
ers and manufacturers come into direct contact with system partners and
decision-makers in IT from user companies and can convince them of their
solution and technology competence

Planned topics:
• Storage
• IT security
• Cloud computing & virtualisation

Vogel IT-Academy
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www.eGovernment-Computing.de

SOCIAL MEDIA

www.twitter.com/egovcomde
www.facebook.com/egovcomde

With eGovernment Computing, you address public
sector IT decision-makers directly at their workplace
and in their sphere of influence. It appears monthly
as the noted specialist publication, eGovernment
Computing and as the constantly updated internet
portal eGovernment-Computing.de. Vogel IT Acad-
emy events and its exclusive editorial advisory
board guarantee that readers get all the latest
trends, innovations and standards in the use of IT in
modernising administration.

Sales eGovernment Computing
Harald Czelnai
Tel. +49-821-2177 212, harald.czelnai@vogel-it.de
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IT IN THE SPUBLIC SECTOR

eGovernment Computing
eGovernment Computing is the magazine for administration modernisation
and digital infrastructure. It informs IT decision-makers in federal, regional
or local government offices and agencies about all relevant aspects of digi-
tal data processing in the public sector. eGovernment Computing provides a
reliable and complete overview of current technologies, initiatives, trends
and regulations applying to investment projects in the target group field.
Target groups: IT decision-makers in the public sector.
www.eGovernment-Computing.de

eGovernment-Computing.de
The information portal for e-government in Germany
eGovernment-Computing.de is the online meeting point for e-government
experts in Germany. Offering tailor-made services for IT and e-government
decision-makers in the public sector, the website provides extensive,
constantly updated online information of great practical value regarding
all aspects and developments of e-government.
eGovernment-Computing.de is compiled by the editorial team of the spe-
cialist publication “eGovernment Computing” and provides a complete and
reliable overview of current technologies and political initiatives and trends
relating to investment in this target area. eGovernment-Computing.de
offers advertisers not only innovative lead generation opportunities, but
also the entire media portfolio of an leading-edge, target-group oriented,
online-service provider. You have the choice of classic banners and innova-
tive multimedia & content formats, all integrated into success-oriented
e-government campaigns.
www.eGovernment-Computing.de

eGovernment Summit
Our annual eGovernment Summit provides a high-profile platform for the
constructive exchange of views and experience in all e-government issues
for all involved in politics, science and the economy. At the two-day event,
the main focus is on keynote speeches and lively debates involving, top de-
cision-makers at federal and regional levels. This opens up new perspec-
tives managing current political, social and administrative challenges with
the help of information technology.

CONTACT

http://www.twitter.com/egovcomde
http://www.facebook.com/egovcomde
http://www.eGovernment-Computing.de
mailto:harald.czelnai@vogel-it.de
http://www.eGovernment-Computing.de
http://www.eGovernment-Computing.de
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XXXIT-DECISION-MAKERS

Sales
Markus Späth
Tel. +49-821-2177-138
markus.spaeth@vogel-it.de

Tobias Teske
Tel. +49-821-2177-139
tobias.teske@vogel-it.de

IT compendiums 2014 –
new perspectives
Our compendiums inform IT decision-makers competently and precisely on
key topics for the IT market. “Top themes”, such as cloud computing, big
data, virtualisation, storage, data security & compliance or infrastructure
for computing centers, are taken up by our editorial staff, filtered and made
accessible to the readership. In-depth background reports, soundly
researched facts and practice-related case studies make the compendiums
an indispensable information source for all IT decision-makers. This is
exactly the place to convince your existing and potential customers of your
solutions, products and areas of competence!

IT seminars & workshops
The Vogel IT Academy offers corporate professionals directly applicable,
first-hand expertise.
In this context we engage highly qualified, independent speakers with
many years of practical experience to provide company IT decision-makers
with uniquely valuable, state-of-the-art know-how of extremely high utility
value. We take up only current and particularly important topics – with the
motto “quality is better than quantity”.

CONTACT

Leads & reach
Lead generation is a standard tool for the success of your B2B online mar-
keting. It offers you the opportunity to enter into direct contact with poten-
tial customers via a broad range of advertising forms such as webcasts,
whitepaper, case studies or software downloads, thus supporting your
sales and strengthening your market position. Our expertise guarantees the
high quality of the potential customer leads.
Target groups: IT managers / CIOs, IT administrators, IT security special-
ists, IT infrastructure professionals, IT managers, managing directors, soft-
ware development leaders, CEOs, IT decision-makers.

Information on offer for IT
decision makers
These topic-focused portals offer corporate IT decision-makers all the infor-
mation needed to update their specialised knowledge and for purchasing-
related research news: background info, specialist articles, interviews,
whitepapers, webcasts, downloads and case studies, as well as an exten-
sive providers database. Useful community functions such as forums and
expert blogs stimulate lively discussions exchanges within the target
group. Each portal provides concise key information on the latest and most
significant developments in the IT market via a daily newsletter.

2013 | € 6,90       www.Security-Insider.deKompendium zu

E-Mail-Verschlüsselung einfach umsetzen
Datensicherheit auch in der Cloud
VPN und verschlüsselte Netzwerkkommunikation

Verschlüsselung
Abhörsichere Kommunikation und
Datenspeicherung für Unternehmen

Eine Publikation von

2013 | € 6,90       www.CloudComputing-Insider.deKompendium zu

Services aus der Cloud

Verträge auf dem Prüfstand: Datenschutz und Compliance in der Cloud

Cloud Transformation Services: von Anwendungs-Silos zum Cloud App Store

Open Source als Lösungsansatz: Private-Cloud-Umgebung selbst gemacht

Das Potenzial von Cloud-Services 
sinnvoll nutzen

Eine Publikation von

E-Mail-Verschlüsselung einfach umsetzen
Datensicherheit auch in der Cloud
VPN und verschlüsselte Netzwerkkommunikation

Eine Publikation von
Verträge auf dem Prüfstand:

Cloud Transformation Services: 

Open Source als Lösungsansatz: 

Kompendium

2013 | € 6,90 www.DataCenter-Insider.de

Eine Publikation von

Schritt für Schritt zum
wirtschaftlichen Rechenzentrum

IT- und Datacenter-Ausstattung – Facility-Management
Planung und Bau – Energie-Effizienz

Verträge auf dem Prüfstand:

Cloud Transformation Services: 

Open Source als Lösungsansatz: 

Eine Publikation von

Klassisches Backup, Cloud-
Storage & Disaster Recovery

STORAGE
Kompendium

2013 | € 6,90 www.Storage-Insider.de

Der Gesetzgeber erwartetmehr Datenmanagement
Unstrukturierte Daten werden zum Zankapfel für Betriebsprüfer

Wannmachen unsere Filesysteme schlapp?
Objektorientierte Speicher kennen keine Grenzen

www.SearchDataCenter.de

mailto:markus.spaeth@vogel-it.de
mailto:tobias.teske@vogel-it.de
http://www.DataCenter-Insider.de
http://www.Storage-Insider.de
http://www.Security-Insider.de
http://www.CloudComputing-Insider.de
http://www.SearchDataCenter.de
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The IWW Institute Info
The month’s key information in a 30-minute read

IWW invented the informa-

tion services for professional

practicioners and established

them as an independent cat-

egory of specialist magazine readers are freelancers,

self-employed and decision-makers in business and

administration who need concise but nevertheless

comprehensive information on the central challenges

and topics in their chosen fields.

The main target audience of the IWW Information

Services include around 45,000 tax accountancy offices,

70,000 law firms, 124,000 medical practices,

45,000 dental practices and 12,000 car dealers.

Unlike conventional specialist magazines, IWW

Information Services provide compact, rapidly

digestible, practical information. Over 300 highly

qualified editors and top opinion leaders sift through

the daily flood of news and present the essence in the

form the readers’ needs.

Rather than theoretical treatises, they bring you

enlightening case studies and tried-and-tested

solutions. Prompt application in everyday professional

life is guaranteed by definite action plans and work

aids, such as checklists, model contracts, sample

letters, and much more.

All content is also updated daily in the internet. The

IWW website and the myIWW app offer not only the

advantage of speed but also much additional

information as well as supplementary functions

impossible in a printed publication. Discussions and

experience-sharing are moreover available on the

Facebook fan-pages of all our Information Services .

The widely-ranging topics covered by the IWW Institute

are constantly expanding. Currently, its programme

comprises 57 printed information services, with 10 more

available online. In addition, the IWW Institute also

stages 3 congresses per year, several specialist confer-

ences, a number of seminar and 32 online seminars.
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rmation Services

A leading publish
er

of information
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law and business.
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www.iww.de

The high-performance package
from IWW Information Services

Print – modern concept
practice-related: all the essentials for daily profes-
sional life by experts with practical experience.
relevant: concentrating on the core issues
problem-solving: concrete, step-by-step action plans
time-saving: clear, concise, well laid-out: fully
informed in 30-minutes

Online – individual website
cutting-edge: : access to all specialist articles before
printing – more than 7 days time advantage – plus
latest daily news
quick: back-number archive with search & filter
functions, direct link to the database for research on
judgements and legislation
practical: set and organise your own bookmarks and
notes; RSS feed and messaging function for new
stories; various email newsletters
important: downloads of supplementary docu-
ments, such as checklists, model contracts, sample
letters, and other work aids

Mobile – myIWW app
always to hand: call up the latest editions of your In-
formation Services and the past 12 editions on your
iPhone/iPad or Android device
well informed: topic-selected newsfeed with up-to-
date information
intelligent: access information services and news-
feeds via intelligent search function (file reference
recognition, word prediction)
independent: app usable even without active inter-
net connection due to monthly updating of stored
data

Social Media: Facebook
direct: just click “like” for direct access to all the
latest in the Facebook news-stream
communicative: comments – share – discuss the
latest info with others
interactive: our readers share their opinions with us

LAW | BUSINESS | TAXATION

Chief editor

RA Dipl.-Finw. Horst Rönnig
Tel. +49-2596-922-17, roennig@iww.de

CONTACT

Tax adviser
Gestaltende Steuerberatung (Constructive tax planning)
Tax planning – tax optimisation – planning options

Erbfolgebesteuerung (Inheritance tax)
Inheritance cases – anticipated inheritance – corporate succession
(also for lawyers)

Kanzleiführung professionell
(Professional law office management)
Law firm management – feeing policy – fee regulations

Praxis Internationale Steuerberatung
(International tax consultancy in practice)
Foreign investment – foreign assignment – inbound activities

Betriebswirtschaft im Blickpunkt
(Focus on business management)
Management consultancy – accounting – financing

Praxis Freiberufler-Beratung (Practical freelancer advice)
Tax planning– law – business consulting

Mandat im Blickpunkt (Focus on the mandate)
Taxes – accounting – auditing

Aktuelles aus dem Steuer- und Wirtschaftsrecht
(Current topics in fiscal and commercial law)
The monthly information update for tax advisers – as journal,
audio CD and mp3 file

Monatsmandantenrundschreiben
(Monthly client newsletter)
Current topics in legislation and jurisdiction

Quartalsmandantenrundschreiben
(Quarterly client newsletter)
Current topics in legislation and jurisdiction

http://www.iww.de
mailto:roennig@iww.de
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INFORMATION SERVICES FOR SPECIFIC SECTORS

Lawyers
RVG professionell (Federal fee code for lawyers)
Information service for law firms

Praxis Steuerstrafrecht (Tax law offences in practice)
Tax evasion – tax fraud investigation – tax advice – criminal defence
(also for tax consultants)

Vollstreckung effektiv (Effective enforcement)
For law firms, debt collection agencies and enforcement departments

Verkehrsrecht aktuell (Current traffic law)
Information service for law firms

Familienrecht kompakt (Family law – compact)
Current information service for lawyers

Mietrecht kompakt (Rent law – compact)
Current information service on rent & tenancy law

Prozessrecht aktiv (Procedural law in action)
Optimum planning and successful execution of proceedings

Arbeitsrecht aktiv (Employment law in action)
Optimum planning and successful application of proceedings

Versicherung und Recht kompakt
(Insurance and law – compact)
Current information service for damage claims

Erbrecht effektiv (Effective inheritance law)
Current information service for inheritance law mandates

Forderungsmanagement professionell
(Professional management of accounts receivable)
For law firms and debt collection agencies as well as billing, enforcement
and legal departments

StiftungsBrief
Steuern – Verwaltung – Recht (Tax, administration and law for foundations)
Information service for foundations and their advisers
(also for tax adviser)

Arzt- und Medizinrecht kompakt
(Law for physicians and medical services compact)
Up-to-the-minute practice report for advisers and decision-makers
(including decision-makers in the health service)

Anwalt und Kanzlei (Lawyer and office)
Current information on cost-effectiveness,
organisation and marketing

Seniorenrecht aktuell (Current law for seniors)
Information service for advisors to elderly clients
and their immediate relatives

71

Chief editor

RA Michael Bach
Tel. +49-2596-922-28, bach@iww.de

CONTACT
Sample copies free of charge:
IWW Institut für Wirtschaftspublizistik GmbH & Co. KG
Subscriptions service: Arnold Scheiner
Franz-Horn-Str. 2, 97082 Würzburg, Germany
Tel. +49-931-4170-472, Fax +49-931-4170-463, abonnentenservice@iww.de

mailto:bach@iww.de
mailto:abonnentenservice@iww.de
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Dentists
Abrechnung aktuell (Zahnärzte)
(Current billing practice for dentists)
Private billing in the dental practice

Zahnärzte Wirtschaftsdienst
(Business info service for dentists)
Dental practice management – law – tax – finances

Privatliquidation aktuell
(Billing private patients)
Billing practice – cost refunding – management of accounts receivable –
additional charge services

Zahnmedizin Report
(Dental medicine report)
Scientific information service

Praxisteam professionell (Zahnarztpraxis)
(Professional dental practice team)
Achieving team success in the dental practices

Praxis Implantologie
(Implantology in practice)
Billing – law – practice management – dentistry

Physicians & other
medical services

Abrechnung aktuell (Ärzte)
(Current billing for doctors)
Insurance and private billing in medical practices

Praxisführung professionell
(Professional practice management)
The current information service for therapeutic practices

Medizin Report
(Medicine report)
Scientific information service

Praxisteam professionell (Arztpraxis)
(Professional medical practice team)
Private billing - law - management - tax

Chefärzte Brief
(Newsletter for hospital medical directors)
Billing law – management – tax

Apotheker heute
(Pharmacy today)
Pharmacy management – law – tax – finances

LAW | BUSINESS | TAXATION

Chief editor

RA Franziska David, FA für Steuerrecht
Tel. +49-2596-922-19, david@iww.de

Chief editor

Dipl.-Vw. Werner Overbeck
Tel. +49-2596-922-61, overbeck@iww.de

CONTACTCONTACT

mailto:david@iww.de
mailto:overbeck@iww.de
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Chief editor

RA Norbert Rettner
Tel. +49-931-47290-60, rettner@iww.de

CONTACT

IWW seminars and congresses
IWW in-service training events are aimed particularly at tax advisers,
lawyers and architects. Lasting customer satisfaction is guaranteed by:

• Top-class experts
• Cutting-edge topics
• High practical relevance and structuring recommendations
• Valuable event documentation for daily work
• Outstanding event organisation and customer service
• Modern conference rooms in stylish 4-5 star hotels

The range of further training services includes congresses, specialist
conferences, seminars and online seminars

Major events include e.g.:

• 8th IWW Congress “Praxis Ärzteberatung”
(practical advice for doctors) and the,

• 16th IWW Congress “Praxis Steuerstrafrecht”
• (tax criminal law).

Those unable to attend a one-day event can register for an online seminar.
These include, for example VAT law, enforcement law or current tax law.
This gives you two hours of solid specialist information directly on your PC
or mobile end device
www.seminare.iww.de

Manager seminars and congresses

Dipl.-Wir.-jur. Stephanie Hahn, MBA, MM
Tel. +49-211-616812-23, seminare@iww.de

CONTACT

Entrepreneurs & self-employed

Auto – Steuern – Recht (Automobile – tax – law)
Current information service for car business

Wirtschaftsdienst Versicherungsvertreter
(Business info service for insurance representatives)
Commission – law for representatives – tax planning – agency organisation
– claim settlement

WISO SteuerBrief (WISO tax newsletter)
In collaboration with ZDF (German Television Second Programme
(also for tax advisers)

Planungsbüro professionell
(Professional planning for engineers & architects)
Fee calculation – law for architects – contract and award legislation –
planning services – business management – order procurement

Wirtschaftsdienst Versicherungsmakler
(Business info service for insurance brokers) Brokerage fees – law for
brokers – tax planning – business management – claim settlement

Löhne und Gehälter professionell
(Wages and salaries the professional way) Current information and
recommendations on tax and social security (also for tax advisers)

Unfallregulierung effektiv (Effective damage settlement)
Professional damage management in the automobile sector

VereinsBrief (Newsletter for associations)
Steuern – Recht – Vereinsmanagement
(Tax, law and management for associations)
Information service for associations & their advisers (including tax advisers)

mailto:rettner@iww.de
http://www.seminare.iww.de
mailto:seminare@iww.de
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Free sample copies :
IWW Institut für Wirtschaftspublizistik GmbH & Co. KG
Subscriptions service: Arnold Scheiner
Franz-Horn-Str. 2, 97082 Würzburg, Germany
Tel. +49-931-4170-472, Fax +49-931-4170-463, abonnentenservice@iww.de

www.iww.dewww.iww.de

ABC der Mietminderungsquoten
(ABC of rent reduction factors)
Check out rented property deficiencies and work out factors
for rent reduction from over 1,500 judgements

RENOapp
Solid information for professional practice and precise defini-
tions for vocational training for trainees, legal secretaries and
law office employees.

GOZ-Trainer
Quiz – a training game for increased security in dealing with
the Fee Regulations for Dentists 2012.
70 questions with three possible answers each.

Schadensfälle von A bis Z
(Damage incidents from A to Z)
Enables a fast overview of court judgements in comparable
cases of repair or damage

IWWOur top apps
Mobile knowledge for your pocket

Practical info in
App-form

myIWW
The IWW Institute offers an app
for iPhone/iPad and Android de-

vices, allowing all users access online and of-
fline to the content of their chosen subscrip-
tion information services.
Download free of charge from the App
Store or on Google Play!
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Book

Praxishandbuch „Umsatzsteuer im Kfz-Gewerbe“
(Practice handbook “VAT in the motor trade”)
Answers to all important questions – quickly and reliably

Online Information Services
Einspruch-aktuell @ (www.einspruch-aktuell.de)
(Current legal appeals) Online database with notes on appeals
and sample appeals

MandantenMail Kompakt @
(Client mail – compact)
Digital monthly newsletters, and more!

MandantenMail Plus @
(Client mail plus)
Individual digital monthly newsletters, and more!

Eildienst Arbeitsrecht @
(Express service - employment law)
The current information service for judgements in employment law

WebContent Recht @
(Web content - law)
Current legal information for your success on the internet

Dent-on.de @
Online information service for dentists

mailto:abonnentenservice@iww.de
http://www.iww.de
http://www.einspruch-aktuell.de
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Hexal-Rheuma-Guide (with online version) since 2012
(Hexal rheumatology guide)
in co-operation with: Hexal AG, Holzkirchen

Palliativ-Report (with online version) since 2013
(Palliative report)
in co-operation with: Teva, Berlin

HIV-Letter (mit Online-Version) since 2013
in cooperation with Hexal AG, Holzkirchen

Zukunft Psychiatrie since 2014
(Future of psychiatry)
in cooperation with Trommsdorff GmbH & Co. KG Arzneimittel,
Aachen

Manager corporate services

RA Heike Mareck
Tel. +49-2596-922-63, mareck@iww.de

Corporate Services
The IWW Institute currently has 15 cooperations with information services
of the pharmaceuticals industry. Our partners in the pharma sector receive
print or online information services of which they have exclusive use in
gaining and retaining customers in the relevant target audiences.
The IWW portfolio for the pharmaceuticals sector is updated continuously
with the result that our partners are increasingly asking the IWW to design
and organise in-service training seminars or webinars on their behalf.
What’s more, we are expanding our range of products further – because
reader surveys confirm that the publications enjoy a high level of accep-
tance in the target groups, while the long – lasting co-operations are proof
of the marketing success our co-operation partners enjoy.

Print

Wirtschaftsbrief Apotheken since 2002
(Business newsletter - pharmacies),
in co-operation with (since 2012): Dr. Kade GmbH, Berlin

Praxisteam aktiv (with online version) since 2007
in co-operationwith: Dr. Wolf, Beckelmann und Partner GmbH, Bottrop

SUB-Letter (with online version) since 2010
in cooperation with: Hexal AG, Holzkirchen

Wirtschaftsforum Gynäkologie since 1986
(Business forum - gynaecology),
in co-operation with (since 2005): Dr. Wolff Arzneimittel
GmbH & Co. KG, Bielefeld

Wirtschaftsbrief Dermatologie since 1991
(Business newsletter - dermatology),
in co-operation with (since 2003): Almirall Hermal GmbH, Reinbek

Wirtschaftsforum Neurologie since 1987
(Business forum - neurology),
in co-operation with (since 2010): Merck Serono GmbH, Darmstatt

Wirtschaftsbrief für Urologen (with online version) since 1987
(Business newsletter for urologists),
in co-operation with (since 2010): Astellas Pharma GmbH, Munich

Wirtschaftsforum Kinder- und Jugendärzte since 1998
(Business forum - paediatricians),
in co-operation with (since 2004): Dr. Wolff Arzneimittel
GmbH & Co. KG, Bielefeld

CONTACT

Online

CT-Retax-Kompass since 2011
(CT reimbursement guide)
in co-operation with: AbZ Pharma GmbH, Ulm

Heimversorgung since 2006
(Supply to care homes)
in co-operation with: STADApharm GmbH, Bad Vilbel

Radiologen WirtschaftsForum since 1987
(Business forum for radiologists)
in co-operation with (since 1999): Guerbet GmbH, Sulzbach/Ts

Webinars/seminars

Online advanced training series:
Schmerzassistentin seit 2013

(Pain assistant)
in co-operation with Teva GmbH, Berlin

KSS-Ärzte-Abende since 2011
(KSS physicians evenings)
in co-operation with Karl Storz-Solutions, Berlin

Webinars for selected physician groups and pharma-
ceutical and medical assistants since 2012
in co-operation with Hexal AG, Holzkirchen
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Fortbildung

Ernährungstherapie aus palliativmedizinischer Sicht
von PD Dr. Konrad Schoppmeyer, Chefarzt der Klinik für Innere Medizin/Gastro
enterologie, EuregioKlinik, Nordhorn

Essen und Trinken sind für jeden Patienten und seine Angehörigen in der letzten
Lebensphase ein sehr wichtiges Thema. Nahrungs und Flüssigkeitsaufnahme stellen für
Schwerkranke und Sterbende häufig ein Problem dar. Im Folgenden wird dargestellt, wie
aus palliativmedizinischer Sicht mit diesem Problem umgegangen werden kann.

Problem Kachexie

Tumorpatienten leiden je nach Entität des
Tumors in bis zu 80 Prozent der Fälle unter
einer Kachexie (unfreiwilliger Gewichts
verlust > 15 Prozent). Bei 20 Prozent ist
die Kachexie die unmittelbare Todesursa
che. In der Frühphase einer Erkrankung
kann deshalb eine Ernährungstherapie
sinnvoll sein, um einer Mangelernährung
entgegen zu wirken und so das Auftreten
von Begleiterkrankungen und Komplika
tionen zu vermeiden. Weitere Ziele einer
Ernährungstherapie sind, die Therapie
effektivität zu erhöhen, die Lebensqua
lität zu stabilisieren oder Krankenhaus
aufenthalte zu vermeiden.

Praxistipp
Generell sollte jedoch immer abgewo
gen werden, ob die Lebensqualität des
Patienten durch die Therapie realistisch
verbessert werden kann. Besteht keine
medizinische Indikation für eine Ernäh
rungstherapie, sollte der Arzt den Betrof
fenen behutsam und gefühlvoll diesbe
züglich aufklären. Die letzte Entscheidung
für oder gegen eine Ernährungstherapie
liegt immer beim Patienten selbst bzw.
bei seinem gesetzlichen Vertreter. Ent
scheidet sich der Patient dagegen, ist
dies vom Arzt zu respektieren.

Die Angehörigen sollten nach Möglichkeit
in die Entscheidungsfindung mit einbe
zogen werden.

Liebe Leserinnen und Leser,

bei der Versorgung schwer kranker und sterbender Patienten sind insbesondere
Sie als Palliativmediziner gefragt. Neben den palliativmedizinischen Maßnahmen
organisieren Sie den internen und externen Informationsfluss zwischen allen an der
Palliativversorgung beteiligten Berufsgruppen und begleiten die Patienten und An
gehörigen. Der neue „PalliativReport“ (PalR) unterstützt Sie dabei mit wichtigen
Fachinformationen und vermittelt psychologische und medizinische Kompetenzen.

Der PalR ist ein neuer kostenloserServicederTeva GmbH und wird Sie in Zukunft sechsmal
jährlich rund um das Thema Palliativversorgung (AAPV und SAPV) exklusiv informieren.
Haben Sie Fragen oder Anregungen? Wir freuen uns auf Ihre EMail an info@pal
liativreport.de.

Eine nutzbringende Lektüre wünscht Ihnen Ihre

Teva GmbH

Wer bezahlt das
stationäre Hospiz?
Stationäre Hospize bekommen von
den Krankenkassen einen Mindest
zuschuss, der Patient muss nichts
bezahlen. Doch um wirtschaftlich
arbeiten zu können, sind Hospize
oft auf eine zusätzliche Finanzierung
angewiesen. Der „PalliativReport“
erläutert, womit stationäre Hospize,
die Patienten bzw. ihre Angehörigen
rechnen müssen.

Seite 2

Wie viel Tod verträgt
das Team?

Mit dem wachsendem Umfang der
Hospiz und Palliativarbeit sollte
auch Self Care mehr Bedeutung er
langen. Denn bisher ist vor allem der
Belastung und dem Schutz der Mitar
beiter/innen in der Hospizarbeit und
Palliativmedizin nicht Genüge getan
worden. Studie und gleichnamiges
Buch geben wertvolle Anregungen
für die Praxis.

Seite 3

Übelkeit und Erbrechen
bei Palliativpatienten

Bis zu 70 Prozent der Tumorpatienten
im fortgeschrittenen Stadium leiden
unter Übelkeit, bis zu 30 Prozent un
ter Erbrechen. In aktuellen Reviews
ist der Einsatz von Metoclopramid,
verschiedenen Neuroleptika, 5HT3
Antagonisten, Steroiden, Antihistami
nika, Anticholinergika, Somatostatina
naloga, Benzodiazepinen und Canna
binoiden bewertet worden.

Seite 3
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Informationsdienst für Rheumatologen

RheumaGuide
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EBM

Änderungen beim Wirtschaftlichkeitsbonus Labor ab April

Zum 1. April 2013 treten weitreichende Änderungen beim Wirtschaftlichkeitsbonus
Labor – EBM-Nr. 32001– in Kraft. Darauf haben sich KBV und Krankenkassen vor
kurzem verständigt. Nachfolgend informieren wir über die Details.

Der Wirtschaftlichkeitsbonus

Der Wirtschaftlichkeitsbonus Labor ist
eine der wenigen Leistungen, die außer-
halb von Mengenbegrenzungen mit dem
Orientierungswert von 3,5363 Cent
vergütet wird. Er beträgt in 2013 (unter
der Voraussetzung, dass die Budgets für
allgemeine und spezielle Laborunter-
suchungen nicht überschritten werden)
für Facharztinternisten mit Schwerpunkt
Rheumatologie 130 Punkte bzw. 4,60
Euro je Arztfall.

Eine rheumatologische Gemeinschafts-
praxis mit beispielsweise 2.400 Arztfäl-
len kann somit einen Wirtschaftlichkeits-
bonus von bis zu 11.040 Euro erhalten.
Durch die nachfolgend skizzierten
Änderungen wird sich dieser Betrag je-
doch deutlich reduzieren.

Keine Berücksichtigung von Fällen
mit Ausnahmekennziffer

Die wichtigste Änderung betrifft Einzel-
praxen und Berufsausübungsgemein-
schaften gleichermaßen:

Fälle und Laborkosten mit Ansatz der•
entsprechenden Ausnahmekennziffer
(EBM-Nrn. 32005 bis 32023) wer-
den zwar bei der Berechnung der La-
borbudgets nicht berücksichtigt, bei
der Fallzählung für den Wirtschaft-
lichkeitsbonus jedoch mitgezählt.
Ab Quartal 2/2013 wird für die Fäl-•
le mit Ausnahmekennziffer kein Wirt-
schaftlichkeitsbonus mehr gewährt.

Beispiel: Ein Rheumatologe in Einzelpra-
xis rechnet 1.000 Arztfälle ab. Davon hat
er 600 Fälle mit einer Ausnahmekennziffer
gekennzeichnet. Die Laborbudgets werden
nicht überschritten. Sein Wirtschaftlichkeitsbo-
nus beträgt im Quartal 1/2013 noch 4.600
Euro. Ab Quartal 2/2013 werden die 600
Arztfälle mit Ausnahmekennziffer nicht mehr
berücksichtigt. Sein Wirtschaftlichkeitsbonus
beträgt dann nur noch 1.840 Euro – 2.760
Euro weniger.

Berufsausübungsgemeinschaften

Die zweite Änderung betrifft nur Berufs-
ausübungsgemeinschaften (BAG):

Der Wirtschaftlichkeitsbonus und die•
Laborbudgets wurden bisher arzt-
und arztfallbezogen berechnet. Be-
zugsgröße für diese Berechnungen
ist ab Quartal 2/2013 jedoch – wie
schon bis einschließlich Quartal
3/2008 – der Behandlungsfall.

Beispiel: Eine aus zwei Rheumatologen
bestehende BAG rechnet 2.000 Behand-
lungsfälle (davon 1.200 Fälle mit Ausnahme-
kennziffer) ab. Die Arztfallzahl beider Ärzte
beträgt 2.400. Die Laborbudgets werden
nicht überschritten. Der Wirtschaftlichkeitsbo-
nus dieser BAG beträgt im Quartal 1/2013
noch 11.040 Euro (2.400 Arztfälle à 4,60
Euro). Ab Quartal 2/2013 werden für den
Wirtschaftlichkeitsbonus nur noch 800 Be-
handlungsfälle berücksichtigt. Der Wirtschaft-
lichkeitsbonus beträgt dann nur noch höchs-
tens 3.680 Euro – 7.360 Euro weniger.

Durch die Berechnung der Laborbud-•
gets je Behandlungsfall werden nun
auch die Budgetgrenzen wesentlich
früher erreicht.

Beispiel: In einer aus zwei Rheumatologen
bestehende BAG rechnet Arzt A 400 Arztfäl-
le (ohne Fälle mit Ausnahmekennziffer) ab,
davon 200 Allgemeinversicherte und 200
Rentner. Arzt B rechnet 550 Arztfälle ab, da-
von 300 Allgemeinversicherte und 250 Rent-
ner. Die Behandlungsfallzahl der Praxis (ohne
Ausnahmekennziffer) beträgt 750, davon
400 Allgemeinversicherte und 350 Rentner.
Das Laborbudget für allgemeine Laborunter-
suchungen beträgt für Allgemeinversicherte
60 Punkte, für Rentner 80 Punkte. Daraus er-
rechnet sich im Quartal 1/2013 für Arzt A ein
Laborbudget von 28.000 Punkten, für Arzt B
von 38.000 Punkten. Dies sind zusammen
66.000 Punkte. Ab Quartal 2/2013 beträgt
das Laborbudget der Praxis unter Zugrunde-
legung derselben Ausgangsdaten nur noch
52.000 Punkte – 14.000 Punkte weniger!

Fachverschiedene BAG

In fachverschiedenen BAG erfolgt die
Berechnung sowohl des Wirtschaftlich-
keitsbonus als auch der Laborbudgets
auf Basis der anteiligen Fallzahlen der
in der BAG vertretenen Ärzte.

Beispiel: Eine aus einem Rheumatologen und
einem Facharztinternisten ohne Schwerpunkt
bestehende BAG rechnet 800 Behandlungs-
fälle (ohne Fälle mit Ausnahmekennziffer), ab.
Die Arztfallzahl des Rheumatologen beträgt
400, die des Facharztinternisten ohne Schwer-
punkt 600. Der Wirtschaftlichkeitsbonus der
Praxis beträgt dann 82 Punkte je Behand-
lungsfall (Rheumatologe: 40 % von 130 Punk-
ten; Internist ohne Schwerpunkt: 60 % von 50
Punkten). Entsprechend werden dann auch die
Laborbudgets der Praxis für allgemeine und
spezielle Laboruntersuchungen berechnet.

Fazit

Durch die Neuregelung müssen sich
diejenigen Rheumatologen, die ihre
Laborbudgets bisher nicht überschritten
haben, auf deutliche Honorareinbußen
einstellen. Berufsausübungsgemein-
schaften sind durch die Umstellung der
Berechnungen auf den Behandlungsfall
besonders betroffen.
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We place your publicity!
Precisely where it brings results!
Precisely so that it connects!

We offer you communicative services
on all platforms and on all channels.

Media production, events, data management, IT,
corporate media, addresses, market research,
lead generation, webinars, whitepaper and much more.



Our
services
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personal exchanges of ideas and knowledge –
with specialist events in direct dialogue with your target group.

Meet your sector here with us!

In addition, the specialist media publisher Vogel Business Media has, with
the Vogel Convention Center, its own conference venue. With room for up
to 1,400 persons, it has the perfect infrastructure framework conditions for
tailor-made communication platforms.

As your partner for efficient B2B communication, Vogel Business Media
arranges: congresses, exhibitions and award events for the sectors
industry, automobile, information technology, law/economics/taxes
and marketing/communication. The diverse events draw on distinctive
sector-relevant and current topics and their practice-related realisation as
well as top-flight speakers and professional organisation.
Vogel Business Media creates platforms for the target groups of numerous
sectors. CEOs, managers, specialists and trainees benefit from these op-
portunities for both advanced training and intensive networking. Each event
is accompanied medially and in content by our specialist editorial staff.
This ensures excellent content as well as good media presence for our
partners before, during and after the event.

Live is the most direct
communication – benefit
from personal contact!
Dr. Dominik Wagemann

„“
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What is special about B2B
communication?
Dr. Wagemann: The sharper the target
group, the more effective the message and
the more effective the use of the communi-
cation budget. The functions of events are
far-reaching: discussing new topics, artic-
ulating sector interests together, learning new content, sharing knowl-
edge, transferring know-how, letting ideas develop and become con-
crete projects. And, of course, constantly new networking.

Why do you also organise award ceremonies?
Dr. Wagemann: Sector awards have a very simple but important func-
tion: presenting the best examples in order to recognise trends and be
able to follow them. This promotes development throughout the whole
sector, making it better and making the award ceremony an ideas pool.

What role do events play today?
Dr. Wagemann: Professionals need specialist knowledge if they
are to work successfully. In the age of digitalisation, live communi-
cation has taken on a completely new value: congresses, exhibi-
tions, seminars, awards, specialist conferences – real interaction
between the players in the markets stimulates the spirit of innova-
tion and brings in new business.

What does this mean for the advertiser?
Dr. Wagemann: Face-to-face communication has an important func-
tion in the media mix in B2B communication. Whoever employs re-
sources properly here and places his messages well comes directly to
his contacts and enters a dialogue with the market. Making brands
visible and tangible – this is always best done live! For here all the
senses are addressed. This is therefore the most emphatic, sustain-
able and direct way to the new business partner and customer.

Dr. Dominik Wagemann

4 questions to the manager of the publishing area events

CONTACT

Sales and Marketing Manager
Fabian Benkert
Tel. +49-931-418-2795
fabian.benkert@vogel.de

Manager Publishing Area Events
Dr. Dominik Wagemann
Tel. +49-931-418-2958
dominik.wagemann@vogel.de

Address all the senses of your target group: personal experience
is not forgotten so quickly! Play a role in the world of your target
group as a sponsor, topic-partner, exhibitor or with a practice
workshop!

Phone us, we will be happy to give you advice corresponding to your
communication goals!

mailto:dominik.wagemann@vogel.de
mailto:fabian.benkert@vogel.de
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B2B SeMiNare

If any participant finds by the first
midday break in the seminar that the
event does not meet his expectations,
he can leave the seminar. The seminar
fee, already paid, will of course, be
returned.

Get yourself fresh professional knowledge
Keep up-to-date, use Vogel Business Media’s B2B Seminare
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CONTACT
Leonie Roelle
Project manager seminars
Tel. +49-931-418-2269
leonie.roelle@vogel.de

Constant and goal-oriented advanced training is one of the key elements
for everyone’s professional success. And it is thus also an important
build-ing block for the sustainable success and future-orientation of every
firm. As we know, the demands made on employee and employer in the
daily workplace are changing all the time. To be successful, it is necessary
to learn new skills, refresh existing knowledge and try out alternative
approaches.
Als one of Germany’s leading providers of specialist information, the
Vogel Business Media is not content simply to provide its readers
constantly with the latest sector information. With our sector knowledge
and our far-reaching contacts, we offer both our readers and our customers
a seminar and work-shop programme tailored perfectly to their needs.
The special feature: all speakers are experts in their particular fields
with extensive work-related and practical. In addition, the small size of
the seminar groups creates an ideal setting for learning and sharing
experiences with other participants and the speaker.
The B2B Seminars at Vogel Business Media for specialists and managers
cover a broad spectrum in the areas of marketing & communication,
technology & IT and Management & Vertriebmanagement & sales.

SatiSFaCtioN GUaraNteed

mailto:leonie.roelle@vogel.de


Education creates future.

www.vogel-stiftung.de

education science medicine culture
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The support of education and science, medicine and culture is the aim of the Vogel Foundation.
Established in 2000 by the Würzburg publisher Dr. Kurt Eckernkamp and his wife Nina Eckernkamp-
Vogel, the Foundation focuses on the following activities:

Current major sponsoring projects
• Foundational Professorship “Specialist Journalism
and Corporate Communication” at Würzburg-
Schweinfurt University of Applies Sciences

• “Vogel Study” in dementia research
at Würzburg University

• Support Mainfranken Theatre in Würzburg
and sponsoring “Season”

• Würzburg and Region music school

Sponsoring projects 2014
• Research Support Prize,
Würzburg University

• Foundational Professorship
“Business Journalism”
at Würzburg University

http://www.vogel-stiftung.de
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• 2 halls
• 2 foyers
• 7 workshop rooms

(10 – 200 visitors)
• air conditioning, state-of-the-art conference technology
• 260,000 visitors and guests between 2006 and 2013
• 250 free parking places

The VCC brings together the modern and the traditional. It harmoniously
combines the fascination of industrial architecture with all the technical
and organisational requirements of a modern convention center. The result:
a unique event atmosphere appealing to all the senses. The VCC sees itself
as an answer to changed communication patterns – reflected in the grow-
ing significance of events nowadays.

The glass frontage gives an open feel to the foyers (255 m² + 300 m²), from
which visitors access the two large halls (850 m² and 1,200 m²) and the
seven workshop rooms for 10 to 200 attendees. The VCC can accommodate
a total of 1,400 visitors. All rooms are equipped with state-of-the-art con-
ference, air conditioning & lighting technology.

Once Vogel’s printing works, its three loading ramps, provide ideal access
to the halls for deliveries.
250 free parking spaces directly adjacent to the VCC give visitors easy and
convenient access to the halls.
www.vcc-wuerzburg.de

Vogel Business Media has its own capacious

and unique Vogel Convention Center in the heart

of Germany, located directly at the company

headquarters in Würzburg, easily accessible by car

and rail. Here your events find 100+ opportunities

to come to life!

Venue for confe reVogel Convention Center VCC –

east Foyer

Shed Hall: conferenceprinting Hall: plenary sessions

Foyer West

http://www.vcc-wuerzburg.de


Conference Center
The seven meeting/workshop rooms range in size from 30 m² to 170 m². All
rooms are equipped with state-of-the-art conference technology and air
conditioning. They can be booked individually or together.
It goes without saying that the Conference Center includes a café bar and
also, on request, a catering service. For training sessions, customer meet-
ings, lectures, assessment centers or undisturbed team meetings– we set
up the rooms to your individual requirements.
The Conference Center can also be used as a backstage area for large-scale
events staged in the two main halls.

You will find hall layout and seating plans for the Vogel Convention
Center and the Conference Center at our website:
www.vcc-wuerzburg.de

e rences, trade fairs, cultural events and celebrations

Conference Center: workshop“rotation Hall”: congress

Heisenberg 1 and 2: seminar“Shed Hall”: evening event

rotation Hall”: trade fair
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Max planck: Congressprinting Hall: Congress

Heisenberg 1 und 2: SeminarShedhalle: evening event

printing Hall: Fair

•••

• Würzburg

• Stuttgart

• München

• Frankfurt

• Köln

• düsseldorf

• Hannover

• Hamburg

• Berlin
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iCe

IN EASY REACH

IN THE MIDDLE OF

GERMANY

• Nürnberg

iCe
iCeCONTACT

Nina Krause
Tel. +49-931-418-2076
nina.krause@vogel.de

Alexandra Nebel
Tel. +49-931-418-2758
alexandra.nebel@vogel.de

http://www.vcc-wuerzburg.de
mailto:alexandra.nebel@vogel.de
mailto:nina.krause@vogel.de
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Lead GeNeratioN | WHitepaper | WeBCaSt

Whitepapers: documents with valued added
Make use of the option of a whitepaper to present yourself as aMake use of the option of a whitepaper to present yourself as a 

skilled provider of solutions! Within a top-quality editorial framework, youskilled provider of solutions! Within a top-quality editorial framework, you 
will be directing your potential customers’ attention straight towards yourwill be directing your potential customers’ attention straight towards your 
goods or services. Our team of copywriters, editors and graphic artists willgoods or services. Our team of copywriters, editors and graphic artists will 
help you with topic finding, composing the text, with translation and layout.help you with topic finding, composing the text, with translation and layout. 

Our experts are happy to share their know-how in the advertisingOur experts are happy to share their know-how in the advertising 
format white¬papers – as an in-house seminar too.
www.whitepaper.de

Webcasts and webinars: videos convince
Whether documentary or feature broadcast, whether portrait orWhether documentary or feature broadcast, whether portrait or 

interview that you wish us to produce, we will create the sort of videointerview that you wish us to produce, we will create the sort of video
production that offers real value in corporate communications. Equally, weproduction that offers real value in corporate communications. Equally, we 
organise interactive webinars as live events on the internet. Thanks to ourorganise interactive webinars as live events on the internet. Thanks to our 
sophisticated technology and services – including invitation management,sophisticated technology and services – including invitation management, 
taking care of presenters and participants and reporting on the event in fulltaking care of presenters and participants and reporting on the event in full 

– your events will now also reach your target audience online too– your events will now also reach your target audience online too  
– quickly, globally and above all cost-effectively!
www.webcast.de

Leads: more than just an address
A lead means that contact has been successfully initiated between the pro-A lead means that contact has been successfully initiated between the pro-
vider of a product or service and a potential customer. Anyone registering to
view a whitepaper or webcast isindicating definite interest in the product-
described. A lead is therefore far more than just an address. We verify all
leads thoroughly, and a detailed user profile is created for every single lead.
So you know precisely who is interested in your whitepaper or webcast.

At the Vogel Business Media internet portals, whitepapersAt the Vogel Business Media internet portals, whitepapers 

and webcasts constitute important instruments for

generating valuable leads. We can support you in compilinggenerating valuable leads. We can support you in compiling

a whitepaper or webcast.

CONTACT

Lead generation
Gabriele Storg
Tel. +49-931-418-2644, gabriele.storg@vogel.de

Lead generation using
whitepaper and webcast

THE DIRECT

WAY TO NEW

CUSTOMERS!
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CONTACT

Whitepaper
Christiane Schulz
Tel. +49-931-418-2231, christiane.schulz@vogel.de

http://www.whitepaper.de
http://www.webcast.de
mailto:gabriele.storg@vogel.de
mailto:christiane.schulz@vogel.de
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CoNteNt SYNdiCatioN

digital B2B content as a service
As Vogel Business Media’s central content broker,As Vogel Business Media’s central content broker, 
we supply top-value business-to-business content forwe supply top-value business-to-business content for 
your website and intranet, attach up-to-the-minuteyour website and intranet, attach up-to-the-minute 
sector news to your newsletters, and provide yousector news to your newsletters, and provide you 

with articles of interest to the relevant target group for your company orwith articles of interest to the relevant target group for your company or 
customer magazine. 
With the content provided by our specialist media, you can offer visitorsWith the content provided by our specialist media, you can offer visitors
to your website up-to-date, ready-formatted content on precisely theto your website up-to-date, ready-formatted content on precisely the 
topics of interest to the target groups concerned. In dialogue with you wetopics  of interest to the target groups concerned. In dialogue with you we 
develop, together with our specialist editorial teams within the relevantdevelop, together with our specialist editorial teams within the relevant 
sector, a package consisting of text, images and videos tailor-made to yoursector, a package consisting of text, images and videos tailor-made to your 
requirements
Target groups: Companies with websites, intranets, business portals, Companies with websites, intranets, business portals, 
multimedia agencies and consultants

“Use our content
for your purposes˝

With your content requirements benefit from the experi-With your content requirements benefit from the experi-

ence of one of Germany’s leading media companies inence of one of Germany’s leading media companies in 

the specialised journalism sector.Tell us your text require-the specialised journalism sector. Tell us your text require-

ments – we provide the right content.

mydigiabo
Besides offering individual services, weBesides offering individual services, we 
also provide a full-service package withalso provide a full-service package with 
“myDigiAbo” (“my digital subscription”).“myDigiAbo” (“my digital subscription”). 

You then automatically receive all published articles about you, withoutYou then automatically receive all published articles about you, without 
lifting a finger yourself. We research – you benefit.lifting a finger yourself. We research – you benefit.

our services:
• Business information based on first-class research from the sectors of

automobile & mobility, IT, electronics, machine construction, production,
pharmaceuticals/chemicals, law/business administration/taxation

• Sector info streams for publishing on company websites or intranets
• Specialist articles, images and videos from current Vogel Business

Media reports in digital form (multimedia or pdf) for use on websites and
intranets

• News tickers
• Development of web content concepts

www.mycontentfactory.de

www.mycontentfactory.de

CONTACT

Digital B2B content
Manuela Maurer
Tel. +49-931 418-2786, manuela.maurer@vogel.de

What is Content Syndication?
Content Syndication is multiple use of media content. Taking full
account of rights on intellectual property, use and brands, publishers
make their content available to other. Besides the technical service,
the legal clarity is important. For the use of third-party content as part
of one’s Anyone handing texts, photos or videos without a contractual
basis is on insecure legal ground.

http://www.mycontentfactory.de
http://www.mycontentfactory.de
mailto:manuela.maurer@vogel.de
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WeBCaSt

Professional video film productions from our

specialists in video communications for business-to-

business!

Webcast: From product trailers

CONTACT
Webcast
Anna Stelzenmüller
Tel. +49-931-418-2102
anna.stelzenmueller@vogel.de

Full service from the storyboard to the finished dVd
Reap the benefits of our many years of experience as a producer of
professional videos for industrial communications. We design and create
video productions for your company for whatever purpose you have in mind,
such as:

• Product presentations or product training
• Internet-TV programmes
• Corporate and image promotion videos
• Business clips

On your behalf our video production team will develop exactly the rightOn your behalf our video production team will develop exactly the right 
video concepts o achieve your marketing goals. Whether we use our ownvideo concepts o achieve your marketing goals. Whether we use our own 
studio at Vogel Business Media or film on location at your company, westudio at Vogel Business Media or film on location at your company, we 
produce whatever format you may require within a clearly defined budget.produce whatever format you may require within a clearly defined budget.
Whether it’s a documentary or a feature, a portrait or an interview, weWhether it’s a documentary or a feature, a portrait or an interview, we 
create the true added value for your company.

www.webcast.de

to image promotion videos

Advertising with QR codes: put augmented reality to the test!

Successful together

Get moved by a movie!

www.vogel.com

07
86
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mailto:anna.stelzenmueller@vogel.de
http://www.webcast.de
http://www.vogel.com
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Webinar: Save time, money and effort
and be kind to nerves and environment!

87

Transfer your personal attendance event to the net.

A webinar is the digital equivalent of a personal atten-

dance event.The biggest advantage of online events is

being independent of location! Speaker and participants

meet in a virtual conference room. We enter into direct

dialogue with your specialists.

time
Put your time to better use: instead of spending an eternity on the road orPut your time to better use: instead of spending an eternity on the road or 
on a platform waiting for the connecting train or queuing at the airport sit 
back and continue fast-lane information-gathering at your desk.

Money
Save money at both ends – a personal attendance event runs away 
with the money, either in travel and hotel expenses or in renting a room 
and paying caterers. So go easy on your budget and bring the important
information direct to your office!

Nerves
Lean back and let us organise and present your webinars. One-stop for 
sophisticated technology – incl. invitation management, taking care of 
speakers and participants, and full event reporting.

environment
Be kind to the environment, do something for your CO2 footprint:
sit comfortably at your desk and enjoy our webinars with a good
conscience. No transport involved.
We take up direct dialogue with your specialists.

By the way: Vogel Business Media webinars are also accessible on 
your Smartphone or tablet 

www.webcast.de

CONTACT

Webinar
Uwe Dietrich
Tel. +49-931-418-2534, uwe.dietrich@vogel.de

http://www.webcast.de
mailto:uwe.dietrich@vogel.de
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SERVICESSerViCeS

We are your partner for production, operation and
monetisation of sector portals in online, mobile, social,
video and print formats
our clients: trade fair organisers, publishers, firms and associations.

technology: crossmedia
success
Present your sector portal on all media channels relevant today:
online, mobile, social, video and print.
With perfectly matching technologies, we ensure that you cut a good
figure in any medium.

Content: 100% relevant
Content is king. We therefore contact firms worldwide and ensure, with a
professional editorial team, the content and relevance of your portal!

Marketing: profitably digitalised
On your portal all relevant players come together and provide highly infor-
mative content. Our media sales team utilises this optimal initial condition
to generate additional turnover for you.

Video – the innovative
medium for your online success

Videos are perfect content for your online portal,
offer exciting opportunities for your marketing
campaigns and are ideally suitable for mobile enter-
tainment. We therefore dedicate a whole depart-
ment to this topic and support you in the conception,
production and marketing of different video formats.

Consulting
Today’s digital possibilities are almost unlimited.
Yet this also makes an overview of the field near
impossible. We draw on our experience from
15 Jahren ngn to accompany our customers on
operative and strategic levels.

Mobile Solutions

Print Video

Social Media

Co
nt
en
t

Consulting

Online Portal

Verm
arktung

Technologie

www.ngn-global.com

digitally networked
Our sector portals bring together the relevant players on a certain top-
ic. As portal host, you position yourself directly at the centre of your
sector and access additional revenues.

Matthias Bauer
Tel. +49 30 890 481-198
matthias.bauer@ngn-global.com

CONTACT

http://www.ngn-global.com
mailto:matthias.bauer@ngn-global.com
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data M

Friedrich E. Morawietz
Tel. +49 931 4170-450
fmorawietz@datam-services.de

CONTACT

Tanja Komp
Tel. +49-931-4170-436
tkomp@datam-services.de

CONTACT

dataM-adressdirekt

top industrial addresses from specialists.
don’t leave it to chance – hand-pick your mailing list!

DataM-AdressDirekt offers you collections of addresses from the widest
variety of sectors at very fair prices. To ensure optimum delivery success,
listings must be up-to-date and top quality. Because we send sector-
specific publications and supply topic-related material, we know our
customers in the sectors of very precise knowledge of all our customers in
the sectors of electronics, automation, motor trade, manufacturing industry,
etc. very well.

Precisely targeted selection minimises scatter losses!
• Over 1 million B2B addresses
• Around 400 business sectors
• More than 350,000 personal addresses

Choose addresses on the basis of :
• Sector
• Size of business
• Position/function
• Specialist magazines
• Regional limitations

www.datam-adressdirekt.de

dataM-Services
the experts for database marketing, CrM
and business intelligence

For companies pursuing sales marketing activities, more than 70 IT, data
bank and service specialists, with an instinctive feel for the task, success-
fully coordinate not just all the classical but also the digital sales & service
activities involved in bringing together and marketing products, online
portals, communities and events under the relevant umbrella brand name.
DataM has developed an IT solution for medium-sized companies, tailor-
made to the requirements of their sector.

Using DataM-DatabaseMarketing 2.0, you find out what your customers
want and put life into your database (360° customer view). You can hold a
print-based or web-based dialogue with your customers – and DataM’s
symbiosis of address management know-how, CRM and dialogue market-
ing competence will give you the necessary support.

In the area of marketing services, DataM takes over all service provision for
you, from audio to wev – regardless of whether it is a matter of B2B/B2C
advertising campaigns, market research, media planning/controlling, mar-
ket consulting, team coaching or the organization of fairs and events for the
fine adjustment of your brand communication.

DataM is the new marketing controlling
solution, build directly on your
existing data infrastructure and setting
new standards in usability. This way,
marketing controlling becomes quite simple,marketing controlling becomes quite simple, 
fast and individual. Available always andfast and individual. Available always and
everywhere on all end devices.

www.datam-services.de

mailto:fmorawietz@datam-services.de
mailto:tkomp@datam-services.de
http://www.datam-adressdirekt.de
http://www.datam-services.de
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servicesCorporate Media

Vogel Corporate Media –
a youthful agency with 120 years’ experience!
People and markets change. Vogel Corporate Media aims to shape
actively the way use of communication and media is changing and to make
them effective for you.

Corporate Media today is at home in all media. Classical customer and
staff magazines have to work digitally, applications for diverse end devices
have to be thought up, and social media like Facebook, Twitter and Youtube
offer additional communication possibilities which demand professional
know-how.

Crossmedia competence is the precondition for effective customer acquisi-
tion and retention. A development that we can use to your advantage, for
only a unified company communication picks up potential customers where
they are at this moment. Print, web and mobile are intertwined to make a
coherent market presence.

With us, strategic development and creative realisation of crossmedia cor-
porate media concepts come from one source. We make use of classical
and digital media, set up mobile portals, take care of SEO optimisation and

implement social media pages and communities. We network the various
channels and fit them with the optimum content, so that you get the best
out of each individual format.

Vogel Corporate Media offers a unique spectrum of services.
With us, an experienced team comes together with a comprehensive net-
work of authors, editors, designers, specialist journalists, photographers,
online specialists and agencies. That is why firms both large and small find
with us the crossmedia service perfectly matched to their needs.

In the background there is the performance capacity of the major specialist
media publisher Vogel Business Media: markets, media and people with
expertise in many sectors.

VOGEL
CORPORATE MEDIA

You have messages? We transport them!
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XXX

our services:
• Consulting, strategy and implementation

• Idea, conception and layout

• Cooperation and partner management

• Content creation: editing, curation
and video production

• Marketing via content and social media

• Web and mobile development

www.vogel-corporatemedia.de

CONTACT

Sonja Wilke/key account
Tel. +49-30-890481-223
sonja.wilke@vogel-corporatemedia.de

Tina Schäfer/director
Tel. +49-30-890481-222
tina.schaefer@vogel-corporatemedia.de

Corporate publishing and crossmedia marketing on all channels.

of all firms will in future invest more in digital
media. Print remains the fundamental building
block of the marketing mix.65 %

http://www.vogel-corporatemedia.de
mailto:tina.schaefer@vogel-corporatemedia.de
mailto:sonja.wilke@vogel-corporatemedia.de
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VoGeL VeNtUreS

the Venture Capital enterprise of
Vogel Business Media
Build networks, act at the centre of market events and stimulate
idea transfer among the areas of Vogel Business Media –
that is the goal of Vogel Ventures

Matthias Bauer
Member of the Board
Tel. +49-30-890-481-198
E-Mail: ventures@vogel.de

CONTACT

Thanks to a strategic cooperation with Michael Brehm (CEO Rebate
Networks), the enterprise has had an experienced VC on board from the
beginning. With its present six holdings, Vogel Ventures has begun to
become established on the markedly international Berlin Network.

What distinguishes Vogel Ventures from other VCs?
With over 120 years of access to the decision-makers in German industry,
Vogel Ventures can make an immense network available to its holdings.
Whether tailor-made and performance-based marketing measures in over
100 Vogel publications (print, digital, mobile, live event) or as direct access
to sector decision makers – Vogel Ventures offers founders more than just
capital!

What orientation does the Vogel Ventures portfolio have?
The Vogel Ventures portfolio is more strongly focused on content than on
regional factors. Ideally, the orientation of the holdings matches the B2B
sectors and markets addressed by Vogel Business Media.

www.vogelventures.de

What financing phases are interesting for Vogel Ventures?
In principle, all financing rounds are interesting – it is more important that
a firm’s content should be fit in well with the existing holdings portfolio.
Vogel Ventures also likes to support founders from the seed phase to the
last growth financing round.

labfolder CEO Dr. Simon Bungers comments on the investment involvement of Vogel Ventures:
“Right from the first meeting with Vogel it was clear: this investor knows what we are talking about. And
straight away. Vogel’s enormous expertise in the most varied sectors only became clear to us after we looked
into the enterprise and its diverse fields of activity more closely – in short: we were impressed. Because of
the solid specialist experience, because of the network and because of the good communication and the
hands-on mentality shown during the investment process, we decided in favour of Vogel Ventures. Now we

are very happy to have, in Vogel Ventures, a partner at our side who can also support us with a high strategic
potential.”

mailto:ventures@vogel.de
http://www.vogelventures.de


Media production
Our customers feel the benefits of an inter-
national media company when it comes to solid
advice and creative solutions for your media
production.

Media management
• Product consulting
• Media cost calculation
• Media procurement
• Production control
• Quality control

Layout & design
• Corporate design development
• Development of promotional material
• Advertisement design
• Trade fair planning
• Newsletters / customer magazines
• Specialist magazine concept and design of

book production
• CD/DVD programming
• Web design
• Banner production
• E-paper programming
• App production
• Image processing
• Blueprints/graphics
• Database-supported small-ad production

Market research with Vogel Business Media

Finances & controlling
Our services across the whole spectrum of
accounting are used by many companies within
and outside of the Vogel Media Group.

• Accounting (Federal Regulations, IFRS)
• Creditor and debtor accounting / arrears

billing
• Asset accounting / investment control
• Payroll
• Fee and travel cost settlement
• Invoicing
• Detailed reporting system
• – Profit & loss accounts / balance

– Open item assessment
– Profit margin calculations
– Cost centre assessments
– Cash flow assessments
– Assistance in external and internal auditing
– Budget planning and management
– Data backups and archiving

information technology
As an IT service provider we support a wide
variety of companies in all aspects of IT and
telecommunications. Our specialists offer all
systems provider services:

• Business process analysis and optimisation
• Viability analysis of the applications used
• Support in IT budget planning
• Telecommunications analysis and system

introduction
• Development of security strategies
• Installation and administration of server

systems and networks
• Internet and intranet solutions
• Anti-spam solutions
• Installation, administration and management

of IT workplaces
• System and data migration
• Business partner of SAGE for the SalesLogix

CRM tool
• Installation of editing systems for controlling

all media channels
• Workflow solutions for cross-media produc-

tions print, online, mobile, apps

Matthias Thauer
Tel. +49-931-418-2410
matthias.thauer@vogel.de

Peter Kraus
Tel. +49-931-418-2208
peter.kraus@vogel.de

CONTACT
Managing Director
Günter Schürger
Tel. +49-931-418-2699
guenter.schuerger@vogel.de

CONTACT

Frank Schormüller
Tel. +49-931-418-2184
frank.schormueller@vogel.de

CONTACT

CONTACTLet our market research provide you with concrete results regarding
your advertising measures (ad tests), the positioning of your firm
(image and market position analysis) and future trends (topic sur-
vey). The market-leading specialist media by Vogel Business Media
guarantee direct access to top-quality target groups: our readers
and users are the investment decision-makers and technology users
in the core sectors of German industry.

SerViCeS
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mailto:peter.kraus@vogel.de
mailto:matthias.thauer@vogel.de
mailto:guenter.schuerger@vogel.de
mailto:frank.schormueller@vogel.de
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BooK pUBLiSHiNG

Cd-roM
teaching programmes
and apps
The teaching programmes on CD-ROM support
the acquisition of specialist knowledge. Easy
use and operation give access to the interesting
contents. Wherever helpful, these contents are
explained using animations, with pictures & vid-
eos bridging the gap to practical application. In
various areas, examination preparation aids on
CD-ROM and apps for iOS accompany trainees
all the way to the final examination.
Subjects:
• Motor vehicle technology
• Painting Bodywork
• Electrical engineering
• Electronics
• Sanitary and heating

technology
• Properties of materials

demonstrate compe-
tence with books ...
The book is the ideal medium for long-term
press & public relations and therefore for your
corporate publishing activities. It demands no
technical pre-requisites and has a perfect sales
network via book retailers. This offers clear ad-
vantages:

• Books are highly respected.
• Books remain on the market for several
• years.
• Books can be designed in harmony with

the corporate design of the company.
• Additional target groups can be reached

through retail book distribution channels.
• Books offer the opportunity to go into subject

in detail.
• Books enable a linking of marketing and

sponsoring.

No other medium has such a convincing price-
performance ratio combined with long-lasting
effects.

We’ll gladly discuss your personal book
ideas with you.

Sales
Jürgen Beck
Tel. +49-931-418-2419
juergen.beck@vogel.de

Corporate Publishing
Niels Bernau
Tel. +49-931-418-2218
niels.bernau@vogel.de

CONTACT

Ask for our com-
plete programme 2014!
Vogel Buchverlag, 97064 Würzburg
www.vogel-buchverlag.de

Vogel technical books
The technical publishing programme is primarily 
dedicated to initial and advanced professional
training – clear and practice-related knowledge
transfer. This also applies to the electronic me-
dia, which give effective support to the overall
concept. Proof of the importance of the current
programme is the total of 450 licensed publica-
tions in more than 30 countries. Topics:
• Automation • Laboratory
• Sanitary, heating, air-conditioning
• Plastics • Building/utilities technology
• Machine construction
• Automobile technology
• Construction • Motor trade
• Electronics • Control systems technology
• Electrical engineering
• Process engineering

mailto:juergen.beck@vogel.de
mailto:niels.bernau@vogel.de
http://www.vogel-buchverlag.de


www.vogel.com

You choose the channel,
we get the message across

Anyone looking for specialised knowledge and professional expertise will find it quickly and
effectively using our innovative media platforms. As one of the leading German specialised
media companies, Vogel Business Media provides a cross-link between people and media.
Regardless of whether the message is put across in print, online or in the form of an event,
there is a wide range of channels fromwhich you can choose the one you findmost convenient
and effective. All you need to do is tune in to the right channel!

PRINT DIGITAL EVENTS SERVICES

Partnership for success

http://www.vogel.com


Career

We can give you a taste of what it‘s like to work in media
If you are interested in the media sector and in information & communica-
tion technology, a work placement will give you the chance to dip into the
world of Vogel Business Media. You will learn all about daily business in
the corporate divisions of Print, Online, Services and Events and, in doing
so, will be able to test the career direction you want to take.
We can offer secondary school pupils, technical college students and uni-
versity/polytechnic undergraduates the following work experience options:

As a specialist media company, Vogel Business Media

offers a wide range of useful, interesting features for

pupils & students, and for tomorrow’s professionals.

These features not only serve career planning &

orientation but also initial & further training purposes.

Personal expert
Katharina Schepping
Tel. +49-931-418-2668
katharina.schepping@vogel.de

CONTACT

What does Vogel have to offer pupils
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Trial/orientation work placements, Pre-study work placements prior to uni-
versity/polytechnic course, Internship semesters, Professional / advanced
internships, Job-shadowing in the editorial department, Girls´ Day (an
annual date in Germany for girls to visit companies with a technical/scien-
tific slant)

We offer career openings in the media sector
If you successfully got your degree just recently, you will now be facing
your next important step: onto the career ladder.
Vogel Business Media has the following career openings for motivated
graduates who have an interest in the world of media:
In cooperation with the WÜRZBURGER medienakademie, we offer a
trainee programme with exciting assignments, projects and further training.
The trainee programme prepares graduates for taking on complex tasks and
challenging leadership duties in the media sector. For further information,
please go directly to www.wuerzburgermedienakademie.de
In our two-year traineeship programme, you will be trained as a special-
ist editor. This Vogel Business Media programme is based on a framework
training scheme. Among other things, it covers the following content:
• target group-oriented selection and editing of news
• cross-media work
• the journalistic formats of a specialist magazine
• editorial organisation
At the same time as working as a trainee at Vogel Business Media, you will
attend events in connection with the “Specialised journalism with a focus
on technology” study course at Würzburg-Schweinfurt Technical College of
Applied Sciences.

Würzburg

Frankfurt

München

students, and tomorrow‘s professionals?

mailto:katharina.schepping@vogel.de
http://www.wuerzburgermedienakademie.de


StUdieNGaNG

WÜRZBURGER Medienakademie
Alexandra Köth
Tel. +49-931-4170- 475
alexandra.koeth@wuema.de

CONTACT

a unique offer
Würzburg Media academy
WÜma (Würzburger medienakademie), a joint project involving Vogel andWÜma (Würzburger medienakademie), a joint project involving Vogel and 
two other Würzburg-based media companies (Krick Group and the Main-two other Würzburg-based media companies (Krick Group and the Main-
Post media group) offers a wide range of vocational training programs.Post media group) offers a wide range of vocational training programs. 
The companies are from different media sectors, thus providing a uniqueThe companies are from different media sectors, thus providing a unique 
insight into the media –, from the newspaper to the professional mediainsight into the media –, from the newspaper to the professional media 
house, from phone book publisher to IT media service provider – print,house, from phone book publisher to IT media service provider – print,
online and mobile to.

The WÜma offers the following training positions:
• IT specialist for applications development
• IT specialist for systems integration
• Courier, express and post services assistant
• Warehouse logistics assistant
• Office management specialistDialogue marketing assistant
• Dialogue marketing specialist
• Media designer digital and print
• Media assistant digital and print
• Media technologist print
• Event management assistant

WÜma moreover offers, in cooperation with the Dual University in
Baden-Württemberg a dual system study for business administration and

Medien
machen
Menschen

Medien

The right opening at last!

08
02

0

Stefanie Dusel
Würzburger Medienakademie GmbH

Franz-Horn-Str. 2 · 97082 Würzburg

Telefon: (0931) 4170-415
Fax: (0931) 4170-421
E-Mail: stefanie.dusel@wuema.de

www.wuema.de

Choose your dream training:

Informatics specialist application development
Informatics specialist system integration
Skilled staff courier, express and postal services
Skilled staff for warehouse logistics
Skilled staff for event technology
Commercial assistant for office management
Commercial assistant for dialogue marketing
Media designer digital and print
Media commercial assistant digital and print
Media technologist print
Commercial assistant events

Dual study course at the DHBW in Heilbronn and Mosbach:
Bachelor of Arts (B.A) – Business Studies – service management consulting & services
Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) – Industrial Informatics

Future-oriented career opportunities in exciting media areas. Looking forward to meeting you!

Phone:

E-mail:

business informatics as well as a trainee
program for university graduates.

Simply order our info brochure!
www.wuema.de

http://www.wuema.de
mailto:alexandra.koeth@wuema.de
mailto:stefanie.dusel@wuema.de
http://www.wuema.de
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technology and business: understand – describe – evaluate
Communications expert in three semesters – Vogel Foundation supports master’s course

Since summer semester 2009, Würzburg-Schweinfurt Technical University
has been offering at its Würzburg location the postgrad and master’s de-
gree “Specialist journalism with focus on technology”. In summer semester
2011, the course was extended to include the related field of “economics”
and is now called “Specialist journalism and corporate communications”.
Topics from technology and economics play an increasingly important role
in our society, so specialist media must reflect both areas adequately. The
course trains communications experts who combine technological or eco-
nomic expertise with the know-how of the journalist and PR professional.
The application-oriented basic training covers not only journalism, but also
public relations and corporate communications; at the next stage, it is pos-
sible and sensible to specialise.
The web portal “The Technical Journalist” (http://www.technik journalist.
org) offers the opportunity to publish one’s own articles very quickly and
under supervision. Numerous guest lectures by noted experts and excur-
sions to firms and events ensure a live link to current practice. The course
is made possible by a professorship supported by the Vogel Foundation, in
keeping with their intention to promote competent and up-to-date training
of upcoming communications specialists. More details at: www.fachjour-
nalismus.com

More information at: www.fachjournalismus.com

Prof. Dr. Lutz Frühbrodt
Tel. +49-931-3511-8576
lutz.fruehbrodt@fhws.de

CONTACT

Study tour of the course

Study now at Würzburg-Schweinfurt Technical University!
Critical, sound, consumer-oriented – become a modern media expert
with mastery of all communications channels!

More details at: www.fachjournalismus.com

Start

of the official

application

period:

2May 2014

07
40
6

Master’s degree in
specialist journalism and
corporate communications

http://www.technikjournalist.org
http://www.technikjournalist.org
http://www.fachjour-nalismus.com
http://www.fachjour-nalismus.com
http://www.fachjour-nalismus.com
http://www.fachjournalismus.com
mailto:lutz.fruehbrodt@fhws.de
http://www.fachjournalismus.com
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FoUNdatioN

The “Vogel Foundation Dr. Eckernkamp” was established by the Würzburg
publisher Dr. Kurt Eckernkamp and his wife, Nina Eckernkamp-Vogel, in
2000. The Foundation focuses its support on the four fields of education,
science, medicine and culture. A special emphasis is on support of profes-
sional training, particularly in the areas of journalism and the new informa-
tion and communication technologies.
Dr. Eckernkamp is publisher and board chairman of Vogel Business Media.
In 2012, the Foundation became the foundation partner of Vogel Business
Media and since its establishment has already allocated the substantial
sum of over one million euros of Foundation funds to projects in the Würz-
burg region.

There are currently two major support focuses:
• The foundational professorship in “Business Journalism” at the Julius

Maximilian University, Würzburg. The core subject “Business Journal-
ism” is a master’s course.

• In March 2010, the Foundation initiated a five year period of support for
the research project “Early diagnosis in dementia research” at Würzburg
University Clinic. This “Vogel Study” is a unique long-term project for
early diagnosis of dementia.

Some selected support programm and donation recipients:
education
• Scholarships for Würzburg College of Music
• The music education cooperative Sing- und Musikschule Würzburg
• Supporters of the music education cooperative
• Sing- und Musikschule Veitshöchheim
• Bavarian Association of Music Schools

Science
• Würzburg University Alliance
• Young Researchers Programme
• Würzburg-Schweinfurt Technical University of Applied Science
• Würzburg University Clinic

Healthcare
• German Stroke Help Foundation
• Würzburg Hospice Association
• Doctors for the Third World
• Würzburg St. John’s Accident Assistance
• HALMA Old Age Help in Daily Life, Würzburg

Culture
• Music College
• Support Association for the Mainfranken Theatre, Würzburg
• Mainfranken Museum “Tilmann Riemenschneider”
• Martin von Wagner Museum
• German Foundation Music Life
• The City of Würzburg

dr. eckernkamp visiting the dementia research project
“Vogel Study” at Würzburg Uni.

the Vogel Foundation assists young talents and supports the
charity Jugend aktiv e.V.

HaLMa e.V. – Help for the old in daily life: this important
institution is supported by the Vogel Foundation.

The website of the Foundation: www.vogel-stiftung.de

http://www.vogel-stiftung.de


Vogel Business Media takes its community and social responsibility very
seriously. In fact, corporate social responsibility has a long tradition
stretching over the 120-year history of our media company. Our total of two
foundations and innumerable sponsoring activities alone confirm this fact.
Vogel Business Media‘s CSR strategy focuses above all on the areas of
imparting specialist knowledge and boosting economic development.
Corporate social responsibility forms an essential part of our society. For
that reason, Vogel Business Media is involved in numerous CSR projects.
Our activities focus on promoting our sector and developing the younger
generation, imparting information and assisting employees – not just
regionally but also nationally.

We give regular support to the Stiftung Lesen (reading foundation), a na-
tional project aimed at encouraging young people to read and learn.Every
year, the Karl Theodor Vogel Foundation – together with the German spe-
cialised press association – awards the € 15,000 Specialist Journalist of
the Year prize. www.karl-theodor-vogel-preis.de. We help to develop the
town of Würzburg and the Main/Franconia region as an industrial location,
and we help to promote Germany as an innovation base. We are also a
founder member of Würzburg AG (a regional marketing initiative promoting
Würzburg).

We strengthen Würzburg as a media location (e.g. Würzburg Media Acad-
emy) and expand what the town’s higher education. We promote the next
generation of media experts (e.g. Foundational Chair “Business Journal-
ism” at the Julius Maximilian University, Würzburg). For years, moreover,
there have been numerous cooperations with both Würzburg universities
(university and technical university): lectures, in the form of talks, seminars,
workshops, project work, career services and work experience.

Furthermore, true to Vogel‘s motto of “Successful together”, we show strong
corporate social responsibility in our work with the three other companies
from Würzburg‘s print & media industry (Krick, MainPost, König & Bauer) in
staging the annual Würzburg charity concert at the Vogel Convention Center,
which, in the eight years from 2005 to 2013, has raised more than € 380,000
in donations to regional social, charitable and medical projects.
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Corporate SoCiaL reSpoNSiBiLitY

“Der Würzburger” is a trendy, free scene magazine for Würzburg by Vogel’s
trainees. The magazine will appear for the 29th time in succession in 2014,
with diverse topics for young and old. “Der Würzburger”, however, is not
just a training project for our trainees: it also serves a good cause, with the
trainees donating the advertising revenue to charities in Würzburg and the
surrounding area. Every year, the charity recipients are chosen anew by our
editorial team. These must meet the following criteria: needy people and
institutions that do not receive state aid and that are based in the region.
A successful project, which now has in the meantime collected more than
200,000 € for good causes.

our responsibility

Our trainees: the “Würzburger” check handed over to two supported projects

VOGEL
PREIS

KARL THEODOR

FACHJOURNALIST
DES JAHRES

Check handed over at the 8th Würzburg Benefit Concert Annual donation to the Foundation “Reading

http://www.karl-theodor-vogel-preis.de
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VoGeL BUSiNeSS Media – CertiFiCate

We are an “excellent” company.

FACHMEDIUM FACHMEDIUM FACHMEDIUM DES JAHRES 2013DES JAHRES 2013DES JAHRES 2013

| J U R Y | BERND ADAM Geschäftsführer (Deutsche Fachpresse) | JÖRG DAMBACHER Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter (RTS Rieger Team) | PROF. DR. LUTZ FRÜHBRODT Leiter des Studiengangs
»Fachjournalismus und Unternehmenskommunikation« (FH Würzburg-Schweinfurt) | VITUS GRAF Leiter Herstellung/Neue Medien (Deutscher Ärzte-Verlag) | ANDREAS HAGENKORD Leiter Unternehmenskommuni-
kation (Callwey Verlag) | BERND MEIDEL Bereichsleiter Operations (Vogel Business Media) | CLAUDIA MICHALSKI Stellvertr. Sprecherin Deutsche Fachpresse, Geschäftsführerin (Verlagsgruppe Handelsblatt) |

JOACHIM ORTLEB Leiter Medizinische Kommunikation (Georg Thieme Verlag) | DR. LAURIN PASCHEK Geschäftsführer (Zimpel Media-Daten) | STEFAN RÜHLING Sprecher Deutsche Fachpresse, Geschäfts-
führer (Vogel Business Media) | HANS SCHNEIDER Mitgesellschafter (Die Media) | ADRIAN SCHOMMERS Geschäftsführer (Verlag Stahleisen) | BEATE VETTER Leiterin Marken-Kommunikation Central Europe
(Keramag) | CORINNA ZIPPAN Leiterin Vertrieb (Holzmann Medien)

PRE IS DER DEUTSCHEN FACHPRESSE

Stefan Rühling
Sprecher Deutsche Fachpresse

Claudia Michalski
Stellv. Sprecherin Deutsche Fachpresse

Essen, 5. Juni 2013

für den Titel

AStW Aktuelles aus dem Steuer- und Wirtschaftsrecht

IWW Institut für Wirtschaftspublizistik
In der Kategorie Recht/Wirtschaft/Steuern wird der Preis verliehen an

AStW Aktuelles aus dem Steuer- und WirtschaftsrechtAStW Aktuelles aus dem Steuer- und Wirtschaftsrecht

Sprecher Deutsche FachpresseSprecher Deutsche FachpresseSprecher Deutsche Fachpresse Stellv. Sprecherin Deutsche FachpresseStellv. Sprecherin Deutsche FachpresseStellv. Sprecherin Deutsche Fachpresse

| J U R Y | BERND ADAM Geschäftsführer (Deutsche Fachpresse) | JÖRG DAMBACHER Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter (RTS Rieger Team) Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter (RTS Rieger Team) | PROF. DR. LUTZ FRÜHBRODT 
 »Fachjournalismus und Unternehmenskommunikation« (FH Würzburg-Schweinfurt) | VITUS GRAF Leiter Herstellung/Neue Medien (Deutscher Ärzte-Verlag) Leiter Herstellung/Neue Medien (Deutscher Ärzte-Verlag) | ANDREAS HAGENKORD 
kation (Callwey Verlag) | BERND MEIDEL Bereichsleiter Operations (Vogel Business Media) | CLAUDIA MICHALSKI Stellvertr. Sprecherin Deutsche Fachpresse, Geschäftsführerin (Verlagsgruppe Handelsblatt) Stellvertr. Sprecherin Deutsche Fachpresse, Geschäftsführerin (Verlagsgruppe Handelsblatt) 
JOACHIM ORTLEB Leiter Medizinische Kommuni kation (Georg Thieme Verlag) | DR. LAURIN PASCHEK Geschäftsführer (Zimpel Media-Daten) Geschäftsführer (Zimpel Media-Daten) | STEFAN RÜHLING 
führer (Vogel Business Media) | HANS SCHNEIDER Mitgesellschafter (Die Media) | ADRIAN SCHOMMERS Geschäftsführer (Verlag Stahleisen) Geschäftsführer (Verlag Stahleisen) | BEATE VETTER
(Keramag) | CORINNA ZIPPAN Leiterin Vertrieb (Holzmann Medien)

PROF. DR. LUTZ FRÜHBRODT 
ANDREAS HAGENKORD 

Stellvertr. Sprecherin Deutsche Fachpresse, Geschäftsführerin (Verlagsgruppe Handelsblatt) 
STEFAN RÜHLING 
BEATE VETTER Leiterin Marken-Kommunikation Central Europe 



Our specialist media often pick up on topics long before the
general press. In fact we are frequently the ones who get debates
going. Our specialist media guard the interests of industry!
We articulate the most important topics and problems of
our sectors. With our media platforms, we bring these topics
to the general public, to associations, politicians and to
other sectors and markets.

preSS reVieW

Vogel Business Media and its specialised media in the press
“read, quoted and in demand!”

102102

At www.vogel.de you find a press ticker which daily shows the
latest press responses to publications by Vogel Business Media.

Corporate Communications
Dr. Gunther Schunk
Tel. +49-931-418-2590
gunther.schunk@vogel.de

CONTACT

mailto:gunther.schunk@vogel.de
http://www.vogel.de
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iNdeX: Media BraNdS aNd SerViCeS

* Media brand names of Vogel Business Media

A aCHeMa worldwide News 43

agencies 5

academy German Motor trade 57

analytics 48

physicians 72

distinctions 101

apps 55, 60, 70, 74

* autoeXpert 61

* autoFaCHMaNN
[auto specialist]

60

* autoKaUFMaNN
[auto salesman]

60

automating 22

automation 38

automobile sector 50, 52

* automobil industrie 52

automobile industry China 53

awards 55

B B2B Contents 80

B2B Marketing 17

B2B Marketing Congress 17

B2B Seminars 80

Bep [business efficiency] 10

* bike und business 59

* blechnet [sheet metal] 26

Book publishing 94

C Carbon Composites 24

Chemicals/process engineering 42

Content Syndication 85

Controlling 93

Corporate Services 75

Crossmedial 4, 5

CSr activities 100

CSr Magazine 18

D dataM-adressdirekt
[address service]

89

dataM-Services 89

* deviceMed 34

* deViCeMed FraNCe 35

E * eGovernment Computing 66

eGovernment Summit 66

electrical goods industry 36

electro-mobility 39

* eLeKtroNiKpraXiS
[electronics practice]

36

* elektrotechnik
[electrical engineering]

38

eMS day 37

eSe Management Summit 37

* etMM 28

events 37, 76, 82

F production industry 22

Firm profile 11

G * Gebrauchtwagen praxis
[used vehicle practice]

58

Vogel Business Media Board 3

eSe Congress 33

groab.de [large installation
construction]

45

I information
technology

93

Contents 5

institute for Business
Journalism (iWW)

68

international 8, 24, 30

* it-BUSiNeSS 64

it market 62, 65

K Career 96

Motor businesses 54

* kfz-betrieb
[motor trade]

54

Compendiums 67

Congresses 24, 46, 56, 65, 73

design engineering 22

* konstruktionspraxis
[design engineering practice]

40

Konstruktionspraxis academy 41

Cooperation products iWW 75

L * Laborpraxis
[laboratory practice]

48

Laborpraxis China 49

Laboratories 48

Lead generation 84

readers 5

Life Sciences 48

M * marconomy
[markets & communication]

16

Markets 4, 8

Brand conference B2B 17

Market research 93

Media production 93

Medical technology 34

trade fairs 7, 83

trade fair newspapers 23

MM Börse [MM exchange] 23

MM Composites World 24

MM das österreichische indus-
triemagazin [austrian industry
magazine]

31

MM Korea 33

* MM Logistik [logistics] 25

MM Magazyn przemyslowy 31

MM Makina Magazin 32

* MM MaschinenMarkt 22

MM Money and technologies 32

MM Müszaki Magazin 32

MM pr° umyslové spektrum 31

MM the industrial Magazine 33

MM Xiandai Zhizao 33

Motion & drives NeWS 38

Biker tour 59

MSM Le Mensuel de l´industrie 30

myContentfactory 85

mydigiabo [digital subscription] 85

N * Nachhaltige produktion
[sustainable production]

27

ngn – next generation network 88

O online information services 74

P practice forum used vehicle 58

* pharmateC 44

poWder & BULK NetWorK 47

powder&BulkSolidsindia 47

* proCeSS 42

proCeSS academy 46

proCeSS China 43

proCeSS india 43

* proCeSS worldwide 43

examination trainer 60

R Lawyers 71

S * Schüttgut [bulk materials] 47

Search portals 67

Seminars, Workshops 67, 73, 80

SMM Schweizer
Maschinenmarkt

30

Social Media 14

Special publications 49, 53

Locations 6

industrial Connector Congress 37

tax adviser 70

Foundations 99

Foundation-supported
university course
Specialist Journalism

98

T topics and sectors 4

technology Conferences 65

U entrepreneurs & self-employed 73

V Vogel Business Media 3, 4, 6

Vogel Convention Center VCC 82

Vogel Corporate Media 90

Vogel ForMa 61

Vogel Ventures 92

W Webinars 87

Webcast 86

advertisers 5

WiSo tax newsletter 73

Whitepaper and webcast 84

Wind power 39, 41

Wind power design engineering 41

WÜrZBUrG
Media academy

97

Z dentists 72

page pagepage



Change your firm for the future

Background and Best Practice
for your strategies

Up-to-date information,
dialogue and services

Any amount of CSR contacts

Change your firm for the future

Background and Best Practice 
for your strategiesfor your strategies

Up-to-date information,Up-to-date information,
dialogue and servicesdialogue and servicesdialogue and services

Any amount of CSR contactsAny amount of CSR contactsAny amount of CSR contacts

Online
Service

Quarterly magazine

Events
Webinars

8,–

partner
Become a

Become a (trial offer)
partner at
www.csrmagazin.de

only

Service
erly magazine

Become a (trial offer)
partner at
www.csrmagazin.de

per month

http://www.csrmagazin.de
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